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new and unique idea 
tn A ED FooD 
ADVERTISING and 1V1ERCHANDISING 
-the first associational advertising cam-
paign benefiting all factors of the in-
dustry and trade-which will both 
educate and sell consumers. 
-the first to make it possible for all trade 
factors to tie up directly with each ad, 
in the same paper and right by the 
Association's advertisement. 
-the first to make retail merchandising tie-
ups desirable, practical, and profitable. 
-the first associational campaign con-
ceived to actually move goods within 2-1: 
hours after each advertisement appears. 
That is the Canners Advertising Committee"s 1932 
Plan-·advertising and merchandising that educates as 
much as ever, that sells more than ever. 
SHE READS TONIGHT Beginning in February, 
-eoHE BUYS TOMORROW there will appear in about 
. leading cities a series of half-page newspaper adver-
nsements by the National Canners Association. 
pages in newspapers week in and week out. Not 
small space, but large, impressive, 4 column advertise-
ments running right down the middle of the page. 
OPPORTUNITY 
FOR SALE 
On each side of the hard-working 
Canned Food advertisements are two 
open columns for the tie-up advertising of canned foods 
only by retailers, wholesalers and canners. Here lies a 
golden opportunity to benefit directly from National 
Canners Association advertising and use it to make _vour 
advertisement doubly efrcctive. 
WATCH FOR MERCHANDISING 
aANS AND COMPLETE FACTS 
A complete outline of the plan naming the cities and 
the newspapers, together with Merchandising Manuals 
containing practical ideas for capitalization of the cam-
paign, will be mailed soon to canners, brokers and 
wholesalers. 
A Merchandising Division of the Canners Advertising 
Committee has been established in New York at 49 
West 45th Street under the direction of Mr. C. P. 
Pelham. 
Further inquiries concerning the merchandising fea-
tures of the campaign should be addressed to Mr. 
Pelham at the above address . 
NATIONAL CANNERS ASSOCIATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
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rives Easier 
AND Lasts Longer 
Saves work while you're driving it. 
Saves more work later. Every fibre is 
new, of the finest quality and dean. 
The tar is correct in quality and quan-
tity. Wall Oakum sptns eas1er and 
drives easier. 
Try Wall Oakum this season. Note 
how much easier it is to use and how 
securely it "stays put". Wall has been 
saving money for seafaring men for 
over a hundred years. Let Wall Qual· 
ity save you money, too. 
Made in /lnzerir:a by American Labor 
WALL ROPE WORKS, Inc. 
48 South Street, New York, N.Y. 
Factory, Beverly, N.]. 
P!:Icific Coast Agents 
NORMAN S. WRIGHT & CO., 41 Spear Street, San Franciscoc Cal. 
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Whoever wrote, "a watched pot never boils'\ didn't 
know much about business. When business is good 
the "kittle'' doesn't need much attention to keep it 
bubbling merrily away. 
It is only in like these when the fuel i§ wet and 
the fire under the business pot seems to 
"heehy that you've got to watch it 
You must your weather eye 
developments that may 
merchandising ideas that if used wm 
for new 
fire of burn and hotter and 
the old kettle once tune. 
posted on your industry 
with WEST COAST FISHERIES 
news of aU 
ideas that few other journals are 
equipped to 
Yes, there's a coupon in the corner~to the left 
plea.Je! 
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o~Malley Is Willing To Help 
T COAST FISHERIES published for its 
January editorial an article entitled "Nobody 
knows Anything About J'un~." This can~id 
had for its purpose. the ~Irectlng of attentwn 
utter ianorance which still surrounds the tuna 
It ~mphasized the need for uncovering the 
truths relative to the breeding and rate-
of the several species, and urged that these 
be instituted before damage be done to fish-
now in the sea. 
was startling. Unanimous commendation 
and numerous congratulatory statements 
ecei;ed-some of these eminating even from 
outside the fisheries. NOT ONE DISSENT-
MENT WAS HEARD! Such enthusiastic 
to a newly-propounded idea certainly may 
d as signifying that the editorial attitude 
orrect one, and concentric with the will of all 
of the public. 
es Davis II, editor of THE FISHERMAN 
a magazine published in Los Angeles 
for Southern California Rod & Reel 
rnia Conservationists, and The Catalina 
Tuna Club, expressed his satisfaction with 
proposals in the following terms : 
us to compliment you on your extremely 
· 1 entitled 'Nobody Knows Anything 
. This we believe to be a long step in 
direction of accomplishing something 
in a matter that must be just as near to 
of every sportsman as it is to the com-
inTI'rPQrc. As a matter of fact, we feel that 
in the sports and the commercial indus-
identical, although unfortunately radicals 
· es on both sides cannot see this point 
y stirring up discussions and argu-
are only proving injurious to both sides. 
to see this eliminated in time." 
· to sport anglers and commercial fisher-
are other thousands of folk who, though 
and unheard, are as vitally concerned as 
These are the legions of cannery help, 
the uncounted host which labors in related 
without ever guessing or supposing that 
of their employment is related de-
a perpetuation of the tuna resource. 
O'Malley, United States Commissioner of 
. already has indicated his willingness to 
. ':Vith this important matter. He val-
of the Bureau of which he is 
Y proviso being that the industry state 
th': work be clone, and evince a willing-
. scientific guidance. Writing from his 
mg~on, D. C., O'Malley says: 
';Ith deep interest your January ecli-
h _Nobody Knows Anything About 
earbly c~n:mend the editorial as being 
expositwns of the subject that it has 
fortune to ~ead. The Bureau has long 
c n~~cl for mvestigations which would 
onclitwn and trend of the fishery and I 
1 tha~ such investigations might fur-
b by It would be possible to forecast 
a undance of tuna each year just as we 
now are making a beginning in forecasting the runs 
of salmon and mackerel. Such work would be in the 
nature of an insurance policy to industry for its 
guidance and to help safeguard the capital invested 
in it. 
"The tuna industry is primarily a high-seas fishery 
conducted coastwise for more than 1,000 miles. Its 
problems therefore are not only state and national, 
but international. To an observer who is following 
the rapid development of quick freezing and insula-
tion as applied to vessel construction it must be 
patent that in the future, distance from home port is 
far less important than formerly, thus opening the 
fishing grounds of the high seas to the vessels of 
whatever nation wishes to engage therein. This in 
turn presages the need for safeguarding the future of 
these great industries by international agreement. As 
you rightly state, such is being attempted in the case 
of the North Pacific halibut fisheries and in my judg~ 
ment excellent progress has been made to that end. 
"On March 18, 1926, we ratified a Convention with 
Mexico which contained a fisheries section including 
provision for an international fisheries commission. 
The Commission was organized and a beginning 
made which, had it been continued, would have 
tackled the tuna problem vigorously and we would 
now have had five years of accumulated facts with 
which to answer some of the questions your editorial 
raises. The convention was terminated at the end 
of one year and thus unfortunately the fisheries work 
had to be brought to a close. A large amount of work 
has been done by the State Department on the draft 
of a new fisheries treaty with Mexico. Does the fish-
ing industry of California want such a treaty with its 
provisions for a Commission and an investigative 
staff to tackle such problems as the tuna fishery? 
This must be the answer to your statement that 'It is 
declared a basic proposition in republican government 
that Federal agencies do not of their own accord in-
itiate innovations except upon demand by voters and 
taxpayers'. It would be extremely helpful to Federal 
agencies desirous of rendering helpful service, for the 
fisheries to settle upon a program and reach agree-
ment on such questions as the one raised above re-
lative to the treaty. The government must await the 
crystallizing of public opinion in California on this 
question of a treaty or any other program of helpful 
service before it can proceed intelligently with a 
reasonable expectation of the support necessary for 
the attainment of such ends. 
"Repeating my admiration for the concrete manner 
in which you have stated the tuna situation, I am 
very sincerely yours (signed) Henry O'Malley, Com-
missioner." 
It is revealed, therefore, that Federal authorities 
see with clearness the perils now threatening the 
tuna resource. Blind exploitation of a fishery con-
cerning which nothing is known is serious enough in 
itself, but there also exists the equally grave danger 
that some. day other nations may send refrigerated 
fleets of long-range dieselships into the tropic seas. 
Then, if there be no international treaty regulating 
the matter, the tuna may be swept up and soon be-
come as rare as walrus, and a thing for old men to 
talk about. 
8 
That the United States Bureau of Fisheries is alert 
to these fateful possibilities, and the fact that the 
State Department has worked at drafting a treaty 
wherewith to institute the necessary studies and pro-
vide for protective measures, should be indication 
enough that the safety of the resource is a matter of 
concern in Washington. Five years ago these same 
risks were foreseen, and except for the abrogation of 
the international conference there undoubtedly would 
be in existence today a large store of data relating to 
each of the principal species of tuna. 
Those five years have been lost. The possibilities 
which they offer for providing us with knowledge of 
this fishery are forever beyond recovery. However, a 
start can yet be made, and although the fishery is 
much farther from a virgin state of maximum produc-
tivity, we at least are not commencing the investiga-
tion after conditions of acute depletion have set in. 
Up till the present a number of causes have com-
bined to restrict tuna fishing and curtail the annual 
levies made upon the schools. Only a few years ago 
the boats were so small that trips were exceedingly 
short, while at the same time limited carrying 
capacity rendered their incursions upon the natural 
supply relatively unimportant. Nevertheless con-
stantly lengthening voyages became necessary, and 
this in itself is a warning to be considered. 
Within the last three years, however, an extensive 
fleet of large cruisers has been constructed, and 50 
long keels are in readiness to join the pursuit at any 
time. What will happen when all of this flotilla 
operates constantly must for the present remain a 
matter of conjecture, but whoever considers the 
matter should bear in mind that at no time has the 
whole body of vessels been unitedly in service except 
for a few months at a time. During the past year and 
a half the fleet has lain in port more than it has been 
actively in commission. Despite this comparative 
inactivity, fish has become increasingly harder to find, 
and the high percentage of voyages to equatorial 
banks has been the feature of the past season. What 
will happen if the whole fleet is kept in commission 
constantly for two entire years? Is there any tuna-
man who will not give it as his opinion that at the 
end of that period only the very largest among the 
ships will be able to cruise far enough from home to 
reach the regions of undepleted fishing? 
It is idle to talk of "inexhaustable quantities" of 
tuna around the Galapagos. "Unlimited numbers" 
of fur seals once migrated the waters of the Pacific, 
but today nothing but fragments of bone mark the 
once populous rookeries of the Farallones, off San 
Francisco. Other big herds frequented the islands of 
Baja California, and the occasional sight of one or 
two survivors there still excites the natives into hope-
ful hunts of final extermination. Except for the inter-
national treaty regulating sealing on the Pribilofs, 
even that vast heard would have been annihilated. 
Indeed, it has not yet recovered fully from the 
ravages of ignorant and unregulated exploitation 
which preceded orderly government control. 
No natural resource is "limitless." Every living 
animal is numbered. History describes parades of 
whales entering the San Diego estero in such long 
files that to cross in a small boat from Coronado to 
La Playa was unsafe for hours at a time. Today the 
W E S T C 0 A. S T F I S HE RJ 
"uncounted" whale-hordes of Capt. Scammon's 
all have been counted-each with a harpoon. Let 
therefore, not be fatuous, to be duped our 
sluggishness and mental bias, for every · 
must realize that there is only a certain 
tuna, and that if we cut too deeply into that 
we shall have to pay eventually through long 
forced abstinance. 
Perhaps we are not yet over-fishing the 
Perhaps investigation will disclose that the 
in no way threatened. Perhaps a study of the 
history of the five commercial kinds will show 
we can double our yearly take without im 
of the future. 
But we have no assurance of the soundness of 
suppositions, for lacking information concerning 
breeding and growth of the species, we have 
sensible basis for judgment. The possibility is 
least equally as good that we are taking too 
fish-at least there confronts us the fact that 
periods seem to indicate an increasing local 
In the face of negative indications it is not 
business to go placidly onward. When a 
throws a con-rod he stops to investigate · 
speeding along, unconscious of the din of his 
ery. View the fishery from an impartial 
and it will be seen that millions of dollars are 
invested in canning plants and in ships. 
workers have trained themselves, expecting to 
their lives at useful tasks in the packing plants. 
tically all of these are unconscious of the 
any threat to the permanence of their source of 
hood, it being characteristic of these people to 
such matters to the care of the cannery 
who actually are guardians of their well-being. 
Suitable utilization and proper protection of 
is not a matter that can be procured by 
case to Sacramento for adjudication by a state 
lature. Senators and assemblymen know not 
about the subject and are wholly incompetent to 
intelligent action. No-one is in position to 
the matter wisely until the facts cone 
fishes' ability to replenish their numbers has 
determined through systematic study by trained 
experienced scientists. 
With the Federal Bureau expressing an 
standing of the situation, and the U. S. State 
ment ready to negotiate international treaties in 
matter of protecting and perpetuating the tuna 
dustry, vessel-captains and fish-packers must 
to themselves the following questions: 
1. Does the American tuna industry wish to 
at its disposal such information as will enable it 
found its operations upon a basis of sound business 
2. Would West Coast packers welcome an 
portunity to learn all the truths relative to the 
ing and rate-of-growth of the yellowfin, bluefin, 
jack and albacore species of tuna? 
3. Are vessel-owners and stick-holders in 
ing plants interested in knowing at what rate 
family of tuna may be drawn upon without 
doing the thing and bringing on an eventual 
down and consequent loss? 
Of course the answer is "Yes," and that means 
the treaties should be solemnized, and the B 
undertake this greatest of all fisheries research. 
From Alaska 
Lent Es~apes Us Again 
to buy it!" 
' distant from the market of 
5 the bnsv institution of 
\'(~lnpsritor, - \/\That did he 
It's lots 
0FP•·""'' con-
Lent 
have taken 
to the 
that 
and 
in a little rev-
of our civili-
this is to follo\N 
of sacred writ, 
By GEO. ROGER CHUTE 
and it is a beautiful formality, and a 
splendid custom, whether a man be pro-
foundly religious or not. I guess not 
many of us grown-ups take a whole lot 
of stock in Santa Claus, but the funny 
thing about it is that all the support that 
Old St. Nick gets comes out of the pock-
ets of what you might call unbelievers. 
Customs and traditions are what make a 
culture, and I think we could do nothing 
better than preserve the 2,000-year old 
observance of Lent and abstain from 
consuming the flesh of land animals 
during the time of Easter and the white 
lilies. No bodv in the fish business seems 
to have thought very much about these 
things, for I notice that more time is 
spent in plotting and in fostering a lot 
of disagreeable suspicions and old sores 
than in co-operative effort. As it seems 
to me, the fish business is one in which 
there is too little good feeling and fun 
between the dealers. Nobody seems to 
enjoy his acquaintances. If we all got 
together in a little mutual helpfulness I 
think we would look quite a bit more 
human." 
"Here we are trying to do business 
when we haven't any trade-marks, no 
standardized packages, no convenient 
parcels for carrying, and no advertising," 
opines an especially eloquent California 
shipper, who happens to be that sort of 
man who loves to exaggerate the topics 
he discusses. "Everything in the world 
gets advertised except fish. Cemeteries, 
gasoline, corn plasters, fortune tellers, 
headache hop and pork products-every-
thing you can think of, good and bad, ex-
cept fish, gets advertised. We sure are 
a bunch of dead ones. What we need 
is a new start. Fish men are a kind of 
cannibab-they try to keep fat 
each other instead of getting 
and bringing in some big money by mak-
ing something real out of this business. 
Lent? Talking about Lent? That's 
something to make a bacon turn 
pale, but more than half of savages 
in the market never heard of Lent.'' 
Fish Scarce 
Chas. Feller, of Chas. Feller, Inc., Inc., 
Marshfield, Oregon, writes: 
"A fish, a fish, our kingdom for a fish 
Lent or no Lent, what's the use when 
you haye no fish? 'vVe have barely any-
thing to selL 
"For those ·who have 
frozen goods this is a 
clear, for with the 
at many points a more 
tunity could hardly be desired. 
:odnce December 1 'l'l·eather 
have been .very bad in this district. 
Steelheads have been scarce this winter. 
and small fish of sorts has been entirely 
absent. 'vVe have cleared out our frozen 
stocks almost entirely in an easy sort of 
way, although to be sure were not 
excessive in the first place. we are 
getting is just a scattering of salmon and 
a little scrap now and the11_, so we lack 
materials with which to exploit the nor-
mal possibilities afforded by Lent." 
Geo. H. Dieter, managing owner of 
Palmetto Fish & Oyster Co., Columbia, 
S. C, part: 
"The always has felt that the 
10 
fishing industry as a whole was extreme-
ly backward in not advertising national-
ly the wonderful health-giving qualities 
of all sea-food" Vvith the recommenda-
tion of government officials and practi-
cally all doctors, we have the firmest 
ground to stand upon and the biggest op-
portunity in America to develop and in-
crease the consumption of fish. But for 
son1e strange reason the industry can 
not be made to see, not alone the neces-
sity, but the wonderful advantages that 
will accrue from a nationwide advertis-
ing campaign in newspapers and maga-
zines. The industry can surely afford the 
expense, and I am firmly convinced that 
consumption can be doubled. Just fancy 
a two-page ad in colors in Saturday 
Evening Post, showing a of deli-
cious and tempting Other 
things that we might do to increase the 
consumption of fish are of a minor na-
ture compared with the adoption of a na-
tional advertising campaign." 
Sacramento .Methods 
Azzie Meredith, secretary of Meredith 
Fish Company, Sacramento, California, 
comments: 
·'VI/ e are using direct-mailing advertis-
ing, and are sending out letters each 
week informing our customers of the 
fresh situation. Moreover, we make a 
special each week-if we can-of some 
kind of fish. Along with this letter and 
information we send C!Uotations. Our 
advertising goes directly- to our custom-
ers, tells them exactly what they want to 
know, and at the same time gives them 
the prices of fish each week. We have 
been doing this during two years, and 
get our biggest response from it." 
Lionel Shatz, secretary-treasurer of A. 
Paladini, Inc., San Francisco, states that 
in that city such strenuous effort is con-
sistently expended in the direction of in-
creasing the use of fish that no addi-
tional campaigns have been proposed for 
the present lenten season: 
"Our corporation is making no special 
or additional sales campaign during Lent, 
because, as you are aware, fish dealers in 
San Francisco have been conducting an 
advertising campaign for the past several 
months. 
lnaeasing Demand 
''Our salesmen have been continually 
calling on the trade, pointing out to it 
the effort the wholesale dealers are mak-
ing to increase fi:;;h-consumption and re-
questing their co-operation in an en-
deavor to take fish out of the 'one clay a 
week' class. 'vVe are having them post 
window stickers and have b~en mailing 
out blotters upon which a striped bass is 
printed in green inks while the slogan 
'Eat More Fish!' extends across the top 
in large red capitals. 
"~dvettisements appearing 111 the 
morni11g papers feature certain varieties 
of fish for the luncheon memL Our 
salesmen call on the larger restaurants, 
show them a copy of the advertisement, 
and request that they have a supply of 
the featured fish on hand, so that they 
will be in a position to take care of the 
anticipated demand. 
"Of col!rse, it is extremely difficult to 
estimate whether the increase of business 
is clue to the seasonal demand cr is the 
result of the sales effort. However, vve 
feel fairly satisfied that the advertising 
campaign, as it is at present constituted, 
is bringing resultc;." 
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National Advertising 
"What the entire Fishing Industry of 
this needs is not only local ad-
is good as far as it goes, 
N a tiona! Advertising," is the 
counsel of Frank D. Fant, president of 
Fish Company (Jackson-
enough to 
do this alone and it will take the co-op-
erative effort of all dealers or a majority 
of them to _put over a National Advertis-
mg campatgn. 
''Through N a tiona! Advertising the 
public can become acquainted with the 
health giving qualiities of sea foods and 
the desirability of sea foods from many 
points. 
- "If the public knew that by eating sea 
foods regularly goiters could be pre-
vented, if they knew that by eating oys-
ters regularly anemia could be pre-
vented, and if they knew that they cg_uld 
get the necessary vitamins by eating clif-
ferent sea foods they would turn more 
and more to sea foods. 
"The fi·sh people as a whole are asleep, 
and this no doubt accounts for the small 
per capita consumption of fish in this 
country as compared with other coun-
tries. 
"Other industries including meat, milk 
and many of the necessities of. life are 
wide awake and telling the public their 
story through National Advertising, Ra-
clio Broadcasting and many other ways. 
"They are not helping the Fishery In-
dustry, but on the contrary are helping 
their own indu§try and to some extent at 
the expense of the Fishing Industry. 
l,enten Demand 
"The Fishing Industry has about 
reached the state that during Lent there 
is an active demand for fish and orcli-
narilv the markets will consume all the 
fish that are produced during the period, 
hut for the rest of the year, 325 days out 
of 365, there is slow demand; produc-
tion has to be curtailed, prices lowered 
and many means taken to dispose of the 
production. This should not be; with all 
the advancements in quick freezing there 
should be readv markets for both fresh 
and quick frozen sea foods. 
"The whole Fishing Industry as I see 
it is in a state of chaos; it needs a Moses 
to lead it out of the wilderness to the 
Promised Land-who that Moses is I do 
not knov,'. Possibly you have him in 
California as yet undiscovered. 
"National Advertising and close co-
operation is what we must have if we are 
to arrive. The examples set by your 
raisin industry. by your citrus industry 
and bv others will prove the statements 
that f have made." -
Opportunity 
There is no dissenting voice-all are 
agreed as to what OUGHT to be done-
but still the fish business staggers uncer-
tainly along its tedious road. Unguided 
by modern industrial genius, without a 
community of purpose, we wear through 
dull and profitless years despite the fact 
that every observer discerns in the sea-
food resource a rare possibility for en-
richment and an opening for honest and 
legitimate gain. 
Our industry has the most nearly per-
fect food commodity known to man. It 
is obtainable in all sorts of combinations 
of nutriment. It has no faults at all-a 
very miracle, which has no counterpart 
anywhere. With every advantage in our 
and with special 
upon our competitor, the l11eai· 
we still are unable to · 
Lent should be a time in 
its 40-day duration, 10 pounds of 
capita should be consumed in 
'vV e ought to make an occasion 
There should be roast fish 
special dishes developed! 
turkey-raising industry of 
States and Australia is c,.,-,.~do 
one day-America's 
takes thousands of tons of 
feed the people of the United States 
once, and the poultry farmers have 
one or two holidays a year in w 
sell their flocks. 'vVe, the fish mere 
have 40 days of complete 1T!On01X;\v 
cannot make anything of it! - ·' 
What Should Be Done 
Independent initiative is cmlikcly to 
anything real in the fish business. 
industry America's oldest 
300 years no: perceptable 
been made. As Fant has no 
man or ftrm is large enough to 
take the national popularization 
For-Food. 'vVe must have a 
that is not narrow or jealous 
but which will set about the 
making a GREAT NATIONAL 
EATING CELEBRATION 
annual Lent. 
Why do we eat Turkey on 
ing, or turkey or goose on 
Day? V\Thy is it impossible to 
Year's table without cranberrv 
Who made these laws? -
They are not laws, but custom. 
have nothing behind them but 
and some old excuse such as the 
grims and Miles Standish and wild 
blers and wild cranberry beds on 
Cod. There is nothing in Christian 
reqmrmg or particular foods 
Christmas yet every household 
the land buys two pounds of 
for that mid-winter feast. 
Well, then, in the case of Lent we 
especial advantage in our 
it a biblical requirement that 
eaten during the 40 of the 
period. THE 
YET WE DO 
Indeed, as one California dealer said, · 
people are forgetting their religion 
at the same time are forgetting to 
fish. We are not in any vvay 
whether religious or 
we are stupid if 
the old idea of "You have to eat 
ing Lent!" be forgotten. 
Organized 
An 
Food 
men of ranking 
ceivably build up a 
dented Easter 
fish could be 
eating turkey and c 
man has to be a Christian 
berry sauce. N[oreover, 
Puritans invented the roast-tu 
cranberrv dinner at the P 
Thanksgiving festival, but t 
Catholic in the countrv celebra' 
day and thinks it is his own 
Therefore it is plain that 
not dependent upon religionists. 
went about tbe thing rightly 
millions of folk to feast on 
dinners even though 
be bothered to go to 
The Fish-For-Food Federation 
complish these things. 
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Sltamship Company ts tooperating <tvith salmon packers of the territory, as is indicated by the picture above, which shows one of the 
windo'w displays prepared by tlze shipping firm to advertise canned salmon 
eeessary Added Eiiort 
By ELVERTON B. STARK 
in the consumption of fish. In coastal 
states much of the seafood consumed is 
served in a fresh state. Inland, however, 
such foods are not available and the 
populace therefore must depend upon 
canned or preserved fish to supply their 
needs. 
In spite of this condition, in previous 
years few canners bave interested them-
selves in supplying dealer helps, increased 
their advertising appropriations or in 
other ways sought to develop greater 
sales volume. It has been up to the local 
distributor to take advantage of the period 
and, as is well known, he handles too 
many lines to be able to devote any great 
effort or amount of capital to seafoods. 
Lent always begins on "Ash W ednes-
day," which, in 1932, fell on February 10. 
From then until March 26, which is 
known as "Holy Saturday," there are 16 
clays in which no meat rnay be consumed 
hy those who keep the Lenten obliga-
tions. Every VV ednesday and Friday is 
included in these 16. In addition, meat 
products to some extent are avoided 
throughout the entire 47 days. Attention 
to this opportunity by fish canners not 
only should bring them an increase in 
volume during the Lenten period, but also 
should nermit them to introduce their 
products" to many who will become per-
manent customers. 
"I believe that too much stress cannot 
be placed upon quality," states Roscoe 
Hopkins, president of Cohn-Hopkins, 
Inc., San Diego packing finn, in discuss-
ing opportunities presented canners dur 
ing Lent. 
''The canner should know that the fish 
he is going to use is fresh, sweet and 
sound. All California canners, during tbe 
past two years, have enjoyed rigid 
tion by California State Board of 
and every fish that comes into the plants 
is inspected as to its condition. Any 
which is not in first class condition is 
rejected by them. I think we should go 
even further than this and instil! into the 
minds of our employees the idea that we 
do not want any fish m cans ex-
cept that which is of class quality. 
We always should strive to improve in 
every possible way the quality of our 
merchandise, and vve sbould sell ourselves 
first of all before someone else to 
buv. VVe should this as to 
quality and flavor. Care be taken 
as to appearance, so that when the can is 
opened it will be pleasing to tbe eye as 
well as to the taste. 
"We should use every endeavor then, 
after we have sold ourselves, to sec that 
the jobbers and retailers are sold to tbe 
same extent, especially the man behind 
the counter in retail stores, After all, 
he is the person who is acting as our 
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in passing this merchandise on to 
ultimate consumer." 
A Successful Ex]Jeri>nellt 
"Some time ago vve tried an experi-
ment. We asked one of the chain stores 
to whom we are selling for the names 
and addresses of its store managers. 
After obtainincr these, we sent to each 
one one dozen cans of tuna, together 
with all information and recipes for us-
ing it which we had, and asked him to 
take it home and use it himself. All of 
these men were very pleased to receive 
the fish, and the result was that they 
used it and in that way became familiar 
with it. They therefore knew in their 
own minds what they were selling and, as 
a result, there was a decided increase in 
sales through their stores. 
"During Lenten season canned fish is 
usee! a great deal more than it would be 
ordinarily. During this time we should 
use every effort to see that the stores 
give this item the proper advertising 
space and display it '\Yell. Vv e also must 
assist them in everv wav to get our 
merchandise to the c;n sun{ er." 
Opposes Cut Pr·ices 
"I do not believe it is the proper tl1ing 
to run special sales at lower prices dur-
ing this time. V\1 e are entering this 
season ·with prices lower than they have 
been in several years; in fact, in a good 
instances they are lower than cost. 
idea is sold to the consumers and 
they are asked to take advantage of these 
opportunities, it should not be necessary 
to make further reductions. vVe are 
entering this season with finished stocks 
in canners' hands probably lower than 
they have been in several vears. In ad-
dition, no fish is coming. in or being 
packed by the canners. By the time the 
tuna fishing fleet recommences opera-
tions, we shall find that there will be an 
actual shortage of canned tuna. There is 
no question but that prices 1sill have to 
advance to a proper level where there 
will be a small margin of profit for both 
and canneries. 
that the canner who properly 
handles his pack, who sells himself on 
and who is capable of passing this 
along to jobbers and retailers 
so that they may give it out to the con-
sumer, will find his sales automatically 
increasing without the necessity of meet-
ing every price-cutting competitor.'' 
Stresses Advertising 
"Continuous advertising by canned 
foods interests has increased the con-
sumption of their products," believes 
Robert M. Barthold, president of Cali-
fornia Packing Corp., with ,seafood can-
neries in many \rv est Coast ports. "It 
also has educated the consuming public 
to demand full value for their money and 
to discriminate in selection of purchases. 
Those products which have genuine merit 
and are judiciously exploited are in the 
most favorable position before the con-
sumer. This applies to canned fish as 
well as fruits and vegetables. 
"During the Lenten season many per-
sons throughout the country abstain from 
eating meat for at least two clays each 
week, and some follo,,· this religious ob-
servance each day during the season. 
Customary substitutes for meat are fish 
and fowl. The consumption of canned 
fish depends principally on three factors: 
quality of the product, cost to the ulti-
mate consumer and general acceptance of 
the brand on the part of the buying 
public. 
"We anticipate the increased use of 
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canned fish by merchandising our 
ucts during the entire year, on the 
that it is human for one to select 
during the Lenten season which prev-
iously have given complete satisfaction. 
This merchandising pressure must be 
exerted months ahead and supported by 
strictly quality products." 
Merchandising Help.~ 
"One of the most effective sales pro-· 
motion programs used prior to and dur-
ing Lent is based on cooperation with 
distributors in making special features of 
fish foods through unusual and attrac-
tive displays, special combination deals 
and sales to draw the attention of the 
consumer to the product. Window dis-
plays and distribution of leaflets are ef-
fective. Gratifying results also are se-
cured through advertising which appeals 
to the consumer and is helpful to food 
distributors. 
''This merchandising also is designed to 
appeal to persons who would not orcli-
narily increase their fish diet. Many 
people have an indefinite idea that fish is 
good to eat, but do not realize its true 
value. Consequently, information is dis-
tributed to the trade ernphasizing the 
nutritive value found in fish, extollinc; the 
excellence of seafoods and suggesting a 
wide variety of appetite-appealing recipes 
which easily and conveniently may be 
prepared. Fisheries research authorities 
have helped materially by publishing 
analyses of fish foods showing that they 
contain manv essential elements to health 
not ahvays found in other foods. 
"It is our experience that consumers 
whc_> become interested in these products 
dunng Lent generally continue their use, 
provided the quality of the product is 
steadfastly maintained. 
''\V e arc indeed fortunate in baving a 
natural source of seafood at our com-
rnand on the Pacific Coast which is avail-
able in commercial quantities. Carefully 
planned merchandising and definite stan-
cl.ards of quality are increasing distribu-
tron and consumption of canned fish in 
every section of the countrv throug-hout 
the entire year." • c 
Special Lenten Effort 
In the pasL California Packing Cor-
poration has devoted a considerable part 
of its advertising appropriations for Lent 
in national magazine advertising to ap-
pear in advance of and during the Lenten 
season. This has been accompanied by 
advertisements in trade papers reaching 
dealers. Its sales force also has been 
supplied with window posters and re-
prints for distribution to individual 
stores. Usually during the season there 
have been included in the firm's street 
car advertising schedules, in various sec-
tions of the country, special cards on the 
different varieties of canned fish >vhich it 
is in a position to supply. 
Some of the sales promotion work has 
been based on suggestions to distributors 
to make a special feature of canned fish 
during Lent. It often has taken the form 
of special combination deals \1'hicb dis-
tributors offer their retail customers. 
Fish in Hot Dishes 
Harr} J. Halfhill, president of The 
Halfhil'J Co., Ltd., Los Angeles, and also 
of Halfhill Packing Corp., Long Beach, 
believes that canners are overlooking a 
potential method of increasing Lenten 
consumption of fish by not calling atten-
tion to its uses in hot dishes. 
"This feature, if promoted in tbe right 
manner, would be the means of develop-
ing a volume of additional business dur-
ing the winter months," he explains 
"Tuna has been recognized by most buy~ 
ers as strictly a summer dish, good i11 
salads, sandwiches or any other wa; 
served cold. The fact remains that tuna 
served hot is superior to that served cold. 
If c:very buyer and consumer wert 
acquainted with this fact and would stan 
to serve hot dishes in hotels, restaurants. 
cafes and lunch-rooms, 1t would be the 
means of increasing sales and consump-
tion of tuna. 
''Adverti.sing of this nature, calling to 
the attentron of buyers and consumer< 
the value of hot tuna dishes, would de: 
velop the business in the winter time 
when, in the past, ,;ales have been small 
During the summer the · 
would be changed to suggest 
sandwiches, cocktails and the other 
in which tuna has been served cold 
most exclusively from the inception 
the industry.'' 
Stability Importllllt 
''To stabilize the canned salmon 
ket and regain the confidence 
buyers is the earnest desire and 
the entire salmon industry," 
Buelow, canned salmon broker Seattlt. 
"For the first time in many years there 
is a wholehearted feeling of 
between all packers, both large 
and brokers and sales agents in 
mary market. It is definitely 
to abolish all those practices which have 
been so detrimental to the marketing of 
canned salmon and to establish a price · 
structure which is fair for the packer 
the consumer. 
"Canned salmon is one canned food 
product which has enough romance 
interest every jobber, retailer and 
store operator and also is of real 
to the consumer, not alone for its 
cost, but also for its wholesomeness 
the healthful properties which it 
It is one product which, when 
handled, shows a real profit." 
Gm,ernm.ent Publicity 
During the early part of 
Henry O'Malley, United States 
sioner of Fisheries, fired one of the 
ing guns in the commercial 
dustries' effort to increase 
of canned and fresh fish 
Commissioner O'Malley 
livered four addresses on 
and desirable qualities of 
heing broadcast over a total of 
tions affiliated with the Reel and 
net1vorks of National Broadcasting 
was made to cover 
West by the commissioner. 
evidently is convinced that it is in 
central part of the country that 
need for seafood publicity 
fisheries executive has 
statement as to whether or 
broadcasts be 
lievecl that if 
gram is sufficiently great he 
make use of the radio. 
W. S. WINTER, ., . 
general manager of Northern CalH· · 
Fisheries Co.. Ltd., San Frane! 
Oakland Airport ] anuary 12 f 
mento. There he boarded a 
Reno, N evacla, 
porarily to abandon 
air. vVhile in the 
Lake City, Chicago, 
more and New York 
absence Allen Byrne, 
NIC Fisheries, was in 
fices. 
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George H. Goebel, progressive Santa Cru.z retailer, is using direct-mail to secure continued 
patronage of his good-looking store in the center of the fresh fish distribution section of the 
JYJ onterey community 
ln~reasing Retail 
once a means of livelihood 
no training was considered 
necessary and in which men of many 
· today has be-
profession in 
and unusual abil-
to secure success. Espe-
statement true today, when 
i11g competition and unfavorable 
conditions compel every distribu-
to function at highest 
order to remain in business. 
for careful consideration of 
which must be faced in sell-
(d~ any kind is as acute an1ong 
deal with the final consumer as 
authough some-
is not given that 
retail fresh fish 
drastic changes 
their businesses, 
of seafoods 
with much greater 
pre\~ic~us decacles. 
1nake: sales unless he has 
\vh_oln to offer his product. 
·· f)± a successful retail fresh 
is to bring potential 
•loors. 
an e:1tire city 
delivered from door to door or left by 
salesmen, also have been used success-
fully; 
External appearance of the market also 
W. S. Winter, vice-president and general 
manager of Northern California Fisheries Co., 
whose retail seafoods store might serve as a 
merchandisin_q model 
is an important consideration. It should 
be painted in attractive colors and promi-
nently should display the name of the 
company or owner. It should be provided 
with good-sized, well-lighted windows, 
which at all times should have tastefully 
arranged exhibits of seafoods which either 
attract the attention or arouse the ap-
petite of everyone who passes. Cleanli-
ness should be stressed. 
The customer's first consideration upon 
Sales 
entering the store is its for 
he is intending to buy not 
willingly make purchases in a displeasing 
establishment. The retailer should be 
sure that his sales-room is finished in 
light, clean-looking enamel or His 
floors should be of tile, or lino-
leum, and should be kept spick-ancl-span 
at all times. The establishment should 
bt; provided with plenty of light. A good 
ventilation system is an important part of 
the equipment, for bad odors assail the 
appetite and cut clown on sales. 
Maldng Sales 
Good-looking display 
be provided for the foods. 
refrigerated counters should be 
should he kept well-washed, the 
glass and the base on which the fish rests. 
The food itself ought to be 
laid out, with all refuse removed, 
should be garnished with parsley or 
lemon, placed upon clean cracked 
in other ways made to 
Attention should he 
of clerk employed and to 
He (or she) should he alert, 
please and well-informed 
subjects. His uniform of white 
or some light color, and should be kept 
clean and neat. He should the cus-
tomer as soon after the entrance 
as possible, and should do all in his power 
to see that the store's service is prompt 
and efficient. 
Repeat Orders 
Everyone who owns a car has had the 
experience of purchasing some 
at a wayside stand, of being badly 
by the proprietor and of vowing never to 
return to that store again. Operators of 
such enterprises can afford to give their 
customers poor value, for every day thous-
ands of new prospects pass their doors. 
But the legitimate merchant, established 
in a community and desirous of building 
up a steady trade, cannot neglect repeat 
business; it is the hack-bone of his suc-
cess. 
Above all other considerations, the 
fresh fish retailer should see that his 
goods are of high quality. He never 
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should trade with a wholesaler who sup-
plies him with stale fish, or who sells him 
one species and calls it another. vVhole-
salers today do not make a practice of 
such deceptions, but occasionally a less-
conscientious distributor slips in among 
the legitimate firms and causes consider-
able trouble. The retailer should make 
every effort to sell only fish which is 
ready to be cooked; in former days bouse-
wives were willing to clean their sea-
foods, but today fish steaks and filets are 
enjoying so much greater popularity than 
the unprepared commodity that there can 
be no doubt as to the preference of the 
modern mistress of the home. 
The seafoods merchant sbould not 
feel free to forget his customer once he 
has made a sale. He should be sure that 
the purchase is tidily wrapped in heavy 
paper, so that on the way home no juices 
will escape to stain clothing or give off 
odors. He should make certain that the 
consumer is \Yell-informed as to methods 
of cooking the fish, and he is wise if he 
keeps booklets of recipes (such as those 
prepared by California State Fish Ex-
change some time ago) where they may 
be taken as needed. He will gain in-· 
creased friendships if, from time to time, 
he suggests that his patrons try species 
of fish other than those they are accus-
tomed to purchase, tbereby preventing 
them from tiring of his products. 
Prices 
No storekeeper may hope to keep his 
customers satisfied if he over-charges 
them. The fresh fish retailer therefore 
should determine in advance the method 
of setting prices on his wares, and then 
should follow that system at all times, 
The basis of price is cost-accounting, 
for no charges correctly may be deter-
mined without knowledge of all expenses 
which must be defrayed. The retailer 
therefore first must set down a list of all 
standing expenses for the year-rent, 
salaries of employees, interest on invest-
ment, depreciation and replacement, and 
similar items. The total of these figures 
he compares with the average wholesale 
cost of fish for the year, to learn what 
per cent of his gross cost his expenses 
amount to. To this percentage he adds a 
suitable figure as profit; the resulting 
total is the percentage of mark-up he 
must use. 
For example: Suppose that a man an-
nually buys $50,000 ;vorth of fish. His 
annual expenses amount to $10,000. He 
wishes to make a profit of $10,000 per 
year. Adding $10,000 to $10,000, he gets 
$20,000, which is 40 per cent of the $50,-
000 which his fish cost hirn. He therefore 
learns that he must incnciase the retail 
price of his fish 40 per cent over the 
wholesale cost. 
Customers often fail to come in and 
buy for no other reason than that the 
idea has not been suggested to them< 
For these individuals the dealer must 
have reminders. either sent to a seletecd 
list by maiL published in newspapers or 
delivered to the door. The same consid-
erations in determining which of these to 
use and how to employ them must be 
taken into account as in attracting new 
customers, a subject previously discussed. 
A San Franciscan's Belief 
"For years I have wanted to prove to 
myself that the public can be made to be-
come more fish-minded if the thought of 
t!sh die! not entail cleaning and preparing 
before cooking," states W. S. Winter, 
vice-president and general manager of 
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Northern California Fisheries Co., San 
Francisco. "I have worked on the theory 
that fresh fish will not be bought by the 
public in stores "\vhere the dealer does not 
properly take care of his seafoods or 
present them to prospective purchasers in 
merchandisable form. I believe that the 
day of bringing the slaughter-house to the 
public is a thing of tbe past; in this ad-· 
vancecl age in which we are living, fish 
ready for the pan or oven is the kind of 
food the public wants and will buy. 
''I wanted to prove to ·wholesalers that 
people will buy greater quantities of fish 
if thev can secure it in fresher and more 
. condition, that housewives will 
serve on an average of three times a 
week if told of different varieties and how 
to prepare them." 
Proving His Theory 
To establish the truth of his conten-
tions, \\Tinter founded Superior Seafood 
Co. in San Francisco. The new enter-
prise entertained its first customer on 
March 4, 1931, and soon will have com-
pleted a year of successful operation. 
The retail store is relatively small, mea-
suring only 12x30 feet inside. The sales-
room has walls finished in pure white, 
with a cream-colored ceiling. The red 
cement floor is blocked off in eight-inch 
squares to represent Padre tile. The walls 
arc hung with miniature paranzella 
trawls, exact replicas of the large drag-
nets used by San Francisco wholesalers, 
even to floats and sinkers. Green binna-
cle lights are used for lighting fixtures 
overhead, on the side walls and over the 
display case. This latter is located at the 
rear of the room, before a partition lead-
ing to the handling room. 
Large white life-preservers are fast-
ened against the walls. At the rear and 
on the left side are four small widmvs, 
each bung with green checked gingharn. 
Also along the left side is a 10-foot length 
of step shelving which stands three feet 
above the floor and carries a display of 
canned goods of various sorts, including 
an attractive arrangement of one-pound 
oval Booth "Crescent" brand broiled sar-
dines. 
The com1ter display, previously refer-
red to, is electrically refrigerated. It 
contains a most appetizing layout of sea-
foods, neatly arranged on trays with gar-
nishes of lemon, parsley and lettuce. One 
side of the case is devoted to shellfish, 
salads and specialties, including several 
varieties of smoked fish. 
Alttracting Attention 
To engage the interest of the 
vVinter uses two 8xl0-foot 
also serving to admit light to the sales 
room. They are trimmed with unique 
displays of various kinds to attract cus-
tomers. A large sting-ray, wearing a hat 
and smoking a pipe in imitation of a 
human, drew the attention of all who saw 
it. A turtle was put on display at another 
time and proved the delight of all young-
sters in tbe neighborhood. Starfish, vari-
ous species of crustaceans and mollusks, 
strange creatures brought to port by 
trawlers and other curiosities also have 
been used. In addition, specials for the 
day are placed before the public eye, so 
that household buyers may be induced to 
enter the store. 
A light and fast Fore! truck serves not 
only to deliver purchases but also to ad-
vertise Superior Seafood Company. Its 
storage chamber, mounted behind the cab, 
is fitted with four-foot display windows 
on either side; these are on a level with 
eyes of the average adult and attract con 
siderable attention. In them -
seafoods, ·wrapped in cellophane 
fully arranged, are exhibited, solid 
dioxide gas ("dry-ice") being usee! 
frigerant. A special children's 
composed of two slices of "filet 
(flounder) garnished and 
wrapped, was displayed in these 
ments and has proved to be a 
seller; it retails for 10 cents. 0 
two-pound filets and steaks of 
halibut, sable-fish, rock-cod and 
species, prepared for the oven 
tected by sparkling cellophane, 
well-liked. They sell for from 
cents per pound. 
Cocktails of crab, shrimp and 
also are delivered. They are put up 
individual cocktail glasses and sell for 
and 20 cents each, with a deposit on 
glass which is refunded when it is 
turned. The cocktails are packed in 
cial cases, using dry-ice, and are 
creel deliciously cold. Seafood 
crab, shrimp and lobsters, arc so 
the truck in one-pint cups at 30 c 
cup. Many special orders are cleh 
to families for parties, picnics and 
outings; a high percentage of these 
have come as a result of · · 
chases from the delivery truck. 
to-house calls are made over regular 
ritories twice weekly. Each clay at 7 
the truck is loaded with iced fish, the 
frigerant being sufficient to protect 
commodities until the last call is made 
5 p.m. 
Reminders 
Much thought has been given to 
development of new trade by vVin 
·vVhenever the truck salesman calls 
prospect and fails to find him at b 
card is left at the door calling the 
wife's attention to the fact that the 
was made and that the driver will re 
at a later date. Many 'phone orders 
sult from this reminder. 
Regular customers also are 
telephone the market a day in ad 
the elate on which the truck dnv 
ularly calls upon them, in order to . 
delivery of their favorite cuts 01 
Families of physicians, students. ol 
and others take aclvang-e of th1s 
and, as a result, on many the 
ery car enjoys a complete 
For more than two decades 
Goebel of Santa Cruz has been '1 
and successful practitioner of 
merchandising methods. His ,~e 
retail establishment, "GoeiJel<s 
vVharf," has become so 
nearbv residents and the 
- (Continued on Page H) 
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Tested Methods For Lenten Sales 
A S THE LENTEN SEASON ap-proaches, there arises a question 
relative to the sale of fish and sea-
food. One group will argue that no ad-
advertising need be done -during 
since religious reasons au-
will increase the use of our 
other group will argue that 
is the ideal time to advertise because 
advertising will have behind it the 
of the public, and that public will be 
desirous of knowing the best 
make use of fish and seafood. 
may be your particular 
in this matter each side of this 
has considerable in its favor. 
, if the dealer in fish and seafood 
to compete with other protein 
certainly he must expect to render 
service to the retailer, because all 
s of foods in competition 
and seafood do render . such a 
the retailer, and this service 
retailer to dispose of the com-
product. 
lly any competing food . today 
, many thousands of dollars' 
of advertising and publicity 
'confronts the homemaker from 
to night, clay in and day out, and 
a small amount of money is 
on rendering this service to 
try? As a matter of fact, 
as to be almost' negligible. 
often is made that advertis-
serves to increase the cost of 
and if the product thus adver-
bought it would not be of any 
, but would be of higher 
statement in itself shows an 
ignorance of conditions sur-
dvertising and -distribution of 
easiest way to prove this to 
select those companies in 
States doing the largest 
· ing; that is, spending 
sums of money, and then 
cost of their product with 
a similar product of equal 
by firms doing little or 
You will find in every 
product which is most 
d will give you more for 
than that which is illy ad-
is something that every-
he knows how to do and 
.doubted if the real adver-
ts not just about the 
of man on earth, for ap-
yearly that do not 
should, because the 
to properly analyze 
to realize to whom the 
talk, and what the par-h out the product were 
t e product to the poten-
~gen~ may believe that 
1!1 national maga-
best-another may 
By E. H. COOLEY 
Manager, 1'.1 assachusetts Fisheries Association 
THIS ARTICLE 
was prepared exclusi'Ve/y for the Lenten 
merchandising number of WEST COAST 
FISHERIES magazine. Mr. Cooley, the au-
thor, is known as one of the foremost au-
thorities upon the fresh fish industry of 
America's East Coast, and !tis long period of 
experience in handling the problems of which 
l1e •u1rites qi'IJes an unusual 'Value to this 
artie/e.-THE EDITORS. 
choose newspapers. The answer will rest 
entirely on the determination of which 
advertisement will reach the consumer at 
the time, and in the way to cause that 
consumer to buy. Perhaps there are diff-
erent buying habits in different commu-
nities. If this be the case, a fixed adver-
tisement, utilized either nationally or 
through newspapers, will not be as pro-
ductive as it might be. This leads to 
what often is called a market survey, and 
this in simple words means: "What does 
n1y customer want?" 
When the fish man starts out to sell 
fish through a retailer to a customer, he 
must rely on the retailer to properly dis-
play a perishable food which can be to-
tally spoile-d by unwise treatment on the 
part of the retailer. Therefore, the first 
part of a successful campaign is a de-
termination of marketing methods, and a 
selection of marketing outlets which will 
maintain a satisfactory quality when the 
product reaches the kitchen. 
Satisfying the Customer 
Many a distributor of food believes his 
job is completed when the retailer re-
ceives the product. How impossible this 
is! The other day an authority speak-
ing of the distribution of ice cream said 
that the ice cream in their home was 
used for dessert, and that it .was the 
manufacturer's problem to keep that 
cream from melting while the family sat 
through the dinner. Surely if the cream 
melted, and was not satisfactory, no more 
cream would be used. Therefore, the 
manufacturer will find it to his advantage 
to devise some way whereby that ice 
cream (or fish) wi11 render satisfaction in 
the home. 
No matter how good the quality-no 
matter how choice the variety- if the 
food is not properly cooked, the sale is· 
not complete. Therefore, the fish dealer 
who desires an efficient advertising cam-
paign must seek to carry a satisfactory 
recipe into the home with the product, 
and this must not be a mussy, scrappy 
piece of paper, but should be something 
that can be kept, for why show the home-' 
maker how .to cook one piece of fish and 
leave her without a permanent recipe for 
fish and days that are to come? 
Varieties of Fish 
In mentioning varieties of fish just 
now, I want particularly to impress upon 
the fishing industry that it is folly to 
advertise and introduce special varieties, 
or special cuts of their product. To il-
lustrate: Twenty-five years ago haddock 
of the North Atlantic banks was consid-
ered an undesirable fish. Today there are 
countries abroad which will not use it at 
all. Yet its introduction in the form of 
fileted fish has caused it to be one of the 
most widely distributed varieties in the 
United States. While in the same ves-
sel one often finds with it other varieties 
thoroughly good and just as -delightful 
when placed on the table as is the had-
dock-yet when haddock will bring five 
cents per pound to the fishermen these 
other varieties will often bring less than 
one cent. This is solely because the pub-
lic has been sold on certain varieties and 
has not been sold on certain other va-
rieties. 
The average woman in the United 
States knows about three varieties of fish. 
These three vary according to the sec-
tion of the country considered, and hence 
the retailer in that section gets a re-
quest for these varieties, and very few 
requests for other species. 
The fishing industry's advertising 
should be of such a nature as to cause 
the housewife to rely on the trustworthy 
dealer and utilize the fish which he rec-
ommends. I~ this way, the cost of fish. 
to the family automatically will be low-
ered, and its popularity will increase. 
This in itself is an advertising campaign 
which, once introduced, will carry itself 
on without any further expenditure of 
n1oney. 
It is just as ridiculous to hear a womarr 
insist on a certain variety of fish, when 
everybody knows that she knows noth-
ing about the value of other species, as it 
would be to hear her insist on a steak cut 
from Durham cattle, or from a Shorthorn 
or a Hereford. The meat industry has 
known better than to allow the woman to 
become familiar with different varieties 
or breeds of meat. 
(Continued on Page 16) 
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Canadian S'aiJDon lnspeetion 
ANNING of British Columbia sal-
mon, which during the 50 years 
existence of the industry has not 
been subject to close supervision on the 
part of governmental officials, henceforth 
will be carried on under the scrutiny of 
licensed government inspectors, accord-
ing to a report recently adopted by Brit-
ish Columbia canned salmon section of 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association. 
All salmon canned in Canada shall be 
examined by a licensed government in-
spector before it may be exported from 
British Columbia distribution (if neces-
addition, this inspection is to be extended 
to that portion of the pack intended for 
British Columbia distribution neces-
sary. through an enabling act the pro-
vincia! government). Similar inspectwn 
will be given imported canned salmon. 
The report provides that canned sal-
mon may not be shipped or delivered to 
buyer or agent for sale in or to the 
domestic or export market unless cov-
ered by a government certificate or per-
mit. Salmon for export from Canada 
shall be inspected at port of final ship-
ment from British Columbia. Salmon 
for shipment to the domestic trade of 
Canada shall be inspected at point of 
final dispatch from British Columbia, 
with special safeguards when such ship-
ments are moved direct from cannery 
or canner's warehouse. 
The government inspection shall check 
as to freshness, firmness and workman-
ship of each parcel, minimum require-
ments to be determined by the board of 
inspectors. This decision· was made by 
reason of the impracticability of grading 
the entire salmon pack of all species as 
to color, oil, etc., owing to the known 
variation in character of salmon caught 
in different districts. The ultimate buy-
er's examination on behalf of purchasers 
to determine the quality suitable to them 
is to be undertaken as customary by 
their respective agents. 
It is recommended that under this in-
spection the pack be segregated into 
three separate classifications, as follows: 
( 1) All parcels qualifying under exam-
Tested Methods 
( 
(Continued from Page 15) 
The improvements in freezing have 
been of material benefit to the fishing in-
dustry. This is because during gluts, and 
when fish is cheap, it can be frozen to be 
used later during times when prices 
would be higher than is good for the 
business. In this way, we level off our 
equivalent prodt1ction. 
Frozen fish and fresh fish should not 
be differentiated in the minds of the pub-
lic, for certainly freezing is simply a 
method of keeping fish fresh, and if it 
be properly done, and proper shipping 
facilities are used, the product is of high 
quality. 
These two articles should go hand in 
hand, and no stigma should ·be cast on 
either one of them. The retailer has 
By S. H. COOKE 
ination as firm, fresh, and well packed, and 
in good merchantable condition, may be 
shipped to any market, providing a cer-
tificate of inspection issued by the De-
partment of Fisheries has been secured 
for that parceL The proposed Certificate 
is to read: 
"This is to certify that the undermen-
tioned parcel of Canadian canned salmon 
(cans embossed "CANADA") has been 
examined by licensed Government Inspec-
tors, and approved as being 
FRESH 
FIRM 
WELL PACKED 
and meets the requirements of the Pure 
Food Laws of the Dominion of Canada." 
(2) Salmon which fails to comply with 
the requirements of government inspec-
tion will not be accorded a certificate and 
may only be shipped out of British Co-
lumbia under special government permit 
to countries where the province's inter-
ests will not be endangered. 
( 3) Salmon failing to pass inspection 
because of nnsoundness shall be destroyed 
under government direction, but before 
such destruction the packer may endeavor 
to recondition and tender for re-examin-
ation. It is felt that it is desirable to 
safeguard Canadian interests in the do-
mestic market as well as in those coun-
tries which accord Canada a preference. 
It has been recommended that all sal-
mon cans be code-marked in periods not 
exceeding one day, as they pass through 
the machines, since it is only by this 
means that defective cans may be sorted 
out. 
Certificates no doubt will be issued for 
the Department of Fisheries, thereby con-
stituting official documents. The name 
of the examining inspector is not to ap-
pear on the certificate issued by the Gov-
ernment nor are names of the examining 
inspectors to be published or displayed 
in any way. This becomes necessary 
since three prominent salmon brokers of 
British Columbia have had their names 
put forward as initial appointees and it is 
felt that examiners should not be allowed 
much to do with the success of this. 
Frozen fish should never be thawed and 
sold as fresh fish, and every effort should 
be made by the retailer to deliver the 
frozen fish without thawing. The house-
wife should be instructed not to use 
HOT water in thawing these fish, but to 
thavv them slowly either in a refrigerator 
or at room temperature. If speed is de-
sired, they may be thawed in cold water, 
but never use either warm or hot water. 
Business and Religion 
In my opinion to either build a busi-
ness, or in any sense base one's success 
on conditions produced by religion is un-
wise. Fish should be sold for its uni-
fornlly high quality, its food value, its 
wide number of varieties and its delight-
ful ta.ste. This industry needs no help 
other than good publicity, and a quality 
maintained to create a market for itself 
to operate in any way as to 
broker inspectors a selling 
over others in the business. 
ments will be made by D 
Fisheries on recommendation of 
Salmon Section of Canadian 
turers Association, vacancies to 
as they occur. Herbert Miskin, 
Powell and E. C. Cornish of Vancou 
h.ave been recommended by the asso, 
tlon. 
In sampling, inspectors will have 
tunity to inspect the actual outgo· 
mon consignment, not samples su 
ted by the packer or Department of 
eries. Thev must have the name 
packer, and- must control drawing 
pies. It would be impossible to 
that the salmon was well packed 
the usual and proper tests were 
to a percentage of the parcel for 
such as puffs, swells and rusty cans. 
Upon requiring an examination 
canner will apply to officials of the 'v 
couver office of Department of 
who shall notify the board of 
Should examination by one 
prove favorable, he so will r 
Department of Fisheries, and 
ment then shall issue the 
certificates required. One insp 
have authority to pass salmon, 
sole judgment shall not suffice to 
it as non-passable. Should he find 
to withhold approval, he shall call 
other two inspectors and the 
make examination, when the 
or majority finding shall be 
that a canner rnav recondition 
for re-examination. 
Certificates and permits will be 
only by offi.cials as authorized 
partment of Fisheries. which 
supervision over and keen all n 
records of each parcel fr~m the 
of examination, thus insuring that 
parcel is correctly with. 
The fee to be paid salmon 
to the inspectors is recommended 
one cent per case, plus expenses; 
is to pass through offices of 
of Fisheries to the inspectors. 
which will be so great that it will be 
able to supply the demand. 
effort that succeeds in i 
fish into the average 
benefit if this 
satisfaction; it does not 
faction it is the fault of the 
either through its own actions or its 
lect, for it is neglect of the industry 
does not study its problems of 
clising, advertising and 
teach the homemaker 
of utilizing the qnalitv 
dustry has placed in ·the hands 
tailer. This industry's 
insunnountable. if t.here be 
California's Citrus problem 
mountable until cooperation 
trouble, and from this very 
ganization the fishing industry . 
all that it needs to assure itseH 
tinuecl success and prosperity. 
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"_fhe 1_~una In• passe 
Packer 
by 
Brs:\IARCK HoussELS 
charge of production, 
Food Co., Inc. 
the 
canning. 
corporation of the 
company is com-
against variances 
in the supply of raw 
dares not be caught with-
Therefore it fills ware-
with tuna, against just su_ch even-
. a' the present labor stnke, or a 
other influence 
steady gather-
This provision is 
imperatiYe by the fa~t that Van 
cxr•ends thousands o± d_ollars an-
in adverti:;;ing tuna and 1ncreas111g 
.-\\ide use. To meet the public 
,d1i ch is thus created the cor-
maintains warehouse stocks re-
an investment of one million 
believes that Americans re-
as a special delicacy, of which 
rn:rcllase about the san1e quan-
. of moderate fluctuations 
urge is not an 
that of excep-
For this reason the 
any 
that 
was 
prices to 
. for skipjack. 
m the m;;rket, Van 
to accept 
tuna, even at the new pnce levels, unless 
guaranty was made that warehouse 
stocks accumulated at that rate would be 
protected from loss through later de-
clines, The corporation proposed that 
each canner post bond to maintain faith 
is this particular, but the other packers 
refused. Van Camp then informed the 
fishermen that the only other basis on 
which it would feel safe in accepting fi,sh 
would be to withhold a part of the pur-
chase price as protection against declines 
that were feared and anticinatecL 
Refusing to provide this .protection, or-
ganized fishermen decided to strike. After 
a considerable period of inactivity Van 
Camp insisted that the boats be put to 
work, the corporation being concerned 
in this matter for the reason that it had 
furnished the greater part of the finances 
with which the craft had been build. On 
advising union leaders that the corpora-
tion would not meet fi,shermen's delin-
quent payments, then due to banks and 
finance houses, but instead would fore-
close upon the vessels and thus acquire 
title, the organization withdrew from its 
stand and permitted the fleet to go to 
work on a $100 and $60 basis, with hold-
back provision. · 
However, when the ships returned 
from first trips they found the tuna mar-
ket demoralized. Confidence had been 
destroyed. Every canner was afraid to 
buy fish because of not knowing at what 
price he might have to sell. Each tried 
to prepare for further declines by pur-
chasing at a less price than the supposed 
market, and son~ fish actually was sold 
by tunamen at cut rates. However, these 
quantities were insignificant as compared 
with the amounts disposed of by subter-
fuge, one of the widely-practiced tricks 
being to sell yellowfin at skipjack price, 
and actually to issue receipts which falsi-
fied the records in tbis uarticular. 
The thing that we "have feared all 
along had come to pass. The market had 
been demoralized-·a condition which was 
predicted and foreseen. Having already 
sustained heavy loss through deprecia-
tion of extensive warehouse stocks, Van 
Camp now insists that it will pay no 
more for its fish than the prices at which 
boatmen actually are selling to other 
firms. 
The settlement of this entire matter 
now rests with California courts, to 
which the evidence will be presented for 
adjudica lion. 
II 
Fisherrnen' s Viewpoint 
by 
THE OFFICERS 
of Fishermen's Cooperative Association 
W E FISHERMEN of San Pedro operate purse-seine boats, mostly. 
The main part of the live-bait 
fleet headquarters at San Diego. All 
during 1931 we received $120 a ton for 
yellowfin tuna, and $80 for skipjack, un-
til it came time for the bluefin tuna run 
in the summer. That was when we 
purse-seiners wanted to go to work, but 
the canners refused our fish until had 
consented to a cut in priCe from 10 to 
$90 per ton. Even then there were 
stnngs to tl1e agreement, for they told 
us that they could. not pay even that 
much unless we agreed to help them fi-
nance the pack. They wanted us to ac-
cept one-half the purchase price at time 
of delivery and wait until later for the 
other half, it being their promise to 
the full amount before September 
Both sides came to agreement on this 
proposal on the night of the last Friday 
in June. 
The live-bait fleet also was dif-
ficulties about raw~fish prices, of 
course we purse-seme men were inter-
ested in the outcome because we do some 
.live-bait fishing, and moreover the price 
of tuna caught by live-bait effects the 
price of tuna caught by purse-seine. Fin-
ally a settlement was reached, it being 
agreed that yellowfin was to be $100 and 
skipjack $60, two-tbirds of the 
be paid at time of delivery and 
not later than December 31. Van 
agreed to pay more than the $100 
named if anyone would pay 
all of the other packers then 
same thing. 
price 
and 
the 
Just prior to Christmas a committee of 
us went the rounds in San Diego, to in-
quire from the packers there things 
were. All of our men needed for 
Christmas purposes, and we all were 
looking forward to the date of maturity 
of the canners' promise so that we could 
pay our season's debts and commence 
the new year ·without unsatisfied obliga-
tions. We went to Van Camp corpora-
tion which said it didn't want to be-
fore Christmas, but would do so 
Years; it wanted everyone else to have 
to pay at the same time, too. About 
January 5 the Van Camp officials again 
assured us that if the other packers paid, 
they would also. Vle canvassed the 
smaller firms and they told us that they 
would pay us if Van Camp did. At last 
>ve called a general meeting of all pack-
ers, so as to have them face to face and 
put an end to their stalling. At the meet-
ing they acted very differently frorn their 
manner when in their own and 
they made all manner of ex-
cuses as explanation for their unwilling-
ness to keep their agreement with us. 
We brought before them the fact that at 
that time 160 families of fishermen were 
being supported by the wel-
fare at La Playa, San Diego, that 
the children of 15 fishermen's families of 
San Pedro were then 
meal a day by Los 
Vvere our men paid the moneys due them 
they would be self -supporting and saved 
the humiliation of poverty. -
About January 10 we all met again in 
the Japanese fishermen's hall on Termi-
nal Island, and at that time the Van 
Camp executives said that we were all 
wrong in what we expected of them·---
they said that we hadn't understood what 
they meant when they said the price was 
to be $100 a ton, because we didn't speak 
English vcrv wcll! vVe couldn't make 
the111 believe that we knew exactly how 
much $100 a ton is, whether we speak 
fluent English or not. also inter-
posed an objection which state-d in 
the form of the question: "How can you 
expect us $100 when some can-
ners are canned tuna at prices 
on Page 22) 
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CALIFORNIA STATE Fish Ex-
_) change was a war-time organization, 
established during America's par-
ticipation in the great conflict in Europe 
some 13 years ago. The date of its 
founding was July 31, 1917, and it vvas 
intended to serve as a means of develop-
ing the fresh fish industry of the state 
to a point where it could supply the 
maximum amount of foodstuffs to the 
country. 
Recently a cbange in method of 
tion of the exchange has been made an 
effort to increase its usefulness. In addi-
tion to its regular duties, its officials have 
interested themselves in the business 
problems and needs of fresh fish whole-
salers and retailers of California. Plans 
are being made to form statewide organi-
zations of these firms, and a program of 
merchandising and development is being 
considered. 
To direct State Fish Exchange in this 
renewed activity, .Arthur A. Alstrom has 
been secured to act as superintendent. 
Alstrom became acquainted with the 
West's cornmercial fisheries between 
1906 and 1912, when he served as general 
sales manager for Tacoma Mill & Supply 
Co., Tacorna, Washington. During that 
period he frequently was called upon to 
supply halibuters, purse-seiners and other 
northern fishing craft with necessary gear 
and equipment. He continued with the 
firm until it discontinued business in 1912. 
He was admitted to the practice of law 
in California in 1919. and has practiced 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
---
A rtltuT A. A/strom 
in his profession in Richmond, Contra 
Costa County. J n. addition he has served 
as court clerk the Superior Court at 
Martinez and of the peace at 
Richmond. 
"State Fish Exchange will do every-
thing possible to aid in organizing the 
fish industry in order that the exchange 
may deal more effectively with organized 
groups rather than with individuals of 
the industry," states the new superin-
tendent. "The exchange will not adopt 
Lea rs 
any arbitrary policies effecting the 
industry. I personally will contact 
members of the industry and will 
them, through the exchange, to 
their sales and to improve their 
ing methods, to cooperate with the 
officers throughout the state so that 
dealers in fresh f1sh intended for 
consumption comply with the state 
Sanitation Act. 
"I also am interested in bringing 
sports1nen's organizations closer to 
commercial fish industry, because I 
that there is much misunderstanding 
the part of the sportsmen and tbe 
mercia] fish dealers. The 
problem of the sportsman and the 
mercia! fisherman is common rather 
divergent, and a solution of it can 
brought about tbrough 
should be of great mutual 
believe a little fair play and an 
on both sides to understand each 
vicv1points should result in the finding 
common ground on which the best 
terests of all can be served." 
Superintendent Alstrom reports 
St2,te Fish Exchange soon will 
furnishing fresh fish to domestic s 
classes in the public schools of 
fornia. He explains that the who! 
have volunteered to furnish all 
fish for this purpose. 
"I am interested in The Fish-For 
Federation," he concludes, "and 
preciate it if you will keep me inf 
as to its progress." 
Itliyagi lnspe~ts Ell~horn ln_let 
SHINSHO International Oyster 
] a pan, returned to his 
February after a vi.sit of several weeks in 
var;.0us fisheries centers along North 
America's western shores. 
Miyagi arrived in Seattle on December 
22, spending som.e tim.e in the northern 
metropolis with officials of Rock Point 
Oyster Co. and Padilla Bay Com-
Traveling southward after 
he went to offices of Mutual 
San Francisco. where he met 
members the Togasaki family, officers 
of the importing and exporting organiza-
tion and United States distributors for 
seed oysters produced on his beds in 
Japan. 
Accompanied by S. Tokasaki, Miyagi 
on December 29 traveled to Elkhorn Inlet 
to visit the beds of \Vest Coast 
Farms, Ltd., \vhcre over 165,000 
firm's spat have been planted under direc-
tion of his cousin K .. Miyagi. \Vith him 
during the clay and night he in that 
region were his cousin and E. and A. T. 
Vierra, president and vice-president nf 
the \Vest Coast organization. Before 
visiting the beds, he also called upon G. 
Alioto, president of San Francisco Inter-
national Fish Co. and secretary of \Vest 
Coast Oyster Farms. 
Miyagi, who is the inventor of the 
efficient fioat svstem of 
oysters. that -he believes 
Shinsho International 
method to be the most sanitary known to 
mankind. "Beginning with 1901," he de-
Although 
has spent 
oyster industry, he 
young-looking man. 
a careful student of 
his abilities are 
cess which has attended use oi 
float system in the United States. 
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~ J. CO :r.Jt EA U, sahnon broker 01 Seattle, \vas 
1~ • con1Sned hotne for several days around 
and first of February. He was 
the job on February 5, hovvever, all ready 
increasf- the boom in salmon sales -.,vhich 
notE:rl the N orthwesL 
general manager of Sperry 
Inc., announces promotion 
of tht :han's chief executives, Robert B. 
nEJ1age1· ')f the organization's 111a-
llercafter \vi11 serve as general 
0. R. \Vhitaker, who for some 
:3ervcd as assistant manager of the 
department, has been advanced to the post 
returned from a trip to Europe, 
<, sun'E'Y of foreign n1arkets for his 
attended the launching of the 
"Conte di Savoia'', ''rhich is 
>·stabilizers" 
TARANTINO, manager and 
Tarantino Brothers, fishermen 1s sup~ 
Scln }i\ancisco, became ill vvith influ-
tbe: latter part of December. He was 
his heci hr two "\'Veeks, but \Vas back 
During 
c;_tstnrners of the company were served 
;3, 'J <trantino. and by Vince La-
rviOR.SE, formerly -dce-chainnan 
•)f directors of Fairbanks, I'viorse 
nan-...ed. to succeed \V. S. Hovev 
and general m_anageL I-Iovey resigned 
d.ld o1 1931. 
l--:1. ::\Iorse, -vdw founclerl the 
Since that time, except 
in military service 1 he has 
rliesel engine firm con-
"\'FLo signs all the checks 
San Diego, 
Los Angeles 
there to make the 
During early 
such a jaunt 
trnpical rains which 
winter, and nearly 
ri\'f.:"rs which fiow 
l,.cs ~Angeles clis-
~li1d Compton, in the 
plunged his car into a 
heated r:o 
along 
scary sensa-
the muddy flood. 
into Compton 
a1:;, CYin rude over 
Callfornia. 
men "\'vell 
_Freeman. 
·vice-presi-
treasurer. 
sante time, 
; G. ]. 
Co.; K. 
J_ }:<'·letcher, 
; R.. H. l-Ia Yiside 1 
and 0 HE WI E 
H G. MAXSON 1 vice-president and general 
~ tnanager of F. E. Booth Co., Inc., was a 
in Southern California during the :first part 
February. :r...faxson spent two or three days in 
the southern city before returning to his offices in 
San Francisco. 
A~ W. BRINDLE, president and manager of 
Ward's Cove Packing Co., Ketchikan, Alas~ 
ka, traveled to Seattle during mid(lle January on 
business for his company. 
APT. JOHN ZOLEZZI, youthful master of 
the n1arket boat LBalboa", declares that he is 
too young to be a hero, and anyway there is noth-
ing heroic about pulling a tnan out of cold water 
\vhen such things all occur in the course of an ordi-
nary day's work He says that the real hero is 
the man who is plucky enough to keep fishing when 
the 1narket is a disappointlnent to him about four 
trips out of five. In this regard it might be well 
to rnention that although John is only 22 years old 
he has fall charge of the hancl~liner "Balboa'', and 
already is the father of hvo young children. 
JACK DELUCA, president of Los Angeles Fish & Oyster Co. of Los A.ngeles, appeared at his 
offices one day recently with a beautiful black 
eye. \Vhen asked by his associates where he ac-
cumulated the ''shinerJ)" 1 he replied that his '.vife 
gave it to him. 
"Your wife?'~ incredulously asked one of his lis-
teners. 
"Yeah. 17 rep lid Jack. "Hotne bruise. n 
Jack says he hopes to be "out of the doghouse~~ 
by the first of June. 
A TRAPANI, Union Fish Co., San Diego, has 
• @ his ovvn way of 1·eplying to that old inter-
rogation: "II ow is business?" \A/hen asked this 
question Tony lays hold of a live lobster, tickles his 
antennae to induce reaction, and as the fish flips 
his tail, thereby· impelling himself full astern, de-
clares: "There are! The lobster business is like 
a lobstet·, the only way it travels is backward t" 
A L LARSON, San Pedro master shipwright, 
cruised overland on February 11 to talk fig-
ures vvith representatives of Uncle Sam's navy in 
San Diego. It seems that some shore-boat land-
ing-floats are to be constructed for use at the 
navyjs Fifth Street Landing at San Pedro, and the 
authorities have asked for bids on these. A1 
rambled down to talk to the admirals about it, and 
all betting odd.s are that he gets the job. Dave 
Campbell says AI is a magician. 
P ETE MUSANTE was discerned furtively moY-
ing about the San Diego \vaterfront on Febru-
ary 11. Pete is n1aster mathematician for the Gil-
bert C. Van Camp Organization at San PeUro 1 and 
\Yhat he vvas trying to figure out in San Diego is 
so111ething that nobody else can figure out. 
G ALIOTO an(l Louis Beverino of San F'ran-
® cisco International Fish Co., spent t\'.ro days 
in Los Angeles and vicinity calling on acquain · 
tances in behalf of "Rey Point" oysters. Toe anJ 
Louis state that these Elkhorn Inlet Pacific oys~ 
ters are being given a warm welcome the trade 
and that they expect \-Vest Coast Oyster Farms to 
have a most prosperous future. 
0 TTO A. MAUNULA, president of Diesel 
Filter Co., .Astoria~ Oregon) rnanufactut·e1· of 
fuel oil purification equipment used aboard many 
ships of West Coast fishing fleets) has become a 
t·epresentative of John La-,v. During January he 
was sworn in as deputy sheriff in the c:clminal de-
partnlent, taking over his new duties in order that 
the man formerly holding that position :tnight have 
leave of absence for three rnonths to recover from 
injuries received in an auton1obile accident. 
R W. SlviiTH, of the executive staff of ·union 
@ Ice Company 1 San Diegop returned to his 
office on February 12 after an absence of a :rnonth 
during which time he undenvent surgery for ap~ 
penclic-itiso His great rallying powei" vvas shown 
when he appeared at company headquarters exact~ 
ly 21 days after the operation. Says that he is im-
proving rapidly, and that by being careful during 
the first \Veek he expects to be up to nonnal \Vithin 
10 clays. 
J OE ROGERS, San Diego tunaman, has just re~ 
ceived a letter frorn Capt. Joe Monise, master 
of the tunacruiser "Invader". The skipper has 
been visiting friends and .relatives in the Azores~ 
-,.vhere he went to take a comfortable rest during 
the present tuna tie-up. Acc01-ding to Rogers, who 
received the letter~ J\'lonise is weary of island life 
and fagged from playing cards by the rrwnth. He 
soon is to return to California 1 and d_eclares that 
he has had enough of the old country to last him 
a long while. 
J- BLAINE MURRAY, Vhst Coast sales· ~ rnanage:r for Kieckhefer Container Co., spent 
some time in the Northwest during the last of 
December anll :first of January, Arriving just be-
fore the nev,r year put in its appearance, J\Iurray 
has been in constant touch v~.rith the salmon pack~ 
ers. l-Ie stated upon leaving for the South that he 
helieved the immediate future of the salmon in~ 
dustry to be brighter than various othe~, husi-
nesses which are heavy users of paper shipping 
cases. 
lviurray was accompanied to Portland. Oregon_. 
by \Villiam Ackermann, northwest n1anager for 
the companyo 
ARTIN QUAMMA, of the San Diego staff 
of Van Camp Sea Food Co .. ]nc.~ visions 
heaven as a place where golf balls ripen on rubber 
trees and where clubs mature on vines 1 like tne1ons. 
Being a practical man, o£ constructive 1nincl, he 
nov,- proposes that to alleyiate une-mployment annies 
of n1en be hired to convert the greater -part of the 
landscape into golf course-s. 
C ARL BRUI'NGTON, superintendent of Star & 
Crescent Boat Company, San Diego, has had 
all sorts of unpleasant things happen to hirrl since 
last sumn1er. lie had to take time out for a rest 
at Pah11 Springs six months ago, but even after re~ 
turning to duty continued to be plague-d. l\lost re~ 
cent an1ong his misfortunes was that he '~had to 
have his throat cut", as he puts it. On February 
10 he underwent a thyroid operationy and a few 
days thereafter \Vas reported as recovering nicely. 
20 
AMES BREGANTE, Jr., son of the famous 
retireLl San Diego fish 1netThant of that name, 
taken o\·er the clerical duties fonnerly dis-
charged by I.,... D. 'Cate in the Harbot· Supply Com-
pany, Tnnamen's \Vharf, San Diego. Tate has 
gone back east some\vhere, and has not heen heard 
from since his departure. John Bregante, brother 
oi James, also is employed in the store, he having 
assutned the functions of F. V-l. Duffey· \vho re-
signed on ::\oyemher 1 and returned to his native 
Alaharna. Duffey had long been pining for baked 
'possum and yams! hut on arrival in the lovvlands 
of 01' Bam1ny he became painfu.lly conscious of 
many m·atters that theretofore he always had taken 
for granted ancl accepted as inevitable and unavoid· 
able. So\Y. howe\'er, after having Jived in the City 
of the Sih-el· Gate) the old horne environs have 
\Vane(l in enchantment, and Duffey declares in re~ 
cently-written letters that he is pulling stakes once 
more to retnrn to San Diego and its constant 
sunshine. 
I=<'RITHIOF KANKKONEN, well"known sal" 
mon cannery executive of Oregon, takes an ac-
tive part in the work of Astoria Chamber of Com_-
merce. This year he is serving on a cmnmittee 
working with the school hoard of the Co1uml-Jia 
River city. 
ACK BAILEY, up in Ketchikan, Alaska, 1Je-
carne angry during latter January, and felt that 
ire ~~:as justified< One 1norning last 1nonth the 
following notice \vas posted on the board at the 
fish exchange in Ketchigan: d\Vill the guy please 
return the chair taken out of the fish exchange. 
If not 1·eturned llnn1ediately, the hard-boiled fish 
buyers will take proceedings. Party was seen tak-
ing chaiL" 
J OE CAMILLO, formerly San Diego representa-tive for Van Can1p, lAd.~ now is doing a lively 
hrnkerage ]_msine5s at the old stand. J-Iowever, Joe 
casts lcnging eyes at the lohster business-1vhich 
'"Tas his specialty during many seasons--and re· 
marks wi5tfnlly that the week of February 7 to 1ti 
was the higgest oi the present '"'inter. ~'They a11 
are fine fish, too," cmnments Camillo. "This past 
10 months has heen remad.;:ahlc Ior the a1Jtmdance 
and excellence of all kinds of ftsh and shellfish. 
hope it keeps LllJ yet avl'hile." 
BRUCE L. DAVIS, mechanical engineer of San 
J)Leg<J )Lu-ine Construction Company, barged 
.-1orthwanl in the farnily heap to pay a long-de-
ferred Yisit to a sjster in l,.os Ange-les. :Mrs. Davis 
\Yent along to make s1Jn: that he observecl the syeed 
laws in the ''speed-trap'J towns het'ween the t\VO 
cities. It happened that they 1)ickecl January 31 as 
the day \Yhich to make the trip, hence were out 
in all then deluge of rain that feJl out of the skies 
thrtt Sunday. Bruce says he can't imagine ho'lv so 
much \">-attr eYer got out of the ocean. 
V. McGEE oi Sunrise Packing Co"' Alas" 
" kan cannery organization, spent sn:eral 
'lveek:-5 in the main portion of the 1:-nited States 
around the flrst of the year. He /returned to 
Alaska late i11 January. 
BEN F. DUNCAN, 1·efrigcration engineer -who 
who ha~ insta11ed nntne:nJus ice 1nachines m 
\Vest Coast tunacraft .. has been barging back and 
fflrth to Santa Barhara 1vith matked frequency ef 
late. Somebody said that l__:nc1e Ben had gone in 
for polo) hut inYestigation reveals that lvhat he 1s 
doing in the hurg- of the millionaires js to rebuild 
the plant of Ord Ice Company. ] t seems that 
the refrigeration concern has heen acquired by 
Santa Barbara First National Hank, and that the 
new proprietors want the -facilities brought up tc: 
date. Acconlingly, h1m olcl compresson:. are 
being remoYed and junked, one of these being 
an old-type 9?4- x 9% Baker thai: has been -in 
ser\rice there 17 years ! Duncan is replacing the 
antiquated equipment with a new-model, 10;<:; :x 
10;:/~, twin-cylinder Baker, driven by a Fairhanks-
l\Jorse 1.-f.U-hp. diesel. The ice-n1aking institution 
-will he in 5eJ·Yice again by :March 10. 
WEST COAST FISHERLE,s 
F. McCONKEY, West Coast Manager oi 
Sperry Gyroscope Co., recently 1-eturned to his 
Francisco offices after a trip of three 1nonths. 
Du1·ing that time he visited his m-ganization's fac" 
tory at Brooklyn, visited several Canadian cities 
ancl t 1any of the eastern lnett·opolises. On the way 
back to the \Vest he stopped off in N evv Orleans. 
]. SEBASTIAN, executive he~d oi Sehastian 
Stuart Fish Co. 1 Seattle, was among those 
present at the recent convention of National Can-
ners Association in Chicago. Chris \Vent east to 
New York afte1· the big gathering was over. On 
the \Yay hack he stopped in Los Angeles and Sa~.l 
Francisco for four days each. 
C T. BUELOW aml Guy H. Starrett, sea ~ food brokers who 1nake heaclqua1:ters in Se-
attle, made a trip to Oregon during late Janu-
ary to make personal investigation of market con-
ditions in the northern part of the state. 
pAUL HANSEN, Ketchikan manager for Sunde 
.il d' J~vers Co.; fishennen-'s supply house, traveled 
south to Portland, Oregon, for a brief vacation 
during January. 1\.Irs. Hansen accompanied her 
husband. 
M RS" A. MUNROE, stenographer and typist, 
...... joined the staff of \\Testgate Sea Products 
Co., San DiegoJ on February 8, J\1rs. ?I'Iunroe as-
sumed the duties of office :-;ecretary, and it is she 
which adlnits an visi-
tors to the inner of the firm. 1\irs. 
J\T unroe tdls that she is new to fish packing, but 
expects quickly to absorb the atrnosphere of the 
business ! 
ARL B. TENDICK, statistical agent of United 
States Bureau of _Fisheries with oftlces in 
California State }:isheries Lahoratot-y, 'l'erminal 
Island, Yisited Iv1onterey early in Febrnary to 
check records on file in that office of California 
Conuncrcial Fisheries Bureau. 
R. AND MRS. J. E. BERG of Ketchikan, 
Alaska. returned to their home early in 
Fehruary after a long tdp to eastern distribution 
centers. Berg, who not only is pt·esident of 1\larlyn 
E<'ish Co.. hut also of l(etchikan First National 
Bank, called upon :fisheries executives in Chicago., 
Bostnn and N evF York. An1nng those he visiterl 
was Haulen V. Taylor, pt-esident of Atlantic Coast 
Fisheries Co. of K nv York City, for 1vhon1 the 
Alaska man's organization i11eted salmon last 
season. 
ILEY V. AMBROSE, president of "Westgate 
Sea Products Co., San Diego, has been abw 
sent frmn cmnpany headquarters clurjng- 1nore than 
30 days. ~Caking J\Trs. Ambrose \Vith hiln, he \Vent 
to Orleans \vhere the 1\:vo of then1 attended 
the fa1nous annual _1\Iardi Gras pageant. The car-
nival having now corne to an end, lvJrs. Ambrose is 
on he1· way lJack to San Diego, but \Vile-y is tarry-
ing in the east \\··hile attending to his tuna-selling 
campaigns. It is expected that he ,,.·ill be in his 
officeJ again on Tuesday, :February 23. 
L. THOMPSON, president of Columhia 
;;, Rivet· Packers Association, \vith canneries 
in Oregon, \Vashington and Alaska, is said to be 
one of the leading candidates for appointment on 
the board of directors of President Herbert C. 
Eloover's reconstrttction finance corporation, 
Thompson had experience in an organization of a 
similm- nature elut-ing the \Vorld \Var. 
R USS SCHWARZ, marine electrician of San 
Pedro and San Diego, lost his secretary-typist 
when 1\Iiss IVIary 1\:lcL\lahon 11'larried H. C-. Os-
borne, Jr., on :February 8. Tviary ha(l been hand-
ling the details of the elechical shops 1 business for 
eight months when the vvedcling took place. The 
Osbornes have established 1·esidence in Carlsbad, 
the aguacate town. 
w L. THOMPSON of Columbia River 
"Packets Assoc1alion anrl H. J. Barbey rA 
Barbey Packing Co.; Oregon saln1on canners, 
among those \vho attended the recent 
Canners Association convention in Chicago. 
ad(lition to being present ,o,t the gathering) thtv 
traveled east to see officials of lJnited States \Va.r 
Depadment in regard to rental 1·ates on the Sa!i<l 
Island seining area. 
B. JACKSON) who not long ago '\Vas <HJ· 
0 pointed n1arine salestnanager for Fairbani~,, 
lVforse & Co., Chicago, has heen transferred 
the post of district salesn1anager at Boston) 
sachusetts. 
G EORGE E. MacGNHTIE, 
.J I-Iopkins 
sity, at Pacific Grovel California, was called urJu~J 
to exhibit 11'lotion pictures of 1narine life taken 
hin1self at tvvo gatherings during February. 
of these 1-vas an assembly of Pacific Grove 
on the night of [i'ebruary 10. 'fhe other -will 
during the latter part of the n1onth, as an 
ploy111ent benefit. 
r W. CAMP, for some titne salesmanager 
.. , I,..1ewellyn }'viachinery Co1-p._, distributor 
Atlas-Imperial diesels in l\Ibn1i, :F'loricla, bas 
appointed manager of the ,.;astern division of 
Imperial Diesel Jingine Co., 
Boston, J\Iassachusetts. 
H M" STACKPOLE, st1perintendent 
~ l-\1eking Corporation's plant at 
Alaska, returned to the cannery early in 
after a visit of son1e duration in the 
proper. Stackpole traveled to \iVrangell 
beillg n1et there by a cannery tender. 
A. J. WADHAMS, manag"et" oi the 
~ n1ent and research clepal'tment of I 
Kickel Co., Inc., producet· of ·monel metal, 
nounces appoinh11ent of 1~, 11. 
nine years in charge of autonwtive and 
1·esearch, to the post of assistant 1nanager 
clevelopn1ent and research clepartrnent. 
French. for hvo years a men'lber of the 
research staff. also has been 
hranch. 
HERMAN D. NICHOLS, 
-"" of T11hhs Cordage Co., San 
on Januaqr 8 ahoanl the ship ''1\J olo1o" £or 
lulu, returning to the n1ainlanU about 
later. l\-ichols 1\'as a visitor to the 
August, 193L 
HESTER H. LANG has 
Rice- as manager of the 
o£ General Electric CmnrJany. 
end of 1931 after lnore than 
1,vith the :firm. 
F. SUPHRAT. president 
dising effort on Cali[ornia sanlines. _: 
siderations nnde-1· debate \\'as that of a 1JC\\· 
can to replace the familiar po-unrl ova1 in 
n1apority of the pack is put up. SL1H1e 
present expressed the:mselves as believing 
of a different shaued container Yv'onld 11e 
in attempting to obtain 
F. GIBSON is a ne\V eastern 
for \Vashlngton Iron \Vorks, Sf·dttk. 
facture1- of \Vashington diesels. (.;ihsnn has 
the staff of Proctor Engineering Co. of Ual 
l\'IarylanclJ eastern ag~nc;r for the \\'nshlngtC•l 
D AVE CAMPBELL, San Diego 
vessel ownet- drove to San Pedro ' 
28. Bu-siness, n~t pleasure! says Dave, 
he \.vould have been headed_ south. 
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A N N E R s 
CnrtailiDent Convention Topi~ 
ATIONAL CANNERS' Associa-
tion gathered for its 25th an-
nual convention in Stevens Hotel, 
between January 25 and 29. 
no existent threat against the 
as a whole, the meeting was 
a central topic of common con-
on the other hand, poor buying 
on the part of the An2_erican pub-
been felt by all classes of pro-
attending the convention, and al-
very manufacturer was confronted 
condition of over-loaded ware-
roduction was the chief consid-
the meeting. Much time and 
was devoted to the matter, 
history of production control 
up for review in an effort to 
from past experience some clue 
would lead to a solution of pres-
Experts from U. S. De-
of Agriculture were present to 
views, and officers of the con-
spoke before the assemblage 
matter. 
West Coast fish packers were 
at the convention, and on 
headquarters described 
, saying in effect: 
brokerage representatives 
1931, been able to make 
tions of what market re-
I be in 1932. They have 
falling-off in demand for 
that now have experi-
by other goods which 
represent actual necessities. 
of practically every commod-
state t~at a less quantity of 
b_e des1red by the public in 
SltuatJon resolves itself into 
production must be cur-
is to be saved the losses 
gluts and consequent dump-
questic;n that is troubling 
IS th1s: \Vill all packers 
ons so as not to bring 
chaos at their own ul-
This ntatter is a broad 
for it will do little good 
and mackerel canners 
sardine canners and 
a and California pilchard 
and. flood the market 
fish m tins. This has ~eyond the possibility of 
t e experience of California 
who curtailed their can-
only to get no benefit 
because many other 
frmt wer_e in glut, and 
t these tmned fruits at 
and left canned peaches 
s hold forth 
that if all food pro-
reduce the scale of 
Will see little real 
institutional distress, stocks will be 
cleared up, and the way made clear for 
a profitable season in 1933. However, if 
unregulated activity continues, terrific 
losses must be borne by the unwise ones, 
who will ruin business for everyone else 
but at the same time annihilate them-
selves in many instances. The turmoil 
will be great, and a long period of re-
construction must ensue, but eventually 
the strong and best-managed firms will 
emerge into a cleared field wherein prof-
itable manufacturing again will be possi-
ble. 
The sensible method would result in 
but one year of poor business; but if 
normalization of the market, and re-
established balance between supply and 
demand, be obtained only through a hap-
hazard and unsystematized exercise of 
manufacturing facilities, then the period 
of hectic conditions and the subsequent 
era of recovery will be aggravated and 
prolonged. 
Examination of recently unsettled mar-
kets has revealed that much of the diffi-
culty had its initial origin in faulty financ-
ing. Several of the agencies most pro- -
foundly affected by the resulting dilemma 
now are investigating these considera-
tions, and it seems assured that hence-
forward credits will b10 extended only 
where justified. This policy will be of 
unguessed consequence to fish packing 
industries, and affords one of the most 
positive bases for future hopefulness. 
Salmon packers have taken a good step 
in the direction of meeting the problem 
facing them, and they have a splendid 
opportunity for working out of their 
present difficulty before next fall. How-
ever, tuna prospects are not equally en-
couraging. Warehouse stocks of canned 
tuna rapidly are diminishing, but in the 
opinion of the authority cited, the future 
is clouded by the fact that the past year's 
sales have been niade at rates which rep-
resent loss to manufacturers. To elevate 
the price to a point where profi·ts again 
will be possible certainly will meet. with 
resistance, especially in the face of for-
eign competition which now is in posi-
tion to derive advantage not only from 
its naturally cheap labor, but also be-
cause of broad margins of differential re-
sultant from abandoning the gold stand-
ard. More than this, unsettled relation-
ships between the nations of the Orient 
have depressed their exchange, enabling 
American money to purchase even more 
cheaply there than would have been pas-
sib! through the combined influences of 
the before-named advantages. 
An important consideration borne away 
from the convention by thoughtful mer-
chandisers is expressed in the question: 
"Where will the canned fish business be 
10 years from -now?" Relative to this 
query it is pointed out that rapid-freezing, 
iceless-refrigeration, fast transportation 
by truck and by airplane all are contrib-
uting to a vastly enlarged trade in fresh 
and fresh-frozen foods. Especially is this 
development applicable to fish, which is 
one of the most highly perishable of 
foods. In the face of this tendency to 
expand the distribution of fresh fish, will 
the canned products continue to enjoy 
their present vast request? Will it not 
be necessary for packers to do some-
thing about this matter, to stimulate the 
use of their goods and attract the atten-
tion of the nublic to the special advan-
tages and e:x:"dusive uses of canned fish? 
Will not the golden days, wherein canned 
fish enjoys a practical monopoly of the 
interior markets, come to a dismal end 
unless through co-operative effort the 
packers procure a sustained public inter-
est in tinned sea-foods? 
Although fi,sh packers have no special 
section or chapter devoted to their in-
terests, large nnmbers of them were pres-
ent at the convention. Among these 
were: Westgate Sea Products Co. (Wiley 
V. Armbrose); Van Camp Sea Food Co., 
Inc. (Frank Van Camp, R. P. Harper, 
E. P. Spangler, M. H. Lifson, R. G. 
Wayne); Skinner & Eddy Corp. (J. N. 
Gilbert, H. G. Seaborn); Pioneer Pack-
ing Corp. (G. P. Halferty, F. C. Elliott); 
Oceanic Sales Co. (J. E. Salmon, F. L. 
White, Martin C. White, P. J. Andrae); 
Libby, McNeill & Libby (T. L Taylor); 
International Pkg. Co. (E. B. McGovern, 
J. F. McGovern); K. Hovden Co. (K. 
Hovden); P. E. Harris & Co. (P. E. 
Harris, Walter A. Munro); G. P. Half-
erty & Co. (G. P. Halferty, F. C. 
Elliott); French Sardine Co. (M. 
J. Bogandovich, E. M. Birch, A. T. 
Williams); Farwest Fisheries, Inc. 
(Chas. Whitney); Chinook Pkg. Co. (L. 
Gile Albion); California Pkg. Corp.; F. 
E. Booth Co., Inc. (H. G. Maxson, Jens 
Petersen, G. M. Rothaug, F. E. Starr); 
Alaska Pacific Salmon Corporation (H. G. 
Seaborn, ]. N. Gilbert); Coast Fishing 
Co. (J. R. Biven, R. P. Kimmerer); 
Southern California Fish Corp. (Ed. 
Hoyt); Halfhill Packing Corp. (B. C. 
Cate). 
MONTEREY SARDINE Industries, 
Inc., organization to which owners of 
sardine fishing craft of Northern Califor-
nia belong, obtained a special emergency 
permit late in January which allowed 
it to reduce 3,000 tons of fish into meal 
and oil. The permit was granted by 
California State Fish & Game Commis-
sion after Argyll Campbell, fishermen's 
attorney, and John Cusenza, manager, 
had explained· that many members of the 
association lacked the necessities of life 
and would be in serious financial predica-
ment were they not aided in this fashion. 
The fish was reduced in the plant of 
San Carlos Canning Co., which had been 
used by Globe Grain & Milling Co. until 
its quota of 8,500 -tons of fish was ex-
hausted. 
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which make it impossible for us to com-
at so high a price for raw fish?" 
failed to make them see that this 
was a matter of competition between 
themselves concerning which we had 
nothing to do and for which we were in 
no way responsible. \V e only insisted 
that they fulfill the promises which they 
had made to us, and that was to pay us 
for our fish. Everybody knows, of 
course, that when a banker presses some 
canner ·who is indebted to him, the can-
ner has to sell below cost in order to 
liquidate quickly, but this has no bearing 
upon definite promises made to us by 
ILI3ERT C. 
SAN DIEGO 
867 Harbor St. 
Phone 
MAin 4490 
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. SAN PEDRO Municipal Wharf 
Phone 2680 
Specializing in all forms 
of Insurance Protection 
Fishing Industry 
REPRESENTING 
BOSTON INSURANCE CO. 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
Complete Insurance Protection 
BY 
FIBREBOARD GIVES 
EFCA PROTECTION 
Standard protection, which the Efca trade-
marked case insures, means greater confi., 
dence in Fibreboard Shipping Cases. Along 
with that confidence, it also means material 
savings in packing and shipping which in turn 
mean lowered landed costs in foreign markets. 
These are the reasons Fibreboard earn-
estly backs the Export Fibreboard Case Asso-
ciation program. The same reasons explain 
most Pacific Coast food packers are 
specifying shipping cases manufachued 
by Fibreboard Products, Inc.-and why YOU 
should too! 
\Tan 
a defense. 
one of our tuname11's dt. 
manded that the packers reiterate : 
each other's hearing the statements lllad~ 
so frequently in their private of-fices ' 
viously, He asked them to say 
each was willing to pay $100 if other, 
did, but, none would accept this chal: 
lenge. Some of them tried to cover 
attitude by saying that although . 
agreed to pay $100 at the time the 
pu~ to sea, conditions changed in the in-
tenm, and. they had dec1ded to ame11f. _ 
then· promises, -' 
There was no other method open to 
so in an effort to have paid to us what 
owmg we had to carry the matter intc, 
court, where the case now is 
Meanwhile, no agreement has , 
reached as to what will be the 'Jrice 
fish during the coming season. ' At 
rates being offered by the can 
most of our men could not 
penses, so if we are to lose our 
and our homes and be reduced to 
erty it might as well be with the 
tied up, as to try to achieve the 
sible. All our hopes are fixed upoH 
outcome of th~ pending suit, for each 
our situation becomes more criticaL 
NORTHERN 
Ecoole, British Columbia, 
packing pickled herring and 
early shjpment having arrived in 
couver, B. C., early in February. 
Dorsey, manager, states that his 
is being shipped to New York 
he expects the herring pack to be 
more popular than the anchovy, 
FEBRUARY, 193.'? 
di'Vision 
news 
nia's 
1EXICAN FISHERIES ADMIN-1\i / ISTRATION has been s_ubjected 
.L to a change smce the 
the present calendar 
personnel and in-
Heretofore it has 
the jurisdiction of what 
be translated as the Bureau of 
& Fisheries, which was in fact 
of the Department of Ag-
ancl Development. By this ar-
all Mexican fishery matters 
handled an appointed agent of 
!'\Hiculturc and Development De-
- ·· whn discharged his duties while 
by invoking the as-
Mexican consul. 
never has been satist'ied with 
actn;:cl working-out of this system, 
·displeasure has been 
ren{ovals from office, 
ether and 
of 
to 
upon whc-
av;,iJ himself the Mexi-
1\ aturally, since the 
was to collect all 
lktwcen the two 
division of 
and authority 
The De-
a 
T 
Oiii.eials 
can army, is another whose name figures 
in the Bureau. Wulframo G. Ruiz, influ-
ential business men who owns real estate 
and houses in Tijuana, is the third mem-
23 
NA 
ber of the permissionist group. In San 
Pedro the Bureau is represented by Gus-
tavo Meza. 
Meza took office during early Febru~ 
ary, arriving at San Pedro with such cre-
dentials as proved his per-
mits to fishing craft 
into Mexican territorial waters in 
of fares. He is an alert and courteous 
(Continued on Page 24) 
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Quality Packers of Sea Food Products 
c p 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
We on Fancy Pack 
Yellowfin and All Light 
Meat Varieties of Tuna 
WE SOLICIT PRIVATE 
LABEL BUSINESS. SAMPLES 
GLADLY SUBMITTED 
Italian Food Products 
AlSo under the name of 
es c ast Packing 
Packers 
C ... L\LIFORNIA 
TONNO ITA IAN S 
if TUNA and ~fACKEREL 
Brands 
Creel 
Farfamed 
Touring Club 
Luster 
Etna 
Stromboli 
Genova 
Sicilia 
Sardegna 
Mar Gmsoo 
San Francisco 
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This division of CANNERS SECTION 
concerns of smoked 
and processed seafoods, fish meals and oils. 
CTJRED FISH and FISH 
BY ~PRODIJCTS 
SEVERAL GROUPS of men are giv-
ing serious consideration to the idea of 
purchasing large ships for use as floating 
reduction plants off the coast of Califor-
nia. At present but one such craft, ''Lake 
Miraf!or~s,'' operated by Stanley Hiller 
of San Francisco, is in use, but three or 
four other projects of a similar nature 
are being discussed. 
''McKittrick" former Associated Oil 
Co. tanker, has been purchased by E. V. 
Frozen 
S LMO 
ALASKA HERRiNG 
EINAR BEYER, President 
NORTHERN 
PRODUCTS 
Cable A ddress-"NOP'RO"-A ll Codes 
200 Bell St. Dock Seattle, U. S. A. 
Fancy Scotch Cured 
HERRING 
also 
FROZEN SALJVION 
HALIBUT HERRING 
Produced and Packed 
UTOPIAN FISHERIES 
I 
i 
I 
I 
___ __] 
SE, INC. 
Dealers in 
ALASKA CODFISH 
SALT SALMON 
ALASKA HERRING 
SPICED HERRING 
Bell St. Terminal Seattle 
Turner and it is reported that it will be 
used as a reduction ship. It measures 
300x40x24 feet, and is one of the fleet of 
vessels constructed bv United States 
Shipping Board during- the world war. 
"City of Honolulu," liner owned by 
Los Angeles Steamship Co. and former-
ly operated on the Hawaii-California run, 
also is a possible meal and oil ship. A 
group of Los Angeles men for some time 
has been debating a project to remodel 
the Lassco vessel, which was damaged 
by fire some time ago, and use it in the 
sardine fishery. 
"ADDINGTON" and "Oceanic," op-
erated by Captains S. E. Anderson and 
Ole vVestby, delivered 25,000 QOUnds of 
black cod to Juneau Cold Storage Co. for 
salting. The fish was caught in Icy 
Strait and Cr'Y'S Sound, Alaska, and vvas 
delivered late in January. 
ABBOTT LABORATORIES Chi-
cag·o organization which in· 1931 used 
halibut livers to produce medicinal oils. 
will receive shipments of this product 
from Alaskan, British Columbia and 
Seattle seafood firms in 1932. It is ex-
pected that this year's volume will be 
considerably greater than that of last 
season. 
K. OSHIMA, Japanese fisheries execu-
tive wl1o recentlv visited the United 
States, recommends that Russia and Japan 
form an international fisheries association 
for the protection of sea resources off the 
coast of Siberia. and Kamchatka. "We 
mnst have cooperation between the two 
countries or we shali deplete the fish-
eries," he states. ".Even if markets were 
good now, our production would be 
strictly limited because of depletion. First 
we must study and then we must arrange 
laws for our mutual benefit. I have stud-
ied conditions in Russia and I have much 
sympathy for them and their plans. \Ve 
believe that both nations have certain 
rights in the waters between Japanese 
and Russian territory." 
That Russia does not plan to undertake 
any program of conservation is indicated 
by its present plans for construction of 
59 new fish canneries during 1932-33. 
Thirty-six of these will be shore stations. 
the rest being floating factories; their 
total capacity will be more than 325,000,-
000 one-pound cans of fish, or more than 
6,800,000 cases of 48's. In 1933 the coun-
try expects to produce 600,000,000 cans of 
fish, or 12,500,000 cases of 48's. 
A considerable portion of this increased 
output will he among Russia's salmon 
canneries o£ Siberia and Kamchatka. A 
plant capable of producing 10,000,000 cans 
a year has just been completed in the 
Amur River district, and Soyousryba, 
central corporation of the fish-packing in-
dustry, plans to spend 10,550,000 rubles 
during 1932 in adding to facilities on the 
shores of the Pacific. These improve-
ments will give the Soviet's far east an 
output of 54,000,000 one-pound cans of fish 
a year. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA producers of 
dry-salt herring during the last three 
months of 1931 put up more fish than in 
the same period of 1930. Now operators 
are finding trouble in disposing of their 
stocks, since the Orient (where practical-
ly all of this type of seafood is sold) is 
troubled by martial disorders and is n0 t 
buying in as great volume as previous],: 
was the rule. · 
"HELGELAND," S eat t 1 e 
schooner, left its home port in J anuar-; 
under command of Capt. C. Aune 1 ~, 
voyage up the coast to 
Alaska. There Capt. Louis Holm anrl 
a crew of eig-ht men went aboard anri 
headed the ship for the cod , 
where the skipper planned to long-!' 
for fish. He expected to take his fare 
Seattle for delivery, later returning· 
the North to enter the halibut · 
HON. EDGAR N, RHODES, 
for more than a year has acted as ~\f 
ter of Fisheries for Canada, has 
transferred to the post of Domini 
Minister of Finance. For tbe present tl 
Minister of Marine also will act as 
ister of Fisheries. Fisheries 
of the Dominion are said to be 
fied with this arrangement, 
point out that it may mean 
to former conditions in 
fisheries were neglected in favor 
industries considered to be more 
of attention. 
K, lVL VENDSYSSE.L, presidenl 
Venclsyssel Packing Co .. ·which has 
at Astoria, Oregon, and 
ington, as well as in Brussels, 
gen, Paris, Hamburg and London, 
suddenly in Brussels, Belgium, 
January. .'vfanagement of the 
will be taken over by Adolph 
sel, son of the deceased. 
can 
(Continued from P'a9e 23) 
man who has excellent command of 
!ish, acquired in the service oi 
American Dredging Company or 
ton during a when the finn '"~"' 
o·aged inc a ship c?-n~d 111 't:J~xican state of Meza \\ 
charge of stone quarries thai ·were 
atecl by the corporation. 
he governmental offi 
the administrations., 
charge of administration in the D 
ment of Public Education under 
Casaurauc, who now is 
the United States from Mexico. 
termination of his term in thi,; posL 
engaged in petroleum 
ing trips to New York . 
temporarily on several occa,;wns. 
Meza states that he believes 
periors to be planning a new " 
tariffs for fishermen and vesse b, 
the sincere purpose of Mexico t· 
late more activity in its 
has been characteristic of the 
year. 
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SARDINE FISHING at Monterey 
came w a close in mjclclle February after 
uoubled season 01 60 months. Un-
weather, scarcity of fish, dis-
,1utcs over prices and competition .from 
·~·vsels of other ports were hand1caps 
n·hicb considerably reclucccl financ1al rc-
" to Monterey boat-o·wners. 
I anuary several meetings were 
ll.mch discussion was heard over 
breaking of the price agreement 
of the 13 institutions receiving 
The matter vvas not settled until 
in the month. During February 
, .. ,eral catches were received, 
· • poor weather kept the ring-net and 
ships in for several clays. On 
uccasions the weather was good 
f<h were scarce. 
was received during the season 
the following. Bayside Fish Flour 
reduction plant; Bay View Packing 
Ltd.. Monterey Sardine 
Co.· Packing Corp., 
'' 228-foot, steel-hulled 
by La N acional 
S. A., of Mexico; 
Canning Co., cannery; Del Mar 
cannerv; Globe Grain & 
])!ant; E. B. Gross 
cannc:ry; K. Hovden Co., 
··Lake i\Iiraflores," floating re-
c.hip O]Wratecl by Stanley Hiller 
the three-mile lirnit; Monterey 
C''·· cannery: San Carlos Can-
ning Co., cannery; San X a vier Fish 
Packing Co., cannery. 
AMERICAN MEDICAL Association, 
whose headquarters are in Chicago, Illi-
nois, has recognized the quality of 
"Portola" brand sardines and has pre~ 
sented K. Hovden Co., Monterey can-
nery which packs this fish, with the 
certificate of approval of the medical 
authorities composing the organization's 
laboratory and research staff. 
"This committee has given careful 
consideration to your 'Portola' sardines 
(steam-grilled in tomato sauce and olive 
oil and steam-grilled in curry sauce and 
olive oil) and is recommending their ac-
ceptance," states a letter received by 
President K. Hovden of the sardine firm 
from Raymont Hertwig, secretary of 
American Medical Association's commit-
tee on foods. "Your company therefore 
is entitled to display the seal of the com-
mittee on the package label and in the 
advertising in their promotion. 
"Manufacturers of accepted foods are 
looked upon as co-partners in the work 
of the committee for the establishment 
of truthful advertising of all food prod~ 
nets and are obligated to maintain their 
products wholesmi1e and the advertising 
strictl:y:, in ~ccorcl with the rules "~~1d regu-
latwns (or the assoCJatwn). I he sup-
port of your company in the purpose of 
the committee is highly appreciated'' 
PRINTING 
co@ 
SEATTLE 
ll07~A Hoge Bldg. 
American Medical Association is one 
of the highest authorities on foodstuffs 
in the United States. 
FRENCH SARDINE Co., California 
Packing Corp. and Van Camp Sea Food 
Co., Inc., will have displays of canned 
fish in the exhibits sponsored by Sixth 
District Agricultural Association in 
fornia State Exposition Bt1ilding, 
sition Park, Los Augeles. 
SPAU I 
INSPECT! 
B REAU 
P. 0. Box· 211 Terminal Island, Calif. 
examinations 
of all fish cannery 
Inspection and Certificates of 
Canned Fish. 
W. H. Spauldinr, I 
b-----------------------------~------· 
N. Hendrickson 
--------······ ---·-·--~ 
Ouiet location yet close to 
Everythinp 
RATES FROM 50 .PER 
Beautiful Dininp Room and 
Coffee Shop 
FRANK C. 
Mana,.qer 
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SolA Sail ~ Rewashed Coarse Salt 
99Ya%PURE 
WESTERN SALT CO. 
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 
--
Sardines and Mackerel 
CANNERS 
GENERAL FISHERIES 
CORPORATION 
P. 0. Box 998 San Pedro, Calif. 
Long Beach Salt Co. 
"Next Door Neighbor" 
• 
-to the packing plants in Long 
B e a c h, Wilmington, Terminal 
Island and San Pedro. 
Large stock . of pure salt on 
hand, crude and refined, for the 
Fish Packing Industry. 
Prompt and efficient service by 
rail or truck. Patronize your 
home producer and manufacturer. 
Insurance Risks 
and Coverage ... 
DON'T BE CAUGHT 
SHORT ON PROTEC-
TION. 
Years of knowledge and exper-
ience are required for the ex-
pert writing of insurance on 
marine equipment, plants, ware-
houses and other risks. Without 
them, the owners may not be 
adequately safeguarded. 
Rule & Sons, Inc., department 
method of operating offer 
these complete and exacting 
facilities. 
Call TRinity 9961, and we will 
be glad to wait upon you. 
RULE & SONS, Inc. 
621 S. Hope St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
PRICE-CUTTING, chief among 
sources of difficulty to sardine packers of 
California, will be eliminated if Monterey 
packers and business men are successful 
in their efforts to have the industry 
placed in the catagory of "natural re-
sources," a class of commerce which is 
Developing 
Finishing 
Commercial Work 
Supplies 
319 West Sixth Street 
San Pedro, California 
subject to regulation under the Clayton 
act rather than Sherman anti-trust legis-
lation. Were this recognition obtained 
sardine canners would be permitted t~ 
agree among themselves upon a fixed 
scale of prices for domestic sales, as now 
is done in foreign business by California 
Export Sardine Corporation. Senator 
--~·---
ARDEN SALT 
COMPANY 
SAN FRANCISCO 
• 
Specializing in all Industrial 
Grades of 
SALT 
• 
Selling Agent 
W. S. Craig Brokerage Co. 
923 East Third St. Los Angeles 
Telephone TRinity 8282 
MONTEREY BAY SARDINES 
Leading Fancy Brands: EL CAPITAN, GRILL, EL MAR. 
FISH OIL and MEAL 
• 
E. B. GROSS CANNING COMPANY 
Sales Office and Piant: Monterey, Calif. Cable Address: "GROSS" 
F.E.EOOTH CO~P4~Y, Inc:. 
Packers of 
BOOTH'S BROILED SARDINES 
FRUITS-ASPARAGUS-VEGETABLES 
SHAD ROE 
Canneries at Monterey, Pittsburg, Centerville 
F .. t;sh Fish Spt;e::ialisls 
Wholesale and Retail Markets: San Francisco, Stockton, San 
General Offices: 110 Market St., San Francisco 
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~Pnr.e·v:nt•.\' salmon of Brit- ~ 
, and Oregon SALMO T 
UNSOLD STOCKS of canned salmon 
of February, 1932, as 
members of Association of 
amounted to 2,791,699 
hll cases. Since the 147 canneries oper-
;·ted bv tbe 68 members of the associa-
. ' approximately 85 per cent of 
1931 American production, it is 
the total stock on hand can-
exceed 3,000,000 cases, if, in-
it reaches that figure. 
Records of Association of Pacific Fish-
aies show a steady movement of canned 
the past several months, 
growing strength of the 
salmon market. At the beginning of 
N 1931, as announced in WCF, 
stocks on were 3,340,411 cases; by 
th<c first of Decernber that figure had been 
reduced to cases, thus recording 
s;:t]C of cases. On the first of 
January, the total was 2,968,427 
;;·asc:;. 
Greatest movement during January was 
recorded in pinks, of which over 130,000 
crto;es were sold. Totals of various spe-
fies, ~1t the beginning of February were 
r;11lows: 
red kings or chinooks,,, 0 89,107 
kings or chinooks. 0 • , , 60,490 
or chinooks. , 0 ••• , , 5,729 
or chinooks,,,, .. , 7,959 
Sound ~ockeyes, , , , .. , . . 39,253 
reds . . . . . . . . .. , , . , , , , . 588,605 
sih ers, medium reds, , , 205,522 
'. ' ' '''' ' '''' ''' ' '' 1,634,253 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 154,968 
'''' ''' '' '''' ''' 244 
. ''. '''' '' '' '' 5,569 
... ' ' '' ' . '' '' ' ' '' 2,791,699 
SALMON Bra-
whose headquarters arc 
g;n·e a in honor of 
Athletic 
, the t:\'Cn~:lz2; of 16. 
;;: ho for 'years has served the 
as prc:,;ic\er;t officially retired 
ofl1ce on De'cember 18. Due 
ointn:ent as -v1ce-president and 
Pac_i fie Sahn on Sales 
\vill a 111en1ber of 
The dinner, therefore, 
t Into sort of farewell cele-
hm:c:· nf with·· 
also from 
of the canned 
Kelley· Clarke 
was c: trictly a "family 
and to guests 
industry, A 
a speech by 
house 
of canned 
believes 
Robert R. Farish, Seattle manager for 
New England Fish Company. He states 
it as his opinion that the new year has 
added no weakness to the market, but 
rather has tended to strengthen iL 
"It is definitely certain that the canned 
salmon industry figures to right itself," 
he declares. "Last year Puget Sound 
packed 707,306 cases of pinks. This year 
it will not pack any, since pinks run here 
only during odd years. Throughout Alas-
ka, British Columbia, Puget Sound and 
the Columbia River salmon packing will 
be limited to the lowest points in many 
years. This is the natural outcome of the 
economic conditions through which we 
have been passing for two years. Several 
of the largest packing concerns will re-
duce their canning operations, which 
range at normal from four to ten can-
neries each, down to the operation of 
one or possibly two plants each, South-
eastern Alaska is more than likely to 
experience drastic pack reduction. The 
extent of onr own operation is not yet 
determined, but it will be extensively 
curtailed." 
UNITED STATES Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, through its 
foodstuffs division, is attempting to build 
up a new service in which a quarterly 
survey of stocks of canned goods will be 
made available to all interested persons. 
This project, previously reported in VVCF, 
now is well under way and is being re-
ceived with enthusiasm by packers 
throughout the country. Information at 
present is available only on tomatoes, 
peas, corn, green and wax beans, peaches, 
pears, pineapple and salmon, but it is 
hoped later to cover all pha~ses of the 
food-packing industries. ~ 
Stocks of canned salmon in the hands 
of 34 \Vest Coast canners on January 1, 
1932, are reported as having been 1,979,-
872 cases, as compared to 2,387,228 cases 
on October 1, 1931; total sales of these 
34 firms amounted to 407,356 cases, or 17 
per cent of their stocks on hand. Stocks 
in the hands of 513 distributors remained 
about stable insofar as the salmon indus-
try is concerned; 380,976 cases were held 
on October 1, 1931, and 386,382 (an in-
crease of 5,406 or approximately 1 
per cent of the on January 1, 1932. 
Canners and distributors receiving ques-
tionnaires from the federal organization 
are urged to fill these out and return them 
at their first opportunities. 
UNITED STATES Bureau of Fish-
eries has issued its 1932 regulations for 
the salmon fishery of Alaska. No 
changes are made from rules of 
J\. summary of provisions of the new or-
ders shows the following alterations: 
North Prince of \IV ales island district· 
Commercial fishing for salmon, other than 
is prohibited prior to 6 o'clock 
15 in each calendar year, from 
p. m. August 23 to 6 o'clock a. 
m. October l in each year and for the re-
mainder of each calendar vear after 6 
o'clock p, m. October 15. · 
Commercial fishing for salmon by 
means of any trap is prohibited except 
111 the period from 6 o'clock a. m. July 
15 to 6 p. m. August 23 in each year. 
Behm canal, trolling: Commercial fish-
ing by trolling is prohibited in Behm 
canal and its tributaries within a line 
from Point Sykes to Point Alva 
the eastern entrance of the 
line from Point 
point across the 
6 p. m. April 30 to 
South Prince of 
Commercial fishing for other than 
trolling, is prohibited prior to a. m. July 
15 111 each calendar year, from 6 p, m. 
August 24 to 6 a. m. October 1 in each 
year and for the remainder of each cal-
endar year after 6 p. m. October 15. 
Southern district: Commercial fishing 
for salmon by trolling is prohibited from 
6 a. lTL August 25 to 6 p, m, September 
in each · 
North Prince of ·wales island: This 
will include the west east side of 
Gravina island from point to 
Davison point and Percy island. 
King salmon trolling in Southeaste.rn 
Alaska, usually closed from 1 to 
March 1, is permitted under new reg~ 
ulations, Other changes include: 
ing of the Yukon district to limited 
ing; fixing an opening elate for fishing on 
the Copper river flats; and further re-
duction in trap areas in Southeastern 
Alaska and Cook inlet 
Fishing for king salmon 500 yards out-
side the streams between 62 degrees north 
latitude and degrees north latitude 
between June and June 30 is permitted. 
This comprises the Yukon district. The 
t~otal take for the season set at 50,000 
hsh, As the kings in section run 
large, it is estimated that this 
would make about 25,000 cases 
salmon. 
The king salmon season on the Copper 
flats wiil open May 1, and on reds 
days later. In years there has 
heen no fixed date oiJening the sea-
son there. 
Until the regulations have been checked 
aganist charts to determine the exact loca-
tions, it will not be possible to 
number and sites closed to fish 
Southeastern Alaska and the Cook 
area. It is however, that 
more than 30 closed. 
In the Bristol district, the number 
Canning 
QUEETS, Vii\SHINGTOi'l 
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of boats to each line of canning machin--
ery operated was reduced materially. A 
cut from to six boats in one district, 
and from to five in another was 'made. 
FOR THE FIRST TIME in tbirtv 
years officials of the Canned Salmon Sec-
tion of the Canadian Manufacturers Asso-
ciation have received orders not to re-
lease the usual report showing how much 
each individual canner packed for 1931. 
Two influential packers, who forced the 
issue, regretted so doing but pointed out 
that business reasons make such action 
expeclient.--SH C. 
PACIFIC SALMON SALES Corp., 
powerful distributive agency representing 
15 prominent northwest salmon canning 
firms, began active operation during mid-
dle January in its new offices at 1145 
Henry Building. 'Under the direction of 
H. A. Fleager, general manager, the new 
staff was instructed in its duties and com-
menced its task of disposing of more than 
2,000,000 cases of fish, the pack of the 
member firms. 
Among officials added to the personnel 
of the corporation are Henry Seaborn, 
one of the vice-presidents of Alaska Pa-
cific Salmon Corp., who will act as as-
sistant manager; R. E. Murphy of Skin-
ner & Eddy Corp.; Douglas McCaughey, 
Wesco Foods Co.; A. E. McCallum, Skin-
ner & Eddy Corp.; C. H. Boynton, Dem-
ing & Gould Co.; E. 0. Paup, Calvert 
Company. 
SALMON CANNERS of the north-
west alreadv are making· plans for the 
1932 season," wbich will have its opening 
in some districts as early as June 15, with 
others not beginning until July S. Con-
siderable debate is being hearcl as to 
whether or not curtailment will be greater 
L 
COTTON FISH NETTING 
a The Q 
step in the process of manufacture--from gathering the raw material 
and shipping the finished product-is carried out under expert 
m our own You are therefore assured of 
HIGH QUALITY NETTING, 
B R'S 
Double Linen Gill Netting 
and Salmon 
Have been used on Coast since 1876 
than in 1931, opinion seeming to be Well 
divided upon the subject. 
Libby, McNeill & Libby, v;l10se head-
quarters are in Chicago, has announced 
plans for sending its supply ships north 
to the more than a dozen factories it 
owns in Alaska, although no statement 
has been issued as to which of the latter 
will be operated. "Otsego'' will sail fron· 
Seattle on April 14 to plants in South~ 
eastern Alaska. "Gen. Vv. C. Gorgas" and 
"Libby Maine" ·will sail on .:\Jay 12 and 
14, respectively, for Brstol Bay district 
"Otsego'' will return from its first 
age to make another trip. 
''Santa Flavia'', floating 
ated by the cooperative 
Associated Fishermen of Alaska, Inc., 
leave Seattle on lune 1 for its usual 
of operations, B-ristol Bay. During 
the ship produced 20,600 cases, a frg\lre 
which officers of the company hope to 
better in 1932. 
"Perry L. Smithers", named for llit· 
president of Booth Fisheries Co. of Chi-
cago, and operated by the firm's subsidi-
ary, Northwestern Fisheries Co. of Seat-
tle, will make two trips north, 
to Seattle representatives of the ±1rm. 
Strand Fisheries, owned by Gus Strand 
and with headquarters at Aberdeen. 
Vvashington, has purchased Cordo1 ;, 
Packing Co., Cordova, Alaska, and 
to operate it during 1932. Former 
cers of the were Thomas 
Scott, president; Sc.ott, 
dent; A. C. Predmore, secretary. 
is waiting to see how market conditions 
appear during the first part of 1932 be-
fore deciding upon a definite policy, bw: 
believes that the salmon and clam plam 
may begin operations during the early 
part of May. 
Columbia River Packers' AssociatiOI\ 
of which \V. L. Thompson is president 
expects to operate its Lake Bay 
and also the majority of its other 
lishments. 
Wrangell Packing 
its plans for operating 1932. 
plant will be supplied by purse-seiner,;, 
in past but it is expected that 
will be by two 
cers are S. 
Barnes, vice-president; 
retarv. 
Di~monc\ K. Packing Co., with 
quarters in but plant at 
also will operated as usual. 
Theile 1s president and Celia Thti 
H. B. Kittlesby, 
will he in charge 
BISHOP P. T. 
w·e Recommend m 
CALIFORNIA COTTON ILLS 
Seine Twine~ Thread and Twine Laid 
H tve been m Demand 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
Fishing 
Seattle Representative 
I\EW YORK CHICAGO 
GLOUCESTER 
Fraternity of the Pacific Coast for 
Years. 
Company 
443 Mission St. 
122 E. 7th St. 
303 Smith Tower Annex 
BOSTON BALTIMORE 
JACKSONVILLE 
CAMPBELL MACHINE 
hauled out the big· 
copoer-painted the botto:n 
This is the second time the long 
seen sunlight on tbe 
it was launched last summer. . 
''Navivator", Capt. ·Manuel Frena:', 
also ''Santa Veronica" hauled out. 
"California" was on the vvays 
while a new wheel was 
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FISHERMEN 
Fratri~ide On The Rogue 
BIG BUSINESS dictates govern-ment. Big business does pretty 
much as it pleases. Only in cases 
where a united people voices disapproval 
and threatens reprisal through exercise 
of the ballot do monopolistic forces of 
modern million-dollar enterprise tempo-
rarily withdraw to. cover. However, eve_n 
manifest antagomsm from the pubhc 
does not often act as a permanent stay 
commercial aggression, for ingenious 
are constantly devised which quite 
ly distract attention from the act-
malfeasors until the object-and last-
harm !-has been accomplished. 
of the successful modes for effect-
ts upon the public do-
is to breed a quarrel among the 
Sectionalism makes for weakness. 
guards into a fight and it is easy 
the crown jewels! Therefore it 
that while commercial fishermen 
anglers wage a mutually m-
and wholly futile battle over the 
of this creek or that river, big 
companies and factors in the 
power trust cut off the spawn-
s with impassable power dams 
the same time adding to destruc-
placing whirring blades of hydro-
turbines in the path of descend-
Unscreened head-gates of 
water diversions lead millions of 
fish to certain death in irrigation 
and while all this slaughter con-
sportsmen are induced to believe 
is commercial operators who are 
the streams. The real and tangi-
unmarked. 
fight is on, and no one 
or guess the truth until 
fishermen have been driven 
homes and occupations. When 
there will be no fish, someone 
to wonder, and, wonder-
head or salmon can enter the defiled cur-
rent, will there be anyone then to raise 
his voice to demand that either commer-
cial or sport fishing be curtailed? Why 
restrict the taking of a few hundred 
thousand fish when millions and billions 
are being annihilated by causes entirely 
apart from actual capture of any sort? 
These truths, although freely admitted, 
are not yet recognized or received into 
popular consideration. Our vision is still 
obscured. 
WCF is open to all persons as a forum 
wherein opinion may be expressed freely. 
Everyone is invited to participate, and 
Geo. D. Chenoweth, president of Rogue River 
Fishermen's Union 
the magazine publishes personal opinion 
as such, without necessarily endorsing 
the utterances. Its great hope is that some 
co-operative action will come out of the 
discussion, and that the factors already 
interested in the fishery resource will 
presently realize that it is not the com-
mercial catch, nor the sportsmen's catch, 
but the WASTAGE OF BREEDING 
GROUNDS AND OF YOUNG FISH 
that is making havoc with our livelihood 
and sport. 
Now there comes a letter from Geo. D. 
Chenoweth, president of Rogue River 
Fishermen's Union, who relates the plight 
of his fellow fishermen: 
"As if the present depressed condition 
of world markets, with consequent low 
prices for fishery products, were not 
enough to take the joy out of life for us 
who fish for a living, organized anglers 
and other bodies of sportsmen are at-
tacking the salmon netters of the Rogue 
River. Literally, we are being forced to 
fish with one hand while we are trying to 
defend ourselves with the other, and 
meanwhile the sword of Damocles dan-
gles dangerously above our heads. This 
unfortunate condition of the netters on 
the Rogue may well serve as a warning to 
every commercial fisherman on the coast, 
for the Play Boys of wealth and leisure 
have determined to destroy our vocation, 
and are boasting openly that after the 
Rogue River has been closed, they will 
place a like embargo upon every stream 
in Oregon. 
"Just at present it is the riverman who 
is against the wall, but let not the ocean 
troller congratulate himself, for he will 
be next. Persecution and harassment 
will inevitably be his share, for his is the 
crime of catching fish for food. 
"It seems almost incredible that in this 
time of unemployment and distress men 
would conspire to destroy an industry 
that supports a tremendous pay-roll, af-
fords employment to thousands of work-
ers, and produces a cheap and necessary 
article of food. Here in Oregon com-
mercial fishing is third in rank among 
the wealth-producing industries of the 
state. 
"The present drive to close our stream 
got under way in 1930 when certain resi-
dents of the upper valley placed on the 
ballot a proposed constitutional amend-
ment whose object was to outlaw us from 
the river for all time. In justification of 
this project they made the absurd and ut-
terly false charge that gill-netting at the 
mouth was responsible for the declining 
runs of river trout and steelhead on the 
upper reaches of the Rogue. This was a 
dishonest and un-American statement, but 
it was powerful politically, for hundreds 
of uninformed citizens believed it, and 
were prejudiced against us. 
"Now, as every fisherman knows, con1-
mercial fishing at the mouth of the Rogue 
is carried on in a very restricted district. 
More than that, set-nets and seines are 
not allowed-we have to use floating gill-
nets, or else not fish. Our season is only 
four and a half months long, for the law 
permits us to work only between May 15 
and September 30, or about 138 days. Of 
course the people who live inland don't 
understand that a fish will not stick his 
head into a net that he can see, wherefore 
we can catch salmon only on darkest 
nights, and never in the daytime or when 
there is a bright moon. That cuts our 
fishing time in half. 
"But the greatest absurdity is that we 
destroy the steelhead with our nets. 'In 
the first place we are not allowed to catch 
steelhead or any kind of trout-those are 
reserved for the sportsmen. We could 
not have them in our possession, even if 
we caught them, which we don't. The law 
compels every gill-net to be of eight and 
one-half inch mesh, and a steelhead goes 
through that like a huming-bird through 
a chicken fence. But the people who 
live up-river don't know these things, so 
the tellers of lies have made a hard case 
30 WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
11Miles Made" 
Flax 
Salmon Twine 
and 
Gill Netting 
MILES LINEN CO. 
Salem, Oregon 
for us, and we had a hard time to save 
our little businesses. 
"Through the help of the State Federa- 0 
tion of Labor and certain clubs which 
really would listen to truth, we succeeded 
in defeating the attempted imposition. 
But right away the proponents of our an-
nihilation descended upon the state legis-
lature with large sums of money and 
powerful political alliances, and through 
an exchange of favors got the law 
through just the same. Now we are do-
ing the only thing that is left to us-that 
is, we have gotten the measure back on 
the next ballot for public vote, and in the 
meanwhile are hoping to acquaint enough 
of the people with the facts of the case 
so that we will not be driven out because 
of something that we did not do. 
"Now, we want to ask your paper to 
help spread the truth by publishing the 
Tunaship "OLYMPIC", owned by CaptainS' Zankie and Zuanich and one of the largest and 
newest of the fleet The Union Ice ComP'any has been! serving for years 
''Union'' Ice Lasts Longer 
-it's packed so that it will-and there lies the secret. 
Properly packed ice, such as Union, does not crystalize 
when crushed to fih the holds of fishing ships. Each 
fragment is a solid piece with all of its original refriger-
ating qualities intact within it. 
So-when your profits depend so largely upon how your 
ice "holds" be sure you get the best-specify "UNION". 
THE LJNION ICE COMPANY 
facts, which are these: That the real rea-
son the fish are not more plentiful is be-
cause on the upper reaches of the river 
about half the summer flow of the stream 
is diverted for irrigation purposes, and 
the remainder is held stagnant above 
great power dams. This impounded wa-
ter reaches a summer temperature of 80 
or 85 degrees, and of course, sea-run fish 
cannot live in su~h co?ditions. The fish 
gradually are bemg k1lled off, and even 
if we are driven away from the river it 
won't help the steelhead fishing at all 
As things are, we are being persecuted 
and condemned for something that we 
haven't had anything to do with, and we 
would appreciate it if you would call this 
injustice to the attention of all the peo-
ple of the coast." 
------
"EXCELSIOR", Italian lobster boat 
exploded and sank at sea while engaged 
in hauling traps off Tijuana Point, Baja 
California. Capt. Vita Romani, who for-
merly was master of "Pearl", was blasted 
into the water, as was . also his helper. 
The tv:o men stru~gled m the s~a, finally 
managmg to extncate the caps1zed skiff 
from the mass of floating wreckage, and 
after many efforts succeeded in getting 
into it. Eventually a homeward-bound 
lobsterman happened along, and the cast-
aways were taken into port, where b 
were lodged in the marine hospital to 
dergo treatment for the third degree 
which they had suffered. 
Insurance in the sum of $8,000 was 
ried with Van Camp Insurance 
according to Gene Gregson, San 
representative of the firm. 
COLUMBIA RIVER Fishermen's 
ion met in Astoria on February 2 to 
cuss various matters of importance 
the membership. Among these were 
scow on Van Dusen sands, used 
beach-seiners, which is said to · 
with operations of gillnetmen; 
tion of Barbey Packing Co. and 
River Packers Association to 
rental on Sand Island lowered; 
tion of a committee to meet 
ers and schedule prices for the 
season; the new ferry landing at the 
of 14th Street, Astoria. Members 
heard a report on their wholesale 
distributing organization, which 
scribed in WCF's Deluxe 
Number, 1931-32. 
"ST. PAUL", 32x9x3-foot San 
market fishing-boat, is without a 
a result of the death of Carmela 
cato and Mike Falsetta, partners in 
eration of the vessel. . 
Brocato died in San Pedro hosp1tal 
January 12 of cerebro-spinal · 
contracted while on a fishing trip. 
men were ill when they reached 
shortly before that date, but it 
lieved that Falsetta's case was 
ous than that of his brother-in-law. 
ever, he rapidly grew worse and 
be taken to Los Angeles general 
tal where, four days after his 
death, he too passed away. . 
were well-known among Itahan 
men of the vicinity; and had been 
members of Italian Fishermen's 
tion of Southern Califorpia, an . e 
tion which was disbanded some tll11 
COLUMBIA RIVER 
operative Packers, whose 
are at Warrenton, Oregon, held 
nual meeting of stockholders 
ary 15. 
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COMPLETE LIST of officers for 
Alaska Trollers ¢-ssociation, whose l;ead-
are at Ketch1kan, Alaska, IS as 
11agnus J. Nordstrom, Ketchi-
A. P. vValker, Craig, vice-
Peter Jensen, Ketchikan, secre-
and Jensen were re-tary. 
elected from 19.31. 
Board or directors includes Fred H. 
Ketchikan; Carl Nygard, 
Peter Kaasen, Ketchikan; 
Petersburg. Trustees 
Christ Petersen, 
Ketchikan; 
1 ) . 
Larsen and _Andy 
[l;nid J. Dahl, Sitka. 
oHicials were elected some time 
did Dot take office until January 
TWO FISHING VESSELS have been 
wmplcted, two are under construction 
plans are being made for building 
more in northwest yards. All but 
,,f ihese <ire small craft, most of them 
trollers. 
particular interest to fishermen is 
nwdel troller built by Hoquiam 
fishennen and exhibited at 
meeting of trollers of that 
The boat designed by Capt. 
vVuori and its construction was 
by Onni Pentt. It is designed 
·lt as a 42-footer, and is so con-
that it will be unusually sea· 
ab !e to ride out any sort 
to fish well in the midst of 
on a 28-foot 
Smith Point, 
newer one-
28x9 feet and 
gaso-
coln-
purchased materials for their construc-
tion. 
SA USAGE - MAKERS, hair-dressers, 
wheat farmers and fishermen all are pa-
trons of Miles Linen Company of Salem, 
Oregon. F. J. Gilbraith, president of the 
firm, is a very genius at discovering busi-
nesses that need stronger twine than the 
kind they are using. For example, he dis-
covered that the salami-makers of Califor-
nia were tying their sausages with a com-
paratively poor quality of cotton string. 
Gilhraith carried this information back to 
his Salem factory where he set about de-
signing exactly the sort of tough, long-
fibre linen cord that was needed to hind 
salami during its various stages of pro-
cessing. Now the yearly demand for this 
"unbreakable" twine exceeds 15,000 
pounds in California alone! 
Simi~arly, Gilbraith found out that hair-
dressers make use of many fathoms of 
cord while manufacturing artificial curls 
about the temples of modern beauties. 
Right away the Miles concern produced a 
special twine exactly suited to beauty-
parlor requirements, and today the an-
nual request amounts to 15 tons! 
Sack twine of long-fibre linen is a big 
item with the Salem house, 35 tons of 
this being marketed each summer. Ex-
pert sack-sewers will have nothing else, 
because they depend on its strength when 
heaving back on the sack, during the sew-
ing process. They iike the softness of 
this strong twine, too. 
To meet the special requirements of 
long-line fishermen, Gilbraith car11e out 
with a special ganging-twine, heavy-laid 
and huskier than any ever seen before. In 
"the old clays" the long-line men used to 
gange-up their hooks with doubled gill-
net twine. Now they use a single strand 
of this new cordage, which is available in 
either nine- or 1 0-threacl. 
The Miles Linen Company at Salem 
makes all sorts of super-strength twine 
and cordage. 
ASTORIA MARINE Construction 
Co., Oregon firm which has produced 
many of the trollers, gillnetters and other 
craft operating on Columbia River, has 
opened offices in Portland, at 1214 Amer-
ican Bank Building, according to a state-
ment issued by Joseh Dyer, president of 
the firm. 
BOA 
u 13E 
Reel Cedar, Green Bending Oak, 
Alaska Cedar, Dry Oak, Port 
Oxford Cedar, Teak, Spanish 
Cedar, Iron Bark, White Pine, 
Lignum-vitae, Sugar Pine, Ma-
hogany, Spruce Bagac, Fir, 
Gum. 
D. A. JOHNSON HARDWOOD CO. 
Seattle 
JAPANESE FISHERMEN in District 
Two of British Columbia hereafter will 
be able to dispose of their 
way they wish, a right 
possessed by them. The new 
comes as a result of action on 
of Dominion Department of 
which organization abolished the 
old system of attaching fishing 
licenses to certain salmon canneries. there-
by preventing the fishermen frmr{ deliv-
ering to any other plants. More than 400 
Japanese will be affected, there having 
been issued 29.S licenses on Skeena. River 
and 73 on Naas River. 
CUNNINGHA!vf 
DECK 
MACHINERY 
for 
FISHING 
BOATS 
!vi echanical Drive or Electric 
Anchor Windlasses 
For Chain or Wire Both 
Seine Winches and Fish Hoists 
or Drum 
or Combination 
or 
Air Whistles-AU Sizes 
ALI,AN ClJNNINGHAM 
124 PFest Massachusetts St. 
Wash, 
MARINE HARDWARE 
San 
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NORTHERN 
Boat Builders 
ANDERSON & CRISTOFANL 
Boat Building and Marine Ways. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Innes Ave. & Griffith, near Hunter's Point. 
Phone Mission 6961, San Francisco. 
D. LABRUZZI. 
Fishing Boats and Cruisers. 
2905 Jones St., Fishermen's Wharf. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
l<'resh Fish Brokers 
S. TARANTINO & SON. 
Fresh Fish Brokers. 
Specializing in Sardines. 
Fishermen's Wharf, San Francisco. 
F1·esh Seafood 
DA VI FISHERIES. 
Striped Bass, Salmon. 
Shad and Catfish. 
Operating My Own Boats. 
Pittsburg, Calif. 
FRANK SPENGER CO. 
Crabs, Shrimps, Fish, Sardines. 
Cocktails-Sporting Goods. 
Berkeley, Calif. 
/l!lm·ine 
ETS-HOKIN & GALVAN. 
Marine Electricians. 
Marine Equipment. 
San Francisco-Wilmington. 
lllarine Hardware 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Marine Hard ware and Fishing Supplies. 
444 Bay Street, San Francisco. 
.Marine 
BRUER-SIEMER CO. 
Marine Ways-Repairing. 
Tugboats, Launches. 
Ave., San Francisco. 
Nets and Twines 
CINCOTTA BROS. 
Purse Seine, Half 
Nets. Bait and Crab 
stock-Soft, Medium and 
Twines 
444 Bay St., San Francisco 
Built, Repaired, Repitched for any Ship 
afloat. 
PITCHOMETER PROPELLER CO. 
2112 Chestnut St., Alameda, Calif. 
ORE UID 
CALIFORNIA 
Paint 
lNTERNATlONA ..L 
BRAND 
Marine Compositions 
Anti-Corrosive, Anti-Fouling 
and Boottopping for iron and 
steel vessels 
INTERNATIONAL 
COPPER P A.llVT 
for wooden vessels 
CALIFORNIA DISTRIBUTORS 
G. CLINCH & CO., Inc. 
49 DRUMM ST., SAN FRANCISCO 
Branch 116 Seventh Street 
San Pedro 
Supplies 
TARANTINO BROS. 
Mail Headquarters for Purse Seiners. 
Fishermen's Supplies--Groceries and 
Tackle. 
373-9-A Taylor St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 
Wholesale Fish 
A. LAROCCA & SONS. 
Crabs, Lobsters, Shrimps, Clams. 
2350 Taylor St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 
MONTEREY 
Marine Engines 
RUSSELL MARINE SHOP 
Factory Representative-"-
ATLAS IMPERIAL DIESEL ENGINES. 
Evinrude Outboard Motors. 
Fishermen's Wharf. 
Marine Machine Work 
L. T. CRITCHLOW 
Marine Machine Shop. 
Fairbanks-Morse Products. 
All Makes Marine Engines Repaired. 
Cail!e Outboard Motors. 
32-34 Fishermen's VVharf. 
Salt 
MONTEREY BAY SALT CO. 
High Grade DEEP SEA SALT. 
Coarse Ground Varieties. 
Moss Landing, Monterey County. 
Sliced Abalone 
COAST ABALONE COMPANY. 
CACO Brand Canned SQUID. 
Sliced Abalone Shippers. 
Fishermen's Wharf. 
I 
"MUSSOLINI," 48-foot ring-net craft 
owned by Capt. Joe Sanfilippo and em-
ployed to_ fish for the Pittsburg sardine 
factory o± F. E. Booth Co., Inc., sank at 
its moorings at Fishermen's Wharf, · 
Francisco, on January 10. Capt. 
filippo had had the craft supplied 
gallons of Union gasoline and a quantilv 
of lubrciant at the Union station at Fisli-
ennen's vVharf just the night before, and 
was convinced that there were no serioth 
leaks at that time. · · 
The local fire tug was called to remon 
the water with its powerful 750-gallons: 
per-minute pumps. When the vessel had 
been raised, it was discovered that the . 
seacocks had been cut off with a hack-
saw, thereby permitting· waters of tl;" 
lagoon to enter freely. The master oi 
the vessel, shortly after this discoverv wa; 
made stated it as his belief that tl{e 
was performed by other fishermen becau'~ 
he was not a member of a union 
ciation. 
JOE ALEGRETTI, in charge of the 
station of Union Oil Co. at Fishermen', 
vVharf, San Francisco, during 
appointed himself a sort of 
one" to give away thousands of pounds 
herring to poor and needy families t>f 
city. Alegretti conceived of the idea 
calling welfare organizations hy 
and telling them that his station was 
plied with a quantity of nutritive 
which could be hac! for the · 
herring ·was contributed by m 
Crab and Salmon Fishermen's Pro 
Association, whose catches were in 
of the market demand at that time. 
MATT VENEZIA, crab fishenna;~ 
San Francisco and member of Crai; 
Salmon Fishermen's Protective AssN 
tion, narro,vly escaped from drow · 
during middle December. Venezia , 
hauling in his crab nets at seven ,,.c' 
in the morning \Yhen a 
his 22- foot boat so that it 
upset and he pinned beneath. 
opposite the Esplanad at the time. 
tween Seal Rock and Fleishacker 
He had been in the water for some 
when Al LaRocca another crabmac, 
him and risked hi~ own 21-footer in 
ing in close to tbe breakers 1'l effec 
rescue. 
LaRocca is the 
operating from . . 1 
is a member of the assocJatwn an(' 
lated to AI and Pat LaRocca of 
Rocca & Sons, whose firm deals 111 
and lobsters. 
Venezia's overturned !Joat wa' 
ashore, where it later was found. 
ported bv truck to Fishermen·' 
-where F~lix Castagnola \\~as C(Jt1 51 
a new-type ves:;el for hirn .. , . , 
craft will cost $2,500, and w111 ll'-
erecl with the sino-le-cylinder 
engine ·which was ~1 the c,Jde•· h.:>:d. 
Crabmen constantlv are subject 
danger of being overturned, for 1 
cess in fishing is based 
to approach as near the 
sible. They fish just 
surf, and when 
roll in, they frequently meet 
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I . .e • ~~ a I•ortiian · Is 
and the "St. ] oseph," which was lying 
alongside. 
As soon as Bruno saw what had hap-
C,~.~e.~~'; o~I-~~1~S m~~;,~;f:n ~~~~~ti~1~ 
tune on the evening of ] anuary 10, 
·vhtu the seams of their 74-foot pursc-
;eincr ''Californian" opened and the ship 
j· 0 undercc1 wit!~ a. load o~. 100 ton~ of sar-
,!ines. "The ''Cahforman at the tune was 
;;ndcr contract to Stanley Hiller's floating 
reduction ship. "Lake Iviiraflores," and had 
a haul of fish. ju~Lt ] 0 p.m. Engineer Tom Marin 
below to the engine room, to pull 
frmn the brake shaft of the 135-hp 
diesel, thereby disengaging 
winch and permitting connec-
between the power-plant and the pro-
As he was about to go on deck 
he noticed water running along the 
of the engine room: after failing to 
he called for Capt. Gas-
shouting matters belovv looked 
the time the rnaster reached 
the water was well above 
and had caused the main 
hJ cease operating. 
efforts to get the engine started 
the ordered his men to 
the hand pumps at top speed 
to hail out the engine room 
the galley. T'he effort vvas use-
' for tbe water gained rap-
Engineer ::;[ arin remained at his 
until the water had risen to his arm-
at last was forced to admit that 
could not be saved. Distress 
sent out by whistle, after 
GC[S]Jer ordered his crew to 
skit±. 
also employed 
" v;as first to reach 
sighted the "Cali-
ancl at once took 
the same time at-
how of the doomed 
Jngo-SLn~ja~' a11d "Gloria R./' 
~crrived at the spot shortly 
offtred their assistance. 
Roticb d the latter came 
the "Californian" and 
The 
''Lake 
the 1.-Yireless operator 
-. send a request for 
L• ran cisco< 
hr;iJ~:-: uf tu"'~Ying. it \Vas dis-
~ 1 ! l!J(n·c: tl-,an a 1nile and 
co,rcred. tl1at 
.tnd his men done 
to free the valua~)le 
'~t1 nk~:n tnrn-tahle at tltc 
·i cll-.sccnrecl to the ship, 
to re1nove 1t 
vessel 
111 vari-
ous directions, but could make no head-
way. At last the rope snapped and tbe 
seine was lost. 
Capt. Chris Gasper and his crew make 
their homes in San Pedro, to which port 
they returned on ] anuary 12. Members 
of the crew are Tom Marin, chief en-
gineer; Mike Nizetich, cook; Sam Brunac, 
Marion Petroe, Jack Cubse, Frank Gas-
paiovich, Mike Elich, Philip Cervarich 
and ] erry Lakos. Their ship was built in 
Tacoma about a year ago. 
"Lorenc", first seiner to reach the 
"Californian", had just purchased 80 fath-
oms of 4%-inch line from Cincotta Broth-
ers, according to Tony Cincotta, general 
manager of the San Francisco supply 
house: "It was this rope which was put 
to the heavy strain of pulling the sinking 
ship," Cincotta explains, "and the man-
ner in which it stood up under the test 
is evidence of its strength and quality." 
ARCHIE SANCHEZ and Sterling 
Bruno, Monterey marine service station 
operators for Standard and Shell oil com-
panies, were called upon to serve as fire-
men recentlv when a fire broke out 
aboard the r-ing-net vessel "Success 
owned by S. \Vatanabe. The 
was being loaded with gasoline at the 
Shell dock, and the blaze was caused by 
one of the fishermen, who pulled out the 
hose while the yo)a tile liquid still was 
flowing and turned the stream full upon a 
lighted lantern nearby. Vvhen he saw 
the fire break out, he flung the hose from 
him, thereby causing the flaming Huid to 
ignite sardine webbing on the "Success'' 
pened, he turned off the flow of 
At the same time Sanchez over 
from his oil station with a two-wheeled 
fire-extinguisher. vVith the aid of this 
equipment the flames were put out, so that 
by the time the fire department 
reached the scene the was well 
in hand. No ships were damaged other 
than those mentioned ahoYe, although 
several were in the danger zone. These 
latter quickly were removed and further 
injury averted. 
The ''St. Joseph" is captained by B. 
Compagna and owned by ] oseph Cnscnza. 
MONTEREY SARDINE INDUS-
TRIES, Inc., fishermen's 
whose formation was in \VCF 
for ] anuary, held its fint official meeting 
on the morning of 22, during a 
light of the moon period no fishing 
was possible. All members of the asso-
ciation received certificate.s :;howing their 
affiliation with it, and the corporation cer-
tificate, recently received frum Sacra-
mento, was exhibited. The chief feature 
of the program was a talk by R. ::\L Dor-
ton, Monterey city manager Dorton's 
t·emarks, and also all business matters of 
the group, were spoken in Engiish ancl 
then translated into Italian and Japanese 
for the benefit of those \YllO un-
derstood English only 
AUGUSTINE FERNANDEZ' 31J-foot 
market fishing boat, used him to sup-
ply rock-cod to fish mar-
kets, sank early in \Yhen un-
known persons opened the scacocks and 
permitted it to go clown in 18 feet of 
water. 
Cotton Made from PORTERDALE SUPERIOR 
Net 
.. g 
THE FIS 
SEINE TWINE. Knit to m 
size mesh and thread, 
We use 
SEINE 
PORTERDALE SUPERIOR 
I • ·• I 
oecause 1 t IS nest. 
which insures 
accurate 
Netting for Haul or Purse 
Seines, Gill Nets, and ali purposes, 
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Auto Bodies and Tops 
SAN PEDRO BODY & TOP SHOP. 
Commercial Body Building. 
Radiator Repairing. 
130 N. Pacific Ave. Phone 3689. 
Electric Contractor 
SAN PEDRO ELECTRIC CO. 
Wiring, Fixtures, Lamps. 
Supplies, Repairs. 
263 W. 6th St. Phone 884. 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
11 Cabrillo Theatre Building. 
Telephone 5094. 
San Pedro, Calif. 
Machine Work 
ENGINEERS 
MACHINISTS 
B STREET MACHINE WORKS 
KELLEY METALS Phone 1666 
527 West B St., Wilmington, Calif. 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors-Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
435 Avalon Blvd., Wilmington 
Phone Wilm. 808. Nite L. B. 651-185 
~ Subscribe to 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
MAGAZINE 
SAN PEDRO-WILMINGTON 
Marine Hardware 
FISHERMEN'S SUPPLIES 
509 Beacon St. Phone 3220 
San Pedro 
Marine Ways 
MARINE WAYS 
Expert Boat Repairing 
on 
Wood or Steel Hulls 
Handle up to 100' in length on 
Marine Ways 
Fishing and Pleasure Boats 
For Sale 
COAST 
BOAT WORKS 
1 Block South Coast Fishing Company 
WILMINGTON CALIF. 
Men's Clothing, Furnishings 
BROWN BROS. 
Hart-Schaffner-Marx Clothes 
Florsheim Shoes, Stetson Hats. 
109 W 6th St., 461 W 6th St., San Pedro. 
Paints 
R. C. LONG PAINT STORE. 
Marine Paints, Oils, Varnishes. 
640 Broad Ave., Wilmington. 
Propeller Work 
WILLIAM LAMBIE 
Naval Architect 
Lambie Propellers 
Security First National Bank Bldg. 
Phone 834 WILMINGTON, CAL. 
Propeller Straightening 
All Work Guaranteed 
EGGERT & PETERSON 
216 East C St., Wilmington, Cal. 
Phone 14-12 
Provisions 
Whole sale Prices on 
PROVISIONS to FISHING BOATS 
Day and Night Service 
TANNER BROS., INC. 
633 Beacon St., San Pedro Phones 14-51-820 
Physicians-Surgeons 
DR. JOHN G. NORMAN. 
129 West Sixth Street. 
Office Phone 1636; Res. Phone 3621. 
Radio Service 
JOHNSON RADIO SERVICE. 
362 6th St., San Pedro. 
Majestic Radios, Radio Tubes and 
Batteries. 
Expert Service-All Makes Radios. 
Sea Salvors 
MERRITT, CHAPMAN & SCOTT 
CORP. 
San Pedro. 2880-Cable Ad. Merritt. 
Ship Blacksmithing 
SAN PEDRO IRON WORKS. 
W. H. Smith, Proprietor. 
Acetylene Welding and Cutting. 
Phone 311. 242 No. Harbor Blvd. 
San Pedro, California. 
Storage-Hauling 
BELASCO TRANSFER. 
Packing-Storing-Crating. 
663 7th St. Tel. 3844-3g45. 
Steamship Agent 
W. H. WICKERSHAM & CO. 
Custom-House Broker. 
Steamship Agent. 
109 W. 7th St. Tel. 2498. 
Typewriters 
CHARWOOD TYPEWRITER 
Sold, Rented, Repaired, Exch 
Prompt, Expert Service. 
274 W. 6th St. Phone 115. 
San Pedro, California. 
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San Pedro Fisher- } 
Cooperative Association ~ s N 
Cooperative Chooses 
FURTHER RECOGNITION of the oervice rendered to the fiisheries in-
dustries of the West Coast by WEST 
COAST FISHE:I~IES ma~lpzine is ;hewn 
i" the recent actwn of F 1sherrnen s Co-
.. Association, powerful vessel-
mvuers' of San Pedro, Cali-
{r;rnia. P.}._t the recent annual n1eeting of 
this association, held J anu~ry 23, . W ~F 
o·H·e was voted offioal pubhcatwn 
a;;d treasur~r was directe~l ~o send 
the magazme a cneck for subscnpt!ons for 
rtl1 J11CIHberS. 
Confidence of the membership in Peter 
Dragich of the "Sea Ranger", 
-shown reelection to the impor-
post of p;esidcnt of the association. 
officers chosen at that time were: 
- Carr. vice-president; Andrew 
sr ,.,.;.,surer: Mary Bezich re---s~~r~t~~\;. Directors for 193Z will 
· •c first three officers and John Gabe-
Luka Anton Stanovich 
?\ick ?vlezin. are Steve 
one year; Kle-
(Jacob) Bernt-
Ekdale and T olm 
indica tio.n of 
former was re-
latter selected to 
"Gallant", V. Karmelich; "Garfield", 
Jerry Acalin; "Gloria R.", M. Butich; 
"Hawk 2nd", Andrew Xitco; "Horizon", 
Sam Cvitanovich; "Johnny Boy", Paul 
Fiamengo; "Juga Slavia", Tony Kordich; 
"Liberty", A. Marin; /'Little Perina" 
A. Petrich; "Louise Ray", Anton 
Stanovich; "Lucky Star", I. Misetich; 
"l\fary S.", N. Pericich; "Mountaineer", 
Joseph Katnich; "Necko I" A. Zamber-
lin; "N ecko II" F. Surjan; Elmer", 
John Nizich; Life", T. Trutanich; 
"Nick C.", Nick Cayafas; "Oakland", Nick 
Mosich; "Old Timer", Nick Plancich; 
"Orion", B. Mendich; "Pacific", George 
"Progress", Toma Nizetich, 
H. YOKOZEKI, secretary of south-
ern California Japanese Fishermen's As-
sociation, Terminal Island, California, be-
came alarmed when the market fishing-
boat "Yama" failed to reach port when 
expected. Y okozeki therefore requested 
United States Coast Guard officials to 
sene! a cutter after the 45-footer. It later 
was reported that the boat reached port 
safely. 
"Yama" first ran into trouble off Santa 
Cruz Island, where the two Japanese 
aboard it had been fishing for rock-cod. 
Shortly after they left for the mainland 
their engine was disabled. Since a 
breeze from the west was blowing, 
rigged a makeshift sail and started for 
Fish Harbor. After four days had 
elapsed, members of the two families be-
came alarmed, 
CAPT. ED MILES, 
who is taking his time about 
gating the globe in a 
two-masted schooner about 40 
put in at San Diego enroutc to the an-
nual Easter Carnival at Mazatl:in, Mex-
ico, and while killing a week or two of 
extra time caused his craft, "Sturdy", to 
be hauled out on the marine railway of 
Campbell Machine vVorks. Once estab-
35 
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"Prosperity", ]. U glesich; "Radio" F. 
Karmelich; "Rainbow", Anton . 
"Sea Ranger" Peter Dragich Jr.; "Sea 
Rider", Mrs. Dragich; "Senator'', S. 
Ivancich; "Silver Wave", Rosin; 
"Sockeye", S. Chuka; "Sonny , J. V. 
Giaconi; "St. Joseph", K. Zar; "St. Nich-
olas", Anton Mosich; "Sunkist" Mar .. 
desich; "Sunrays", Nick "Val-
encia", Steve Vlatkovich; "Welcome" 
Andrew Vidovich; "Western Pride", 
Mizich; "Western Spirit" J. 
"White Star", K. Cesareo; F. Wood", 
Tony Marincovich; "Yukon", J. Bern-
sten; 0. H. Dickison. 
lished in the yard, he seemed 
place so well that a month 
he moved on up the short the 
quarters of the Southwest Yacht Club. 
Miles is not of the old Joshua Slocum 
school of solitary adventurers under can-
vas, for his boat carries 18 of 
diesel engine, and this machine called 
into service continually. Moreover his 
sails all are sharp-topped, he has 
gaffs nor peak halyards, the bowsprit 
carries the simple staysail but no jib, and 
of course there are no toprnasts or top-
sails. The sails travel the masts on rails 
or tracks instead of hoops, all in 
all the rig is for fair and 
not intended for battling 
!an's Strait, after the fashion 
"Spray", 
"MOLOKAI", MOTORSHIP belong-
ing to the Halfhill Packing interests, is re-
ported to have into commission as a 
coastwise carrier in Mexico. The 
vessel is known in the tuna indus-· 
try from the that at several different 
times it was an active 
dering from Turtle Bay 
Lucas. It is engined with Fairbanks-
Morse surface-ignition power, and carries 
auxiliary sail. 
------~-------~------------------------
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RUSS SCHWARZ, n1arine electrician 
who has service branches and electrical 
shops both in San Pedro and on Tuna-
men's \Nharf, San Diego, had a strange 
job brought to him when the tunacruiser 
"San Rafael" came alongside his pierhead 
for the purpose of having the field and 
armature rewound on the motor which 
drives the circulation pump on the 
ship's ice-machine. The motor had been 
thoroughly dampened by a slight leak in 
the pump which caused drops of water to 
run along the bottom of the shaft, and 
thus gain entrance to the inside of the 
motor. The Russ Schwarz crew rebuilt 
the machine in a sbort while, and made 
provision so that the 8ccident coulcl uot 
again occur. 
VOICING OPTIMISM for the busi-
ness outlook in 1932 and expressing sat-
c 
I 
isfaction over the company's 1931 vol-
ume, executives and salesmen of Turco 
Products, Inc., cleaning material manu-
facturer of Los Angeles, held a two-clay 
sales convention and get-together at Bilt-
more Hotel on December 28 and 29, 1931. 
The convention, an annual affair, was 
climaxed on tbe evening of the second 
clay by a banquet attended by 25 persons. 
"COSTA RICA II", 76xl8x8-foot purse-
seiner, operated by Frank and Steve 
Grgas, lust its rudder off the vvest end 
of Santa Catalina Island late in January. 
A patrol boat of the United States Coast 
Guard service, under direction of Bos'n 
Charles Cowan, was sent out to bring 
it in. Instead of being brought in by the 
federal craft, however, the ''Costa Rica 
II", vvas taken in tow by the "Sea Rider", 
another purse-seiner, and brought to 
TE~ 
and Systems 
LUX FYRFREEZ 
Hand Extinguishers 
THE FATHOMETER 
V ALCOLITE CLEANER 
YNCHAUSTI CORDAGE 
PAINTS 
Being Appointed 
FISH BOAT REFRIGERATION 
PA 
Broad St. 
W. HILLE 
~.E. 
WILMINGTON 
6 
Fish Harbor. 
Harbor Boat 
Island. 
Repairs w~re 1;1ade by 
Bmlclmg Co., ferminal 
"Costa Rica Il'' is powered with a fi 1·e-
cylinder, 170-hp. l\tlas-Imperial diesel. 
KENNETH McLAUGHLIN of th, 
Los Angeles offices of Linen · 
Co., announces that his firm's headquar. 
ters have been moved to 122 East /tl 
street. Linen Thread Co. formerly occ·': 
pied rooms in Rowan Building. " 
In San Pedro Linen Thread Co. i, 
resented by Marine Hardware Co., 
chandlery organization headed by 
:0,'[ itchell. 
CLIFFORD_ MATHERS, heading tht 
San Pedro offices of the Atlas-Imperial 
Diesel Engine Co., is unusuallv b .• · 
these clays. Mathers almost · ' 
makes a trip through Southern 
nia from Los Angeles to San Diego, 
ping at all towns and settlements 
tween those cities. In addition to 
ing on potential Atlas-Imperial 
crs oyer that territory, he spends 
siderable time in San Diego itself, 
fishermen in handling their engine 
lcms and otherwise being of service. 
Recently he gave several to 
eling about with a truck on back 
·which was mounted a four-cylinder, 80-J:-i, 
Atlas diesel. By means of this · 
ple", he was able to rlemonstratc 
principle of the diesel engine to 
·who were not familiar with the 
ance of such machinery and who 
fore would not have had as clear a 
ception of the subject as 
to gain from actLtally seeing 
"HERMOSA", tunaship of ,,-hich \\. 
liam J\Iaggio of C. J. Hendry (o. 
111anaging O\vnery is tJnder charter 
transport ton1atoes from Cabo San 
cas, Baja California, to San Pedr•1. 
arrangement became effective on J~w· 
19:32, and will continue in force 
will be rem em be red 
of the fevv tunacruisers over 125 
length. It a 
ship, operated on 
Catalina Island and the 
rebuilt by Vvilliam Muller in 
measures 139x28xll ;.-6 feet, is 
with a 520-hp. four-cylinder 
Morse diesel, and carries a 45-hp. 
banks-Morse ao; auxiliary. 
"WESTERN SPIRIT", San 
purse-seiner O',Vned by J obn UrdJ 
California Corp., struck on '' 
off Pigeon ::\fontcrey. 
fornia, on the of Febru:, 
The accident occurred about 2 
during stormy weather which mr,C:e 
trol of the ship difficult. 
Capt. Oreh was in charge 
70x19;0x8;..6-foot seiner at the 
and his aided bv staff 
the house, 
thr0ugh breakers to the 
being lo.st although severai 
bruises and other injuries. 
uecl at more than $30,000, 
pounded hy the surf hut. it 
that a considerable part ot 11: 
vaged. It is a northern-h11ilt , 
ing been constructed in 1\lconJ,z~ l~. 
It carries a crew of 10 men. 1 ' ..• 
joyed a season o£ relative_ succe'' 
compared to other craft fishW?' 
terey canneries, ranking , 
deliveries during the 1931-3-" 
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- J. E OM 
Pioneer Ship 
Supply House 
and Fishermen's 
of California 
F. D. PETTIT, salesmanager of C. A. 
\Vnnl'cv Faint & Color Co., on Decem-he; ] () 'returned to their homes a group 
~[ · urcd but enlightened ~nd enthusiastic 
salc,mcn, these compnsm?· the. north- E r r tti 
"';btnn and centra! Atlantic cllV!SlOn of 
· sales forces. The occa-
cj,Jn vcas conclusion of a three-day con-
~-,,miun. called for the purpose of re-
Yie1yiug· the past year's work, and it 
··r:decl an elaborate program prepared hy 
-· for instruction and enter-
om ..... for II Kinds of Fishin 
its representatives. 
secretary of the finn, 
at the plant at J er-
crsey, on Thursday, De-
Vanderwyk, superinten-· 
and A. Cohen, chief chemist, then 
the in charge and escorted 
and interesting 
,,f the plant. After luncheon at Jer-
i.'in ~lasonic Club, they '>vere trans-
v<•·•-·-·-"-"' -tn Fcrth Amboy factory of Na-
Ltad Co., where (through the 
of this organization's officials) 
were ,!wwn the intricate process of 
The evening of Decem-
entertainment. 
laboratory ex-
work had 
THE GREEN ROPE 
Olea!ed JUanHa for Fishermen is espe· 
!rea!ed Exil:'a Superior Manila Rope. 
· J>'per Oleate retains the tensile strenglh 
rope longer than any other preservative 
adding weight. It inhibits 
preventing 
or the 
treating manila 
by the user is a thing 
ROPE pretreated skill-
at our rufUs is ready for 
tn serve .iust as it is. 
Our California Distributor 
C. J. HENDRY CO. 
carries in stock purse seine, round 
and gill nets, for Tuna, Barracuda, 
Mackerel and Sardine seining. 
Ederer Netting ls Cheapest 
Because It ls Best 
R. J* EDERER C 
Main Office and Factory 
540-548 ORLEANS STREET 
CHICAGO, IU .. INOIS 
UNQUESTIONABLY 
(We 
• •.• No one can make a 
or :render a serv~ 
S{} cheap that some 
-one c~nnot do it worae or 
sell for less. 
A. WOOLSEY PAINT COlOR 
JERSEY CITY Since 1853 NEW JERSEY, U. S. A. 
TAM!' A, FLOR.IDA SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. HOUSTON, TEXAS 
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SAN DIEGO 
Boat Builders 
CAMPBELL 
MACHINE CO. 
BOAT BUILDERS-MARINE WORK 
Foot of Eighth St. San Diego 
Bottled Gas 
Is the Safest 
~al'lne Fuel 
Burns a CLEAR 
HOT 
BLUE 
FLAME 
Cook With PROT ANE GAS 
Keep Your Galley COOL 
Distributed by 
BOTTLED GAS CO. of SAN DIEGO 
Fisherman's Wharf M-1477 
Club Boat Shop, Wilmington 
Martin Newall, San Francisco 
Crushed Ice 
AMERICAN 
FISHERIES CO. 
Always Ready 
Two Automatic lee 
Crushers 
Instant Service 
New Fishermen's Wharf 
San Diego 
Fish and Ship Brokers 
LUIS M. SALAZAR. 
Unsurpassed Service on Mexican Clear-
ances. 
Telephone M-1225. 
San Diego, California. 
306 Municipal Pier Building ..• 
Ice and Cold Storage 
CUYAMACA 
Distilled Water 
Best for Health 
Best for Technical Purposes 
SAN DIEGO ICE & 
COLD STORAGE CO. 
67 Eighth St. Main 0251 
Marine Electricians 
EXIDE BATTERIES 
Ideal Motors, Generators 
RUSS SCHWARZ 
FIS'HERMEN's WHARF, SAN DIEGO 
Phone Main 9688-Nite 6605 
Marine Sheet Metal Work 
BOAT TANKS 
Iron, Copper and Brass Work 
CENTRAL SHEET METAL WORKS 
Corner of G and Front Sts. 
Phone Main 5405-San Diego 
Ship Supplies 
Buy 
EDISON 
MAZDA 
LAMPS 
COAST 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 
SAN DIEGO 
Tanks 
H. K. SHOCKEY, Prop. 
Shoc::kt;'Y Eoil~ .. 
Woiks 
.FUEL OIL TANKS 
A !so Fish Cookers 
for the Canning Trade 
125 Market Street 
SAN DIEGO. CALIF. 
Phone Main 4448 
Subscribe to 
WEST COAST FISHERIES 
MAGAZINE 
December 18, by the technical force 
the Jersey City factory. Following 
the rest of the day was spent in 
sian of the company's 
and plans, all joining heartily in this 
versation. Superintendent Vanderwyk 
Chemist Cohen acted as leaders of the dis. 
cussion, and were given much praise for 
their services in this regard. 
A banquet in Jersey City Masonic 
was tendered the visitors on Friday 
ing, the paint firm being host. A 
lar feature of the program was a 
the Surface" motion picture entitled 
mance of Paint and Varnish". This 
followed by a brief address by 
Woolsey, who struck an optimistic 
in discussing progressive plans of 
company for the coming year. T. 
rano, assistant salesmanager, spoke 
on office routine and advertising 
for the dealer. The concluding 
was delivered by F. D. Pettit, 
appointed salesmanager, who 
past year's work and outlined 
the extensive sales-promotion 
for 1932. Pettit stressed · 
the latest addition to the 
"Toxicop", the new poisonous , 
bottom-paint with a written guarantee. 
The salesmanager's address was 
corded an enthusiastic reception, 
left the sales force convinced that 
will be the banner year in the history 
the Woolsey firm. 
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM J, 
GIO, accompanied by their son 
daughter, Lawrence and Florence, 
eled to San Francisco recently to 
the funeral of Mrs. Maggio's father, 
Passalaqua. Maggio is Southern 
fornia general manager for C. ]. 
Co., marine chandlery firm of San 
cisco, San Pedro, Terminal Island 
San Diego. 
PROPOSED LEGISLATION 
consideration by the United States 
gress this year includes two bills of 
ticular interest to salmon canners. 
Wickersham has introduced in the 
of representatives a bill to place the 
kan legislature in charge of 
that territory, removing the control 
United States Bureau of Fisheries 
Congress, in which organizations it 
is vested. Congressman 
states that he believes the 
ing in closer contact with 
officials in Washington, D. C., 
better able to administer their own 
eries resources. 
Another measure, introduced by 
resentative Welsh of California, 
to prevent operation of floating 
in Alaskan waters. The 
is being protested by salmon 
the northwest, although a 
which was introduced at the 
of Congress received favorable . 
tion from the committee to whtch 
referred. 
FOUR PAGES of the handsome 
annual report of Los Angeles 
Harbor Commissioners are 
discussion of the fisheries 
San Pedro. Photographs and 
Fish Harbor, with descript.ive 
companying these illustr;;tw?s, 
this section of the pubhc<:twn. 
other information, it is pom!ed 
today San Pedro's fish recetpts, 
nage, are greater than th~se of 
fisheries port in the Umted 
are said to be exceeded only .bY 
England, throughout the enttre 
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{' division of FISHERMEN SECTION)-·· official publication of American Tuna , Fishermen's Association SAN 
II explained Expeditio1• 
OF TUNAFISHING S has caused dozens of craft to go out ~1 £ commission, among these being the 
60- and 70-foot boats of "summer skipjack 
;.'""" The o.vatlab!hty of these vessels 
'''" ; 1;v sort of service, together with the 
h -r tl~at unemployment is great, 
,_c numbers of imaginative and 
men to scheme many 
San Diego's waterfront 
projects now are be-
some of these are be-
along with much obvious 
a v1ce-pres1-
corporation and 
what project 
disclosed by the 
<tnd his of eight, but it is un-
that the first southward trip will 
strictly to making a survey 
tion, and to sounding out the 
s for developing business. 
e" is a 65-footer, powered by a 
3-cyL Union diesel. Bait-tanks 
:'CU removed from the stern and 
made available 
be desired. 
it the boat will 
to Cabo San 
stops enroute, 
up the Gulf, 
the failure of the 
Mexican States Line has thrown the 
whole coast of the southern republic open 
to non-competitive carriers. Large quan-
tities of freight now are awaiting bottoms 
in several of the southern ports. How-
ever, the uncertainties of Mexican dis-
position are notorious, and whether offi-
cials of the neighboring country would 
permit of American participation in this 
transportation is a question concerning 
which there is much doubt. Its small size 
precludes the possibility that "Supreme" 
is contemplating coastwise hauling, but it 
is believed by some that the boat might 
be used in trading at the small coastal 
towns, accepting saleable merchandise in 
exchange for food stuffs, articles of ap-
parel, and other commodities which are 
rare in out-of-the-way places. 
S. ]. (Jack) Meek, seaman and fisher-
man of considerable experience, has joined 
the packet on its first voyage, as navi-
gator. Before departure the diesel was 
taken clown, overhauled, and put in con-
dition for best service. Late plans called 
for a departure at 2:00 A.M. on the morn-
ing of Saturday, February 13. 
"BREMEN", SAN PEDRO combina-
tion craft which at this season carries live-
bail tanks, a few weeks ago discharged 
the largest single fare of fish ever un-
loaded across the San Diego market 
wharf. 
"She was the last cmiser to come in 
from the banks during the tie-up because 
of price difficulties between .fishermen 
and canneries," states ] olm Vitalich, head 
of Chesepeake Fish Company, San Diego. 
"She had 50,000 pounds of prime tuna, 
and all of this quantity was received by 
Chesepeake and Union fish companies. 
39 
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We ''aid nine cents a pound for every bit 
of it.'' 
All of the 25 tons was unloaded in 
chilled but unfrozen state, and irnmediate-
ly trans-shinned to northern markets-~~ 
principally Seattle, San Francisco, Los 
Angeles and other plaees where large 
colonies of Japanese offer a ready request 
for tuna meat in fresh form. 
-with Indian Head trade mark. The 
word Fisherman on the label insures 
this special glove. See that you get it. 
On Sale at .Marine Supply Stores 
Also CANNERS' GLOVES in 
weights-] ap~', and 
sizes carried in for irnn1ediate 
delivery. 
SEATTLE 
Seattle, IJ' asl!ington 
Wholesale Only 5i9---12tlt s··t. 
Thrifty ishertnen 
San 
IN LE RA 
Ingle Ranges are 
for tropical, 
the colder climates such 
Under date November 
J. Erskine Company of 
ES 
to one of their say 
"We think it hard !y necessary to 
dwell upon the virtues of 
and heaters, both from a 
convenience and economy. 
proved one hundred percent satisfac-
tory here and their use is steadily in-
creasing.n 
California 
40 WEST COAST 
This division FISHERMEN SECTION }·"-
is the official of Coast ~-· 
Fishermen's Association SA 
RESCUE AT SEA 
''ALFHILDE", San Diego market 
craft, burned at sea and was completely 
destroyed during middle January. Charley 
vVick and vValter \Nick, owners, were 
compelled to launch the skiff and quit the 
vessel despite the boisterousness of a dan-
gerous sea. All in one small, flat-bot-
tomed panga went the two Wick brothers, 
the captam, and the two other members 
of the crew. The little boat, seriously 
over-loaded, threatened to turn turtle at 
any instant. 
By good fortune it happened tbat Capt. 
John Zolezzi, 22-year-olcl skipper of 
"Balboa", ·was only a few leagues away. 
Zolezzi makes a practice of fishing yellow-
fin tuna for market, so always is on the 
lookout for distant evidences of the pres-
ence of fish. Chancing to scan the hori-
zon with binoculars, he picked up the 
smoke of the burning "Alfhilde", and at 
once stood across at full speed, until com-
ing up to the wreck Quickly taking 
aboard the five men in the skiff, Zolezzi 
sheered off and got up departing speed 
just as the fuel tanks in the burning ves-
sel exploded, blowing the hull into frag-
ments. Both of the vVick brothers were 
slightly burned, but their condition was 
not so serious as to demand that "Balboa" 
put back to port-for Zolezzi was just 
starting out on a trip after San Juan Bank 
yellowfin. 
So the rescuer, with its complement of 
rescuer!, continued on its \Nay, and the 11 
hungry men played havoc with the limited 
larder of the little craft. Thus it was that 
the ship ran short of food before a paying 
fare had been gotten aboard, and for 
three days the crowd ate nothing hut fish 
and lobsters! So the vessel put about and 
returned home sooner than it otherwise 
would have done. 
Six thousand dollars in insurance was 
provided for "Alfhilclc", which was a good 
vessel and one which has brought many 
tons of prime frsh into San Diego mar-
kets. The craft was covered by the fleet-
policy of Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc .. 
,---· THIS Home Owned and Operated Bank is ap-
preciative of the Patronage received from Fisher-
men and the Fisheries Industry. 
Main Office, S~ W9 Cor~ Fifth Ave.~ a.t E, San Diego} Calif. 
Thrifty 
BRANCHES 
Fifth at University Ave.t San Diego 
Chula Vista. and Escondido 
ishern1en ·hoose 
INGLE FURNACES 
for the"r HOM S 
-burning distillate for fuel and 
with the same famous Va!jean 
as the Ingle Ranges on their boats 
them every advantage they look for. 
there is a saving of 58% on fuel, an abund-
ance of fresh, warm, moist air heating the 
whole house at even temperature and a 
noiseless, smokeless, sootless apparatus that 
is absolutely safe and can be made to oper-
ate automatically, 
INGLE 
MANUFACTURING 
Co. 
San California 
DI GO 
the risk having been underwritten 
Gene Gregson, San Diego agent for 
Gilbert C. Van Camp firm of insurors. 
TUNACRAFT GOES 
"A. B. CARPENTER", of long 
ence in the fisheries as both tendet 
live-bait tunacruiser, was sold 
ago to interests belonging to 
lardo Rodriguez, former 
Northern District of Baja 
ico. Rodriguez converted the ves 
a freighter, and commissioned it 
coaster along the shores of Baja 
nia, Sonora, Nayarit and littoral 
to southward. Before actually goinl! 
service the name and registry of th~ 
were changed to "Sausal" and 
spectively. 
Recently "Sausal" put in at the 
of Campbell Machine Works, San 
for general mechanical overhaul. 
Mexican engineers had experienced 
culty with the machinery, so had 
for repairs and tuning-up. vVhen t 
diesel was taken clown and the c 
placed in a lathe for trueing, a fr 
vvas discovered, so that a new crank · 
ordered. Dave Campbell states that 
job will be out of the yard 
March 1. 
Interesting reports were beard 
crew mem hers relative to the service 
being performed by the old tun 
and tender. They de cia re that su 
to failure of Mexican States Line 
ing steamers, so much freight 
lates at Mexican ports that the 
capacity of "Sausal" is inadequate 
vev all of it. Thousands of cases 
coholic beverages come consigned 
senada from J'vlazatLin and from 
City, while mixed cargo of every 
able description also is handled. 
made at the several fish can 
Rodriguez chain, and cases of 
lobster, yellowtail, turtle, tuna 
dines are stowed aboard for 
rail-bead. 
Strangest of all is the account of 
believable passenger' list carr· 
as 50 or 60 persons at a time! 
recalled that the ship has 
conceivably can be called 
commoclations, this storv '11 
and 40 men "on deck" a~nazes. 
done to accommodate them is 
large awnings and tarps over 
in the waist, and each traveller u.-
thereunder erects its own private 
\Vithin the deck-house a ieW 
are said to be ilK 
few "Who have fat purses, but fur 1 
part tbe elect to e,,(ell•· 
selves on airy deck, where 
munal spirit prevails and there 
levity, music and verbose 
C. D. RENDER has found a 
around the ''high cost of 
the same time has an 
place in which to li'ie. 
market boat "Billy Roy," a 
cler contract to de liver 
Paladini, Inc., Monterey. . 
using the craft as a means or 
he and his wife make it serYC 
for it is fitted vvitb all 
equipment. By staying ... 
Renders avoid the expen:;e or '' 
J?EBRUARY, 1932 
B rrTER OPPOSITION to the tax on :;almon, shad, stnped bass, stur-
. "enn and shellf1sh, assessed by the 
b of on all such products 
hronght int:) territor; during closec! 
· 011 its own f1shenes, has resulten 
rcm,wal of this fee upon one classifica-
and in its apphcatwn m a 
and Oregon whole-
also chambers of com-
1n seafood production areas, so 
assailed the program adopted 
Fish Commission that this 
becrune necessary. 
118. chapter 180, 1931 laws of 
it unlawful between Octo-
and May l of the fol-
both elates inclusive) for 
into tl1e state any 
bass, sturgeon or 
;,,nadromous or food or shell fish 
r•nssc:ssed outside of the state 
· nroclnct had been tagged ac-
1n 'rules ;md regulations- which 
fish Commi:;sion is authorized 
On the basis of this author-
including 
1/ c:ttch, chairn1an, ..~."i._. I.,..eine-
Farrell, adopted the fol-
at 
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Itlt•dified 
right angles to the main part of the tag. 
Insert spear point through the tail of the 
fiish or through oyster sack near enough 
to the margin to permit the bending or 
folding over of the tag, at the same time 
engaging the spear point through tbe 
slot in the opposite end of the tag. After 
pressing firmly together, bend spear point 
clown, thereby locking the tag in posi-
tion. 
Tag Regulations 
Section 2. All salmon, shad, striped 
bass, sturgeon or shell fish shipped into 
the state of Oregon via railway express 
agency or other common carrier must 
be tagged prior to shipment by the ship-
per. An extra copy of the shipping re-
ceipt and /or bill of lading shall be 
prepared showing the destination, con-
signor and the consignee, as well as the 
person from whom such shipment is re-
ceived by said common carrier; the net 
weight of such fish either round or 
dressed and the species of same must 
also be shown. Upon the receipt of such 
shipment tbis copy of bill of lading or 
shipping receipt is to be mailed immecli-
atelv to the office of the Fish Commis-
siori of the state of Oregon, 716 Oregon 
Building, by said agency or carrier. 
Section 3. The Fish Commission of 
the state of Oregon shall appoint proper 
agencies within the state of Oregon for 
the purpose of checking tagged fish 
brought into the state by any person 
other than comn1on and any per-
son intending to or who bring into 
the state an v of said fish aforesaid shall 
before unloading such fish or delivering 
or se11ing the to any fish dealer, 
canner, packer other person, first 
give notice to Fish \'Varden 
or such other of the Fish Com-
mission within of Oregon near--
est to the point of entry. Such notice 
to any agency duly appointed by the 
Fish Commission shall he deemed as no-
tice to the Master Fish \!Varden. 
Section 4. Agencies appointed by the 
Fish Commission of the state of Oregon 
for the purpose of checking tagged fish 
upon entry into the state of Oregon shall 
make report to the Master Fish \'Varden 
in such form and at such times as the 
Fish Commission of the state o£ Oregon 
shall order and direct. 
W7 ashi11gton Opposition 
I'Vashington wholesalers saw in this 
new tax a serious threat to their prosper-
inasmuch as Oregon consumes a con-
portion of the northern state's 
production. Crab fishermen pointed out 
that have been selling their catches 
at a of 15 cents per dozen; this 
amount o% cents per dozen to 
\Vashington Departnient of as 
a state tax. If 12 cents per doz-en more 
were added, the crustaceans would have 
to be sold at a loss of 
dozen. Since such a 
cannot continue, crab 
sending their products 
recting them instead to Seattle, 
Spokane and other \Vashington centers, 
as well as to California cities. 
Although comparatively little free-
swimming fish has been since 
Oregon began enforcement 
those species, I'Vashington 
shad, sturgeon, salmon and 
eties also found the charge a nuisance 
and hindrance to their business, 
complained to vVashington chambers 
commerce, pointing out- that Wa,shington 
made no special charge Oregon 
shippers and that the operators 
therefore were working under a consid-
erable handicap. 
Various retaliatory measures 
posed. It was suggested that 
ton Department of Fisl1eries establish a 
similar charge against Oregon vvholesa1-
ers, thus equalizing the situation in some 
measure, It was oointed out that the 
Oregon tax easily ,;,ight be construed as 
a tariff \Vashington products, and 
be considered to the 
constitution, ch pro-
vides that there shall he no duties- be-
tween states of the Union. \Vashington 
wholesalers determined to take the mat-
ter into their O\Vn hands rather than 
for either of these proposals to 
into effect, and therefore insti-
bo:y,.cott against ()regon \Yhole-
Oregon Objectio11s 
Oregon fresh fish 
the tax obiectionabie. to the 
red tape . for their 
bLJsinesses. their 
friends in they 
have been accusto1ned to excl1ange ship-
ments of seafoods at various seasons of 
the vear. It lost them mar-
~ for retailers also 
Those northern operators 1vho 
continued to ship to Portland and other 
centers of distribution in the more south-
ern state ·were forced to raise their prices, 
thereby reducing profits of Oregon re-
tailers and distributors. -
The seriousness of the 
dicatecl in part 
Exchange, Inc., com-
posed of a ma ioritv of the ship-
pers of that city. -On January 11 the ex-
change \vent on record as favoring adding 
the cost of tags to the prices on 
all fish the of Oreg-on. In 
this rnanner, explained, the. burden 
of taxation be placed back upon 
Oregon individuals, 
Recognizing that something had to be 
clone, Portland cham her of commerce 
(Continued on Page 45) 
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SEED 
YSTERS 
International 
Ltd. 
Tokio and Japan 
Largest growers Japanese Seed 
Oysters in Under super-
vision Japanese Bureau Fisheries. 
First prize 1930 Tokyo Oyster 
Exposition. Original exporters, 
oyster seed to the U. S. Shipped 
direct to grower via fast steamer, 
12,000 to 15,000 count per case. 
Noted For Their 
Excellent Flavor 
U. S. Distributors 
MUTUAL SUPPI__. Y CO., 
lnc. 
444 SANSOME STREET 
f SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 
L __ ======~ 
0 STE s 
-from the largest eastern growers. 
First quality of all grades. Our large 
supply insures you prompt delivery. 
Distributors of 
Fresh 
Frozen 
Cured 
FI H 
Car Lots a Specialty 
A. K. 
LOURI 
COMPANY, LTD. 
604 K Fourth St. V And ike 3067 
Los Angeles, California 
WES1' COAST FISHERIEs 
WILLAPOINTS 
are a 
COAST-WIDE 
SUCCESS! 
Sell the Genuine! 
Build up a Profit-
able Oyster Business 
Ask Local Broker 
or write 
WILLAPOINT OYSTERS 
Republic Bldg. Seattle, Wash. 
E. ]. WHITMAN, President 
HAINES 
OYSTER CO .. 
Est. 1892 
Largest shippers of Shellfish 
on the Pacific Coast 
Puget Sound Scallops, Shrimpmeat, 
Crabmeat, Olympia Oysters, Rock Point 
Oysters~ Deep Sea Crabs, Clams and 
All Other Shellfish 
Always 
Pier No. 12 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
Telephone Eliot 09 54 
Try theN ewest Sea Foods 
~'D .. D" BRAND 
OYSTE S 
-from America's Most Modern and 
Sanitary Raw Oyster Plant,-Ca~ 
pacity 2000 gallons These 
have the fresh flavor of sea-
outsell all competition- Try our 
newest Seafood, "The Daily Dozen" 
(Reg, U, S. Pat, Off.) Telegraph-
PI.ANTERS 
OYSTER 
' PORT NORRIS, N, J. 
~-I 
0 S ER 
Alive and Cooked 
Although specializing in Lobsters, 
we also ship all kinds of California 
Sea-Foods everywhere and guar-
antee par-excellent service. 
attention given to standing 
Wire for our quotations. 
I FISII 
1~1 ---Established 1870 214 State Slreet Santa Barbara, Calif. 
M. N. BLUMENTHAL 
California Distributor 
405 Stanford Los "''""'·"''~" 
MEXICAN LOBSTERS 
Fresh 1-'ish and Specialtie$ 
Produced and Shipped by 
LOBSTER PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION 
2162 Be it St., San Diego. Calif. 
Walter H. Oliver, Manager 
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"" - devotea 
di.-oision of FRESH FISH SECTION 
to slzrimp, crab, lobster, oysters, clams 
and other shellfish. } s EL ISH 
-NORTH PACIFIC Oyster Growers 
is reported to have organ-
operating group on Grays 
A num!Jer of growers are lo-
cated on both sides of the great bay, and 
rbey w111 make up the membership. 
I'lans an to be made for a cooperative 
and for development 
production. 
WILLAPOINT OYSTERS, Inc., 
are in Seattle, now 
n;aking greatly increasing its 
:'teamed oysters. Previously the 
Dressel-Collins Fish Co. 
pack a part of its produc-
its officers have installed 
at the \Villapa Bay plants 
cihellfish there. The ca-
''' new equipment is 200 cases 
!Hie-pound talls a day. 
BOARD of Canada 
D. B. Finn director of 
station maintained at 
T',vo years ago Finn re-
to become research 
Columbia Packers. 
arc rcnorted to have been 
by a . shrimp-trawler op-
vicinity of Anacortes 
The i~ 
tht·se 1na:y of 
nf ;1 carioad of Nova Scotian 
'hipped to. Oregon 
1nto the Pacific. Ana~ 
fai1 to state \vhether the 
the _eastern species or the 
of the Pacific Southwest. 
of 
In-
markets throughout San Joaquin Valley. 
"Our gross fresh fish sales for 1931 are 
far ahead of the previous year's total, and 
in fact are the greatest in the history of 
Santa Cruz branch since we started doing 
business in 1922. However, lower prices 
have made our profits somewhat smaller." 
"SAN DIEGO-STAR AGENCY" is 
a name that sounds like a newspaper 
bureau, but in fact it is the title of a new-
ly-constituted wholesale fresh fish firm. 
The unifi.cation was effected by large 
San Pedro interests having branches in 
the southern port, it being deemed ex-
pedient to combine these ''for the purpose 
of reducing overhead expense resultant 
~rom duplication of personnel and serv-
Jces. 
One of the firms concerned is Star 
Fisheries, which maintains headquarters 
in San Pedro and a branch in San Diego. 
Peter Kuglis is managing partner in the 
northern port, and Vincent Petrasich oc-
(:Upies a corresponding post in the south. 
Through the terms of the merger, Petra .. 
sich has taken over the work of San 
Diego Fisheries Corporation, and is car-
ing for its business under the new name 
of San Diego-Star Agency. 
San Diego Fisheries Corporation was 
established by H. Dakis in 1926, but in 
October of 1930 was taken over by three 
San Pedro houses which decided to open 
a joint branch in the south. This trio 
was composed of Standard Fisheries 
(John Ivancich, manager), Independent 
Fish Company (Gennaro Mineghino, 
manager), and Pioneer Fisheries (Paul 
A. Marincovich, manager). 
Pioneer Fisheries is owned by seven 
partners: Paul A. Ivfarincovich, Nic 
Mateljan, Peter Tomich, Frank Tomich, 
Joseph Evich, Louis Evich and Anthony 
B. J aconi. The last of these was a man 
in whom all imposed confidence, so he 
was detailed to go to San Diego to as-
snme managership of the three-party 
branch. 
Conditions being what they now are, 
the various factors which are interested 
in San Diego Fisheries Corporation de-
cided upon a lessening of overhead ex-
pense. Accordingly, an arrangement was 
made wherebv Star Fisheries took over 
tl1e business of San Diego Fisheries Cor .. 
poration, under the new name of San 
Diego-Star Ag·ency. 
Increaszng Sales 
(Continued from Page 14) 
tion which every summer augments the 
Monterey Bay city that he claims to serYe 
an average of over 700 persons a day. 
To attract residents of Santa Cruz to 
his place of business, Goebel sends out 
letters to a selected clientele. A sample 
of his correspondence (with extraneous 
matter deleted) reads as follows: 
"Goebel' s-at-the-Wharf, you know, is 
open all the year. This popular market, 
in fact, has much in the way of added 
winter shopping appeal that can be found 
nowhere else. \Vith a zealously-guarded 
reputation, built up through the years, 
Goebel's this year more than ever is 
stocked with the choicest fresh fish, shell 
fish, cmoked fish and poultry at prices 
that are honest and reasonable. Our re-
frigerated counters right now are 
with one of the choicest 
salt water fish in our history. Our shell 
fish supply is complete and; as 
knows, we are coming into the time 
year when poultry is at its best .. 
"We always have taken pride in main-
taining the best supply of shell fish ob-
tainable. Here are lobsters, shrimps, oys-
ters ancl clams for si.ewing, frying or 
chowder. We also sell crab, shrimp and 
lobster meats. \Nhile speaking of shell 
fish we cannot refrain from mentioning 
our crab, shrimp, oyster, clam and lobster 
cocktails. This department of our busi-
ness has grown with great strides year 
after year. These we serve at the counter 
or on a tray to take to your automobile. 
You also may have thern put up in any 
quantities you desire for taking home. 
"There always is plenty of 
space at Goebel's-at-the-Wharf. 
cement paved area fronts the market on 
two sides and there is no time of the 
clay or evening when your car cannot be 
driven right alongside our ninety foot 
front. \Ve are open from 7:30 a.m. to 
6:30 p.m., Sundays included. "\;V e also 
deliver. 
"\Ve feel certain that a Yisit from you 
woulc), prove mutually enjoyable and bene-
fiCial. 
Goebel recently has secured the 
to exclusive retail distribution of 
Point" oysters, the product of \Nest Coast 
Oyster Farms, Ltd., Elkhorn Inlet, Cali-
fornia. He states that the new line has 
proved exceedingly welcome his 
customers, so that today he is 
three times the volume which charac-
terized his previous experience with this 
of shellfish. 
have had cards printed }or. restau-
rants and stores," he states, wh1ch per-
mit me to tie in store with the in-
formation printed Points' by 
the daily papers and Since 
that time I estimate our cocktail 
business has increased at least 50 
cent, and now that we have the 
graphed, waxed quarts and pints our 
'carry···away' sales rapidly are growing.'' 
Washington State Health 1i.'l 
Certificate No. 3 
J. J. BRENNER 
OYSTER CO. 
Establishtd 1893 
Growers and Wholesale Shippers 
of the 
Famous Fresh 
Oysters~ Clams 
Indian Rock Oysters 
I 502 Fourth Ave. West 
Olympia, VVashington -~1 
WEST COAST FISHERiEs 
This division of FRESH FISH SECTION }"·-
relates news of distribution zn ,_ 
British N RTH 
Halibut Seaso1• Opens 
N INETEEN THIRTY-TWO hali-but season, which officially opened 
on February 15, seems destined to 
get away to a quiet start, quite unlike 
the exciting period vvhich ushered in 1931 
in all from "L" to the end of the alpha-
I 
I 
I 
Whole sale 
Fresh-
Frozen-
Smoked-
Shippers of 
I 
Specializing in Puget Sound Salmon 
Tacoma Fish & Packing Co. 
1107 Dock Street, Tacoma, Wa,·hington 
1\tfAIN 
FISH C0*9 Inc@ 
WE CARRY A FULL LINE 
____ QF CALIFORNIA FISH. ... 
I Exporters of Gulf Shrimp, Dry Salt I Salmon and Salmon Caviar 
'.i: NEW LOCATION SEATTLE, \)1/ ASH. 
ELLIOT 0681-2 
f1shing operations. Members of Deep Sea 
Fishermen's Union of the Pacific and 
Fishing Vessel Owners Association, both 
'Aith headquarters in Seattle, have shown 
themselves willing to work in complete 
cooperation with each other to overcome 
handicaps of depressed markets and 
other unfavorable conditions. 
Fishing Vessel Owners Association of 
Seattle and Canadian Halibut Fishing 
V esse! Owners. Association of Prince 
Rupert (British- Columbia) have divided 
tbeir fleets of schooners into two divi-
sions, called the Blues ancl the Reels. 
The former is composed of all ships 
whose names begin with any letter from 
"A" to ''K," inclusive, the latter taking 
bet. A drawing was held to determine 
FISHERIES PHOTOGRAPHER 
11 
Walters Studio 
Seattle, 1Vash. 
IMPORTERS 
and 
EXPORTERS 
s 
Pier D-Seattle I L 111 __ RAILROAD AvE. 
J 
TO OPERATE REAL 
STRAND PORTABLE FISH SCALING MACHINES 
When Once Installed, They Are Nev.er Will Never Go Back to the Old Method 
HORIZONTAL TYPE VERTICAL Photo Cnurtesy 
IRELAND'S IJYSTE!l HOUSE IN CHICAGO 
Two Machines 
DISTRIBUTORS 
C. W. MARWEDEL STAR MACHINERY CO. 
M. N. THACKABERRY 
I.OS ANGELES, CALIF'. 
308 E. THIRD STREET 
l\>larmfactur•<l By 
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND 
N. A. STRAND & CO. 
SEATTLE, WASH. 
5001 N. Lincoln St., Chic::_"_! 
which flotilla was to go out first, and the 
Reds won. As a result, 
half of the fleet was to have to he 
the fishing banks at the opening of 
season on February 16, while the 
mainder was scheduled to follow a 
later. 
"The purjl_ose of dividing the Beet 
two groups for the first trip of the 
is to prevent swamping of the 
when the first catch is brought 
plains a letter from officials of the 
men's organizations. "Experience in 
past few years has proved" that when 
of the boats go out at the same time 
return and deliver their catches 
a few days of each other, thus 
the market to be swamped. 
"The dealers, not being able to sell 
entire amount in a fresh condition, 
freeze a considerable portion of the 
on the first trip of the fleet. If 
are spread out; as will be done bv 
plan of dividing the Beet, dealers \~·ill 
able to market a greater portion of 
catches in a fresh condition and will 
able to pay us more for tbem. 
stead of securing part of their 
frozen halibut in the spring, thev 
take fish for this purpose in the 
when demand for fresh halibut 
In short, dividing the fleet will 
flooding of the niarket at the con 
of the first trip. It wi 11 keep prices 
falling to such low levels as we have 
in years when arrivals ·were bunched.' 
It was not definitely cletcrminecl at 
writing whether fishi;1g would 
the first open day of the season 
hy the Red vessels) or wbether it 
be delaved for a time. Several 
fish buyers wired during the early 
F ehruarv that no 
caugl1t ~until after first of 
These individuals pointed out that 
:;iclerable portion of frozen J1sh 
held in and that if no fresh 
but is until March it wi! 
of great 1n dlsposing c .. f 
stocks on hand. 
The matter has been discus,ec1 
branches of the American and 
halibut -vessel O\vners' associations-
also at the several beadquarters 
fishermen's union. It 
of the Red 
rather 
four areas: 
(A) wate1-s south of the 
Shoal\vatcr, 
waters between 
Cape Spencer in Southeastern 
(C) waters north and west 
Spencer and south of the 
(Continued on 
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Fish Taxes 
(Co11tinued from Page 41) 
to confer with Oregon 
to see if some differ-
could not be worked 
a result of this and subsequent 
the tax on oysters perma-
been removed. In a deli tion 
of wholesalers against this 
"'h~r;re. it was impossible to determine 
~~:i 1 at· constituted a standard oyster con-
since bags used 111 sh1ppmg the 
varv considerablv in size. The 
crab· tax has beet~ delayed in ap-
until }fay 1, 1932, it being un-
that bdore that date repr.esen-
of the Oregon and \Vashington 
fi-;herics organizations 'Vvi11 meet to 
equitable basis of elim-
- of fishery produce 
the seasons, the chief argu-
fa;-or of such taxes. 
tax on saln1on and free-s\vinuning 
\\ill remain in effect. It is explained 
bi~ 1~ an in1portant 1neasure in that 
the practice (which l1as been 
'It S01JlC titne) or catching fish 
southern ''ide of the river, trans-
it lo \Vashington and then ship-
hack to Oregon, thus escaping 
of Oregon taxes. 
THOJVIPSON, president of Co· 
Hivcr _Packers i\ssoclationj and 
0\Yner and manager of 
'event east during 
officials of tbe 
concern-
Island, over 
•.cpart1l1C~tt has jurisdiction. 
\hem selves justified in ask-
J·ate becat1se returns have 
catches in that district of 
Fish 
Columbia River are reduced. 
Union Fishermen's Cooperative Pack-
ing Co. has protested against granting 
a reduced rate unless the original lease is 
cancelled and all companies given oppor-
tunitv to bid on the island. Officials 
point out that the rental originally was 
granted on the basis of competitive bid-
ding, and that any change should be made 
in like manner. 
CARL MOBERG again was named 
president of Union Fishermen's Coopera-
tive Packing Co., Astoria Cooperative 
salmon-packing organization, at the an-
nual meeting held on the night of Febru-
ary l. Other officers selected at that 
tim.e were: Fred Lindstrom, vice-presi-
dent; Charles Anet, secretary. Directors 
include the officers and Matt Korpala, 
Andrew Markus, Fred Nicholson, Charles 
vVaara, Andrew Kemi and Freel Juntti. 
In addition to election of 1932 execu-
tives, 1931 officers read their annual t-e-
ports and !eel discussions as to policies 
to be pursued during 1932. 
(OAST FISHER.IES 
R,EEDSPOR.T~ 
Jerked Salmon 
A eal Sales 0 ster! 
You'll find t h e s e 
other C-Coast prod-
ucts pro fit able too. 
Jerked Shad, Fresh and 
Frozen Scdmon and Shad, 
Shad Roc) Cr~bs and 
Cr~-1b 1\[cat. 
The firm texture o£ the 
lected fish combined with our 
ing process distinguishes "C-Coast" 
brand jerked salmon, giving it a promi--
nence that insures steady "repeat" busi-
ness. Investigate this cellophane 
profit-maker today. QLwtations 
submitted. 
0 ST FIS E 
Reedsport, Oregon 
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This division of FRESH FISH SECTION NO~ c LIFO t!i of interest to the Northern ducers and distributors of 
MEREDITH FISH CO. 
Wholesalers-Specializing in 
C T FISH 
116 Eye St, Sacramento, Calif. 
SANTA CRUZ 
FISHERIES 
A 
Wholesale 
FRESH FISH 
Municipal Santa Cruz 
L TAKIGAWA, PteL, Mgr. 
PACIFIC MUTUAL 
FISH CO., Inc. 
FRESH FISH 
Telephone 0. Box 
AddreH 
23-25-27 MUNICIPAL WHARF 
Monterey, Calif. 
JJFARAlLON 
BRAND" 
Fillet ole 
We Operate Our Own 
TR WLERS 
ST NDARD 
FISHERIES 
Foot of Leavenworth Street, San 
Francisco, Calif. P. 0. Box 2232 
Branches: Eureka, Pittsburg, 
Santa Cruz~ Monterey 
PARANZELLA TRAWLERS oper-
ated by the five large fresh fish firms of 
San Francisco are reported to be securing 
unusually large catches since they left 
Eureka grounds to operate further south. 
''Indications point to a plentiful 
of bottom fish," states Joseph 
secretarv-treasurer of Standard Fisheries 
and stu~lent of such matters. 
"During 1930," continues Chicca, "ten 
sets of trawlers were exploiting an area 
of 100 miles and grounds were in danger 
of being depleted. Today only eight sets 
of dragboats are in operation and they 
are covering an area of between 400 and 
450 miles. J n spite of the smaller num-
ber of craft, we are making larger 
catches and sales totals of the five com-
panics are greater than before. Two ter-
ritories--from Eureka to Redding Point. 
30 miles, and to Pt. Saint George, 50 
miles farther-almost may be called vir-
gin fishing grounds. The Redding Rock 
area has been explored by our fishermen 
and has been found an excellent source 
of supply. 
''Black cod fishermen, who operate in 
waters to a depth of 175 fathoms, are 
finding flounders in great numbers. This 
tends to prove our belief that ground fish 
are migratory to a certain extent and 
that they go from bank to bank, even 
into relatively deep water. Not for a 
long time has our supplv of fish been so 
plentiful. It seems that' our program of 
conservation, which we give each 
bank a long at regular intervals, 1s 
bringing results." 
CALIFORNIA State Department of 
Agriculture has established itself in new 
headquarters in its structure south of 
Ferry Building, San Francisco. Accord-
in to Director Dudley Moulton, the 
change was rnade to provide added facil-
ities to take care of increased services 
rendered by State Division of Markets 
and also to centralize all San Francisco 
branch offices in one locality. 
Established 1918 T elep!wne 864-
SAN LUIS FISH CO. 
581 Dana Street, P. 0. Box 305 
San Luis Obispo, California 
T. HAMAGUCHI, P;-ap. 
lvlarket Phone, 196 Residence Phone, 2372 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Dealers of 
of Fresh caught in 
CITY WHARF .. MONTEREY, CALIF. 
--, 
Oakland Fisb Co. 
WHOLESALE 
Fresh, Salt, Dried 
We buy Barracuda, 
Bonito, Jewfish for 
quote us prices per ton. 
505 Washington St., Oakland, CaL 
Among organizations to have offtces 
the new building are: ] ohn 
agricultural commissioner for San 
cisco County; chiefs of State 
ment of Agriculture, who formerly 
their headquarters in the north wing 
Ferry Building; Division of ' 
Measures, whose branch office 
ly has he en in DeYoung 
Fish Exchange; Division of 
Division of Plant Quarantine; 
of Animal Industry; Division of Fruit 
Vegetable Standardization; BurcaL\ 
Field Crops_ 
UNION ICE COMPANY, San 
has had mightly little business fr 
fishing fleets during the recent 
in tuna-canning, but fortunately it 
pens that at the present season large 
nages of ice are required for purpc1s 
refrigerating shipments of t 
made at this time of year from 
Vista district. 
"There is a large acreage of 
being harvested," states R. W. 
Union officiaL "Practicallv all of 
crop is sent into northern. markets 
refrigerator-cars. The practice has 
to switch a number of these 'reefers' 
our side-tracks, right alongside our 
storage warehouse. Our crews place 
refrigerant in the bunkers of the 
after ·which they are shunted down 
side-tracks near the fields, where 
takes place. 
"We now are reaclv to 
the tunaHeet whenever. 
Enough ice is already in 
frigerate the entire fleet on instant 
tice, and ·we have so many trucks 
able that we can supply the crushers 
as fast as can take the blocks. 
whenever the are 
in position to get them to sea 
loss of a moment's time." 
(Continued from Page 
insula and Aleutian Islands: 
Bering Sea. . 
more than 22,S00,000 
of salable halibut may be taken 
this year and not n~~;n; 
frorn area (C). o liCU 
has been placed on areas or 
3. All -halibut fishing yes:;clo 
required to be licensed for 
poSes and_ to furnish detailed i,r:~ 1 j 
as to the1r catches. There '' ·" 
license fee. 
4. An area 
Charlotte 
one off 
been found to be 
halibut, are set 
fishing. 
5. Beginning next 
closed season will end 
of February 15 as at 
Ketchikan halibutmen 
Alaska Halibut 
Co. to aid in 
this S<:a son. It is ovn,,rtP" 
group will follow a 
that of United 
organization operated 
vessel owners have 
FEBRUARY, 1932 
HI-SEA BRAND I 
HIGHEST QUALITY I 
I A l N E I ln 5 '"d !0 Pnund Boxe. 
\ Direct from Packer 
Standing Orders 
s 
Solicited 
l\'Ionterey, Cal. 
s 
tiona I 
o. 
Nationwide of 
Fresh and .Mild Cured 
S L N 
+ 
Fresh, Mild-Cured 
and Smoked 
FISH 
+ 
First Grade Sliced 
B l NE 
11-f ain 
+ 
the 
Most Modern 
Type of 
Diesel Trawlers 
BRANCHES: Oakland, 
Pittsburg, 
Point 
St. 
598 STREI:.T 
SAN I=' RAN Cl SCO~ CAU F. 
ESTE N 
CAll FORNI 
FIS CO. 
General Offices 
556-566 CLAY STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Cai ... Pac 
Brand 
est~Cal 
Brand 
Fresh, Frozen, 
ked, 
We 
FISH 
Our Ourn 
Trawlers 
BRANCHES: 
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SAN PEDRO FISH SHIPPERS 
Vincent Di Meglio Annie Di Meglio 
Jack Cuomo 
Ocean Fish 
Company 
Established 1897 
DISTRIBUTORS 
<\LL KINDS FRESH, SALTED, SMOKED 
AND FISH SPECIALTIES 
Standing Orders Given Special Attention 
Wire for our Quotations 
Telephones: Market 229 Residence, 1596 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Cal. 
FRANK SUTTORA 
FISH CO. 
Wholesale Shippers 
Now Shipping Smelt 
Telephone 269 or 134 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
J.P. HORMAN FISH CO. 
WHOLESALERS 
Smelts Now in Season 
Telephone 350-W 
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF. 
We ship standing orders all over Texas, 
California, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Etc. 
NOTE: We are large buyers of all kinds of Fresh 
Fish and Specialties. Please quote us on volume. 
Producers, Packers and Shippers of all kinds of 
FRESH, SALTED AND SMOKED FISH, 
LOBSTERS, OYSTERS, CRABS 
STANDARD FISHERIES COMPANY 
Established 1897 
Phone San Pedro 5 Municipal Fish Wharf, San Pedro 
Cable Address: "Mutual", Bentley's Complete Phrase 
I 
Mutual Fish Company 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF San Pedro, Calif. 
WHOLESALE 
FRESH FISH DEALERS 
IMPORT-EXPORT ALL KINDS OF MARINE PRODUCTS 
Packers of 
"Pampco" Brand Tempra Fish Cake 
George T. Ota, Manager 
Telegraph "Mutual" for your fish requirements 
GIOSUE DI MASSA, Mgr, 
Los Angeles 
Fish & Oyster Co. 
Wholesale Shippers 
of all kinds 
FISH AND SEA FOODS 
Telephone 5200 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, Cal. 
G. MINEGHINO, Mgr. 
IND 
FISH CO~ 
Wholesale Distributors of All Kinds 
WEST COAST FISH 
Phone 474 and 475 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF, San Pedro, 
Pioneer Fisheri 
Wholesalers of all kinds of 
FRESH FISH, PERCH, KINGFISB, 
MACKEREL, LOBSTERS, ETC. 
Standing Order Specialists 
MUNICIPAL FISH 
Telephone 1474 
FEBRUARY, 193.2 49 
of FRESH FISH SECTION') 
and sale •-
in Southern SO. CALIFOR 
Ro~ -Cod. Looi'-·Ont FRANK GLYNN, salesmanager of Los Angeles Fish & Oyster Co. of San Pedro. had an addition to his 
HE HANDED HIMSELF A Christ-rna:.: present, that's what he did," 
dedared f1sh m e r c h a n t s and 
;;J<Lrket 1Hen along the \\Tater :frontJ "a 
home for all the family; that's 
j'Y 
'sere made toward 
Zolezzi, hand-line skipper of 
£ame, and known along the 
,,wrhern c";"t as the ''Rock Cod King of 
· ·.. . Zolezzi is an indefatigable 
\milder houses. He has constructed 
,,.,-era! modern-type homes. but none that 
" the most recent domicile 
c< 11nlkd it in any respect. 
fcclk•IYinu: the instincts of an eagle, or 
iishcn;an constantly on the luok~out 
uf the presence of fish, the 
chose as the site for his abode 
hillside that uprears a nearly 
£rum the flat lands border-
the Esteros". There he 
for his structure, 
the floor at the level 
,tr.cct, and completed a six-room, 
stucco house. This he 
,, ith consistent taste, placing 
d\·cr-stuffecl furniture in the 
sheh;cs of good books, a 
the drapes and car-
a completed scheme 
rc,om occupies the full width 
· ::-,ca\varcl exposure, 
plate-g-lass studio 
out in Lroacl pano-
ali the landscape and sea-
oui\\Ta·~-cl edge of the house 
Ycrtical dron from the level 
\u that o[ tbt earth beneath. 
;.\', great a declination affords 
vi-tas, and w it is that from 
\',,~r;ci(_l\\·~ nne looks 
.\ v]ati(_!l1 
States 
look across 
and even over 
,, . "\Vhen 
ocuJc my w1fe 
can look out from the windows and, by 
using my glasses, see our boats \Yorking 
on the shoals. In fact, I can leave the 
house and in less than three hours be on 
the grounds, fishing. 'San Diego Bank' 
is 25 miles long by 4 miles wide at the 
broadest place, and in my little boat, 
'Loraine', I can make departure from 
Point Loma and be over the fish in 55 
to 90 minutes." 
Capt. Zolezzi moved his family into 
the new house on December 17, and was 
nicelv established there when Christmas 
and New Years rolled around. 
"Yes, he handed himself and familv a 
nice Christmas present," say his friends in 
the markets. "Julius is a good citizen. 
for he builds more fine houses tban almost 
any other fisherman we know, and all of 
his places have been a credit to the city." 
OTTO WEISSICH'S eldest son was 
:oent to the hospital on January 14 \\"ith 
a ruptured appendix. \Veissicb is Yice-
president of American Fisheries, Inc., 
San Pedro. 
to the 
American 
December 23. Frances Jean, as the 
is called, was born at Seaside 
at 7 p.m.; she weighed seven pounds. 
Glynn reports his company's business 
to be improving. There is of 
several species, and the market 1s 
being SUJ}plied with halibut, salmon, 
totuava and rock cod. 
UNITED STATES Supreme Court 
February 29 will hear appeals 
National vVholesale Grocers 
and American \Vholesaie Grocers Asso-' 
ciation against the decision of District of 
Columbia Supreme Court in to 
the so-called Packers' Consent of 
1920. This decree, established by the 
United States under federal anti-trust 
measures, prevents packers of foodstuFfs 
from interstate trade and commerce in 
tl1eir products. 
The District of Columbia court ruled on 
January 31, 1931, that the decree of 1920 
should be modified to permit 1vholcsaJ,2 
distribution of goucls which could not 
be classed as meat. It is to this deci-
sion that the wholesale grocers associa-
tions are objecting. 
NOT THE LARGEST, BUT THE BEST 
Fresh, Salt or 
MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF~ San (.:;alif. 
50 
MAX FREEMAN, p,esident 
Phone TUcker 11609 1163, 1169 
Superior Sea Food 
Co., 
632-634 CERES AVE., LOS ANGELES, CAL 
Wholesale Purveyors of 
SEA PRODUCTS 
To Institutions, Hotels and Restaurants 
Always in the Market for Specialtie! 
M. H .. ISENBERG 
Formerly Zaiser Produce Co. 
Wholesale Fish Dealers 
Specializing in Fresh Water Fish 
We are the oldest firm in Los Angeles 
handling the 
Fresh Water !"ish Trade 
Telephone WEstmore 5705 Los Angeles 
1812 South Central Avenue 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
YOUNG'S MARKET 
COl\1PANY 
W'holesale Fish Division, Los Angeles 
ATTENTION, PRODUCERS, QUOTE US 
FRESH FISH AND SPECIALTIES 
410 TOWNE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 
Phone MAdison 1451 
I I 
WEST COAST FISHERIEs 
HARBOR 
FISH COMPANY 
Wholesale Dealers 
Salted, Smoked $nd Canned S.sa 
AU varieties of Shell Fish. 
and Specialties. 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTE:-Quote us 
a.H kinds Fresh Fish and Speciahieso 
631-633 CENTRAL AVE. 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
Phones TR 6259, TR 6250 
Super· Quality 
SEAF OD 
V Andike 2084 
The Los Angeles Fish 
Oyster Co. 
739 Kohler St., Los Angeles 
W reden Packing 
& Provision Co .. 
Extensive Dealers in Fish, Meat 
and. Poultry in Los Angeles 
for the past 30 
PRODUCERS AND SHIPPERS KINDLY 
QUOTE DiRECT 
Main Plant and Offices! 
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
Phone MUiual 4351 Los Angeles~ CaH.L 
FISH 
CENTRAL 
OYSTER 
PRODUCERS, TAKE NOTICE 
We buy all kinds of Fish, especially 
Black Cod, Mullet1 White Fish~ Rock 
Halibut, Salmon an.d Specialties. 
Telephone VAnd.ike 3740 
1012-14· S. Central Ave.~ Los Angeles, 
Distributors of 
OYSTERS 
also 
Alaskan "Frigidzone" 
"San Juan" Kippered 
"San Juan" Boneless 
2327 Southwest 
.Phone PLeasant 
resh 
and 
Fro en 
T and AL 0 
There is satisfaction in knowing that the frozen fish you receive 
has been so handled at its production source as to guarantee it 
classed only as "Prime Quality." 
That is the outstanding feature of Sebastian-Stuart Halibut and 
Salmon that has held the same distributors for years. Are you en-
joying this advantage? Wire or write for quotations. 
-STLJ RT FISH 
PORTOLA '' S team~Grilled'' s R 
San Diego 
A letter ro this effect, dated February I I, 1932, in the headquarters 
of the association in Chicago and signed by Raymont Hertwig, secre-
tary of the above-named committee. now is in the files of the K. Hovden 
Company. 
Full authority to use the association seal on labels also is included. 
Official notice of the acceptance of this product shortly will be pub-
lished in "The Journal of The American Medical Association." 
Here is unquestionable proof of highest quality and purity, by an 
unbiased national organization of medical experts. How many of the 
lines you now sell are so recommended? 
For further information write. 
MONTEREY 
